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Introduction
As we enter the next 50 years at the Lewis Research Center, we embark on a journey
that will take us to a permanently manned presence in space, exploration of Mars, and
beyond. Here at home, we will help the Nation unlock the mysteries of advanced tech-
nology and science to make life better for those on Earth. The 1991 Research & Tech-
nology Report highlights Lewis' many contributions as we continue down the path that
began in 1941.
The report is organized so that a broad cross section of the community can readily use
it. A short introductory paragraph begins each article and will prove to be an invalu-
able reference tool for the layperson. The more than 150 articles summarize the
progress made during the year in various technical areas and portray the technical and
administrative support associated with Lewis technology programs. If additional infor-
mation is desired, the reader is encouraged to contact the authors identified in the
articles.
The principal purpose of this report is to give a brief but comprehensive review of the
technical accomplishments of the Center during the past year. It is a testimony to the
dedication and competence of all the employees, civil servants and contractors, who
make up the staff.
The Lewis Research Center is a unique facility, located in an important geographic
sector, with a long and distinguished history of performing research and technology
development in support of NASA's mission and the Nation's needs.
Lawrence J. Ross
Director
Inquiries regarding this report can be addressed to the Office of Interagency and Indus-
try Programs, Mail Stop 3-17. The telephone number is (216) 433-5382 or FTS
297-5382.
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Graphical User Interface Speeds Engine Cycle
Analysis
With recent gains in computer technology it is
now possible to move complex engineering analy-
sis away from mainframe computers to a distrib-
uted computing environment. This environment
consists mostly of high-performance Unix work-
stations. These high-speed computers allow
engineering design and analysis programs, once
written for batch processing, to be used in a
highly interactive fashion. Research at NASA
Lewis has been directed toward improving the
human/computer interface to help engineers
become more productive in this new computing
environment.
NASA's thermodynamic engine cycle simulation
program (NNEP) has been reprogrammed to use a
graphical user interface. This interface allows the
engineer to configure an engine cycle and deter-
mine its performance in a fraction of the previ-
ously required time. The engineer can now lay
out an engine configuration schematically on the
computer screen by using a mouse. Numerical
inputs are entered by using forms. A form con-
sists of a set of numeric input fields, each with its
own descriptive label and a help button. The help
button calls up a detailed explanation of the
input and, if applicable, a list of possible choices.
Each numeric input field is tied to a scientific
calculator program with a variable naming capa-
bility. This allows complex functions to be used
in place of simple numerical values. Output data
can be displayed in numerous ways, including
graphically, in forms similar to the input forms,
tabular, and/or directly on the schematic—
whichever is the most convenient for the engi-
neer. The execution of the program is controlled
through a pulldown menu system. Additionally,
the user interface has a built-in help system and
complete on-line documentation for the engine
cycle simulation program.
Perhaps the most beneficial aspect of the NNEP
graphical user interface is its high degree of
interactivity. A change in any input parameter is
immediately reflected as a change in output. This
NNEP graphical user interface.
fast turnaround allows the engineer to more
quickly narrow down the design space of the
engine configuration. This is very important in
the conceptual design process because of the
large latitude the engineer has in varying the
design parameter. Numerical optimization can be
used to refine a small set of design parameters
after the engineer has finalized an engine
configuration.
Lewis contact: Brian P. Curlett, (216) 977-7041
Headquarters program office: OAST
Beta II Shows Promise for Reduced Cost and
Assured Manned Access to Space
Initial Space Station Freedom operations will
magnify the need for low-cost, rapid manned
access to space. It is generally agreed that
vehicles capable of horizontal takeoff and landing
(HTOL) and airplane-like operations would be
very attractive for this mission. Current studies
have been concentrating on single-stage-to-orbit
(SSTO) designs. However, SSTO launch vehicles
require very advanced materials, structures, and
propulsion technologies to achieve the mission,
making it difficult to develop an SSTO vehicle in
the timeframe required by the Space Station. A
study was performed to determine if a nearer
term vehicle that could meet the same mission
requirements is feasible.
In order to meet the near-term requirement the
study ground rules required a two-stage system
with the second stage being rocket powered. It
was also desired that the first stage be powered
by airbreathing engines. The vehicle was to be
manned and fully recoverable and was to take off
and land horizontally. Staging Mach number was
to be as high as possible to reduce gross takeoff
weight but limited to avoid active airframe cooling
and very advanced airbreathing propulsion
systems.
A Government-industry team including NASA
Lewis, the Air Force's Wright Laboratory, and
Boeing Defense and Space Group was formed to
perform the study. The Air Force had previously
defined a conceptual HTOL two-stage-to-orbit
vehicle known as Beta that has many of the
attributes we are looking for. It is fully recover-
able and consists of a combination rocket/
Beta orbiter.
Beta booster.
airbreathing-powered first stage and a rocket-
powered second stage. It uses near-term materi-
als, Space Shuttle main engine rockets, and
Advanced Tactical Fighter-derived turbojets. It
also includes two novel and very practical fea-
tures. The orbiter is bottom mounted, embedded
in a cavity in the booster in a fashion that allows
the orbiter to simply be rolled under the booster
for stage mating. This, in combination with hori-
zontal takeoff and landing, greatly reduces
ground handling and launch facility require-
ments. Second, although the booster is basically
hydrogen fueled, the turbojets are fueled with
standard jet propulsion fuel (similar to kerosene)
to allow the booster to ferry the orbiter between
bases without requiring hydrogen to be available
along the route.
Aeronautics
Beta has a much larger payload than the current
study requires. It can launch 50,000 lb to low
polar orbit, whereas the payload for the current
study is 10,000 lb to low polar orbit. Although
Beta uses a turboramjet airbreathing propulsion
system for the first stage, it relies heavily on
rocket propulsion to reach ramjet operating
speed. The turbojets provide only a small portion
of the required thrust. The orbiter is an ad-
vanced lifting-body design.
The current study consisted of redesigning the
vehicle to accommodate a downsized payload of
10,000 lb, removing the first-stage rocket,
increasing turbojet thrust by replacing the ATF
turbojets with larger High Speed Civil Transport-
derived engines, reducing the staging Mach num-
ber from 8 to a more conservative 6.5, and
designing a more conservative wing-body Shuttle-
like orbiter.
The resulting vehicle, known as Beta II, is a
manned, fully recoverable HTOL launch vehicle
with a fully airbreathing first stage and a Shuttle-
like rocket second stage. It has gross takeoff
weight of about 1 million lb, similar to advanced
versions of the 747. It is a robust design that
meets the near-term technology requirements of
the study. It has the potential for low-cost, all-
weather, airplane-like operations with simple
stage-mating procedures. Beta II is a versatile
multimission vehicle that is capable of launching
10,000 lb to low polar orbit, 10 men plus
10,000 lb to the Space Station, or 30,000 lb to
the Space Station with an expendable second
stage and is capable of performing as a hyper-
sonic research vehicle.
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High-Temperature Resistance Static Strain
Gage Developed
A resistance strain gage that can provide accurate
static strain measurements at high temperatures
is urgently needed in the development of hyper-
sonic aerospace vehicles and advanced gas tur-
bine engines. The requirement for good accuracy
in the whole operating temperature range up to
very high temperatures exceeds the present capa-
bility of resistance static strain gages, which has
generally been limited to 400 °C.
A temperature-compensated wire resistance
strain gage that can provide static strain meas-
urements from ambient temperature to at least
800 °C has been developed at NASA Lewis. This
compensated wire gage has dual elements: the
gage element is made with 25-µm-diameter palla-
dium chromium (PdCr) wire, and the compensa-
tor element is made with 25-µm-diameter
platinum (Pt) wire. The Pt compensator is located
around the periphery of the PdCr gage grid to
minimize the temperature gradient effect. The
temperature compensation is achieved by con-
necting the Pt resistor to the adjacent arm of a
Wheatstone bridge circuit to cancel the thermally
induced resistance change that occurs in PdCr.
This technique provides the unique ability to
compensate for temperature effects on materials
with a wide range of thermal expansion coeffi-
cients by varying the parameters of a simple
external circuit.
The gage can be mounted to the test articles with
either high-temperature ceramic cements or
flame-sprayed powders. A mixture of alumina
and 4- to 6-wt % zirconia is applied to the gage as
the protective overcoat. The cemented gage can
be used to approximately 600 °C. At the higher
temperatures the porous cement is insufficient to
prevent the gage system from oxidizing and short-
ing to ground. The flame-sprayed gage works
reasonably well to 800 °C, because flame spray-
ing usually produces a denser film.
This compensated wire gage has been tested on
Hastelloy-X, Inconel 718, and IN 100 substrates.
The strain sensitivity of this compensated wire
gage is approximately 1.3 at room temperature.
The gage responds linearly to the imposed strain
to at least X2000 microstrain. Furthermore, its
strain sensitivity does not vary much with tem-
perature. The changes in apparent strain of a
prestabilized gage on three different substrate
materials were all within 750 microstrain with a
reproducibility within 100 microstrain between
thermal cycles to 800 °C. The apparent strain of
the gage can therefore be corrected to 800 °C
because of its repeatibility and small value. This
is a significant advance over the 400 °C barrier of
previous techniques for resistance static strain
gages.
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Thin-Film Thermocouples Measure Ceramic
Surface Temperatures to 1500'C
Minimally intrusive measurements are needed for
measuring surface temperatures on ceramic
materials for advanced propulsion systems.
Thin-film thermocouples have been developed for
use on metal parts in jet engines to 1000 °C.
Advanced propulsion systems are being developed
that will use ceramic materials and have the
capability of attaining higher temperatures in
their operation. Therefore, NASA Lewis is devel-
oping thin-film thermocouples for use on ceramic
materials to 1500 °C. Thin-film thermocouples of
platinum-13 percent rhodium/platinum were
fabricated by the sputtering process with lead
wires attached by the parallel-gap welding proc-
ess. The ceramic materials of interest were sili-
con nitride, silicon carbide, aluminum oxide, and
mullite.
Steady-state and thermal cycling tests were
performed in a laboratory tube furnace up to
1500 C. Thermocouples, about 5 µm thick, were
deposited on the ceramic materials, which were
15 cm long and were attached to mounting plates
for insertion into the furnace hot zone.
Drift rates were determined for the thin-film ther-
mocouples in steady-state tests. Drift rates were
low on all ceramic materials in the temperature
range 1000 to 1200 °C and increased gradually to
2 deg C/hr at 1500 °C. The drift rate is primarily
caused by interdiffusion of sensor and substrate
material as a function of temperature and time.
Sensor life is primarily associated with the stabil-
ity of the ceramic materials. Up to 1250 °C all
ceramic materials were very stable. Above this
temperature the silicon carbide substrate was
transformed to a glassy appearance and silicon
nitride oxidized, leading to sensor failure. Sen-
sors on aluminum oxide and mullite were tested
to 1500 °C and met life goals of more than 50 hr
with small bubbling of the sensor, probably
caused by the volatility of the substrate material
at these temperatures. Complete details of test
results are given in reference 1.
Sensors were also tested at high heating rates in
an arc-lamp heat flux calibration facility. Thin-
film thermocouples on silicon nitride and mullite
were subjected to heat flux levels in the range 0.1
to 2.5 MW/m 2 and heating rates in the range 10
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to 700 deg C/ sec. The thin-film sensors on the
silicon nitride substrate survived these test condi-
tions with little or no degradation to 1450 °C.
Reference
1. Holanda, R., et al.: Development of Thin-film Temperature
Sensors for Surface Temperature Measurement on High-
Temperature Engine Materials. HITEMP Review 1990,
NASA CP-10051, 1990, pp. 7 1 -1 to 71-9.
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X-Ray-Based Extensometry Eases Displace-
ment Measurements in Hostile Environments
Better engineering components for hostile envi-
ronments are needed for continued increases in
the efficiency of fuel-burning engines. They are a
prerequisite for successful development of the
more ambitious hypersonic flight vehicles, such
as the National Aerospace Plane (NASP). A funda-
mental requirement of these and other advanced
programs is the ability to measure the mechani-
cal response of newly available materials under
realistic operating conditions. These conditions
may include high-temperature, high-velocity gas
flows, significant pressure gradients, or the pres-
ence of flames and smoke.
The measurement of strain and displacement
under such conditions is challenging. Only a
limited number of methods are available. These
include high-temperature strain gages, ceramic
rod extensometers, and laser optical systems.
They all have limitations. Strain gages seem to be
limited to temperatures below 1000 °C and
strains of only a few thousand microstrain. Con-
tacting extensometers present access problems in
some cases and cannot be used in the presence of
high-velocity gas flows. Laser-based optical
methods appear to be the least restrictive, but hot
gases above ambient pressure are a severe prob-
lem because they refract the source laser beam.
In addition, smoke and dust greatly degrade the
accuracy of such systems.
A completely new method of noncontacting, high-
temperature extensometry based on the focus
and scanning of x rays is currently under devel-
opment. It shows great promise of overcoming
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many of the limitations associated with available
techniques. The system is based on the ability to
focus and scan low-energy, hard x rays such as
those emanating from copper or molybdenum
sources. The x rays are focused into a narrow
and intense line image that can be scanned onto
targets which fluoresce secondary x-ray radiation.
This radiation is monitored, and target edge posi-
tion can be determined by measuring the beam
pointing angle when the marker begins to fluo-
resce. The main advantage of the technique lies
in the penetrating nature of x rays, which are not
affected by the presence of refracting gas layers,
smoke, flame, or intense thermal radiation, all of
which render conventional extensometry methods
inoperative or greatly compromise their
performance.
Current work has been limited to displacement
measurement of a single target with a resolution
of 1.1 µm at target temperatures of 1200 °C,
directly through an open flame. The final goal of
the system is to be able to conduct macroscopic
strain measurements in hostile environments by
utilizing two or more fluorescing targets.
Lewis contact: Gustave C. Fralick, (216) 433-3645
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Nonintrusive Laser-Based Measurements
Support Hypersonic Propulsion System
Experiments
Gas path measurements in hypersonic (greater
than Mach 6) propulsion system research present
some demanding measurement system design
problems. Requirements for nonintrusive meas-
urement, high-temperature operation, and high
temporal and spatial resolution are typical.
Hypersonic flow diagnostic instrumentation must
be nonintrusive so that it does not affect the flow
in unpredictable ways either upstream or down-
stream. Intrusive probes usually cannot survive
in the typical hypersonic engine environment,
where flow velocities may be as high as
2100 m / sec and temperatures may range from
cryogenic (-170 K) to -2800 K. Hypersonic flow
diagnostics must have high temporal (1 to 10
nsec) and spatial (0.1 to 1.0 mm) resolution to
resolve flow features, such as eddies and swirls,
that tend to be small and short lived.
Computer models are used to simulate hyper-
sonic propulsion system fluid dynamics. These
simulation codes must be validated so that the
user has confidence in the simulation over the
whole flow field and for all flow regimes. There-
fore, validation experiments must yield two- and
even three-dimensional results. Test times as
short as 300 µsec leave no time for scanning and
make necessary simultaneous measurement at
many points.
NASA Lewis has developed a multipoint, multipa-
rameter (MPMP) measurement system for hyper-
sonic flow diagnostics in the National Aerospace
Plane Program. The system includes two lasers,
two cameras, and a dual data acquisition system
for doing planar laser-induced-fluorescence
measurements and a Raman scattering sub-
Laser
Flow
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Planar laser-induced-fluorescence measurements of OH concentration in scramjet
combustors: (a) short combustor; (b) long combustor (showing more un form fuel mixing).
system for measuring the concentration of major
species at a point. The two lasers and several
detectors allow the system to be used in several
different configurations.
Two lasers and two cameras can be used to si-
multaneously measure two different species (e.g.,
OH and NO). Each laser beam is formed into a
sheet at a wavelength appropriate for one species.
The laser sheets are aimed to cut through the
flow, and the cameras are aligned with their opti-
cal axes perpendicular to the laser sheet planes.
Camera 1 is triggered when laser 1 fires, and
camera 2 is triggered when laser 2 fires. Camera
images are stored as arrays of numbers (pixels);
each number corresponds to the fluorescence
intensity at a particular location in the laser
sheet. With background subtracted and other
corrections made, the pixel values are directly
proportional to the species number density.
Flow temperature is measured by setting each
laser to a different absorption wavelength in the
same species (e.g., OH). The images from the
cameras are combined by dividing one by the
other. Because the fluorescence intensity ratio at
two appropriately selected wavelengths will vary
with temperature, the combined image yields a
temperature map.
In using the Raman subsystem, one laser is
focused to a point in the flow that is observed
through a spectrometer with a charge-coupled-
device detector array. Analyzing the system out-
put can yield simultaneously the concentrations
at the detection points of major species (1-1 2 , H2O
N2 , and 0 2 ). In this case the second laser and
one of the cameras may be used to make planar
laser-induced-fluorescence measurements at the
same time as the Raman measurements.
The MPMP system can take data at 1 frame/sec
or may be triggered to take just one frame. It is
being used to support NASP hypersonic propul-
sion system test programs.
Lewis contact: Robert C. Anderson, (216) 433-3643
Headquarters program office: OAST
Alignment of Optical Measurement Systems
Automated
Optical methods are valuable for making
nonintrusive measurements of the properties of
aerospace flows and structures. They are used
for inspection, testing, monitoring, and model
verification. One defect of optical measurement
systems is the need for skilled human operators
to do alignment and operations. Aerospace meas-
urement environments are often too remote,
harsh, or dangerous for human operators; hence,
it is important to learn to automate optical
alignment.
Neural networks were tested for their ability to
learn optical alignment procedures. An artificial
neural network is an array of nonlinear proces-
sors called nodes or neurons that are intercon-
nected with weighted connections called
synapses. Neural networks can learn to map or
transform patterns of sensor information at their
inputs into patterns of alignment control informa-
tion at their outputs. In principle, a neural net-
work can learn by example to perform an optical
alignment function, just like a human operator.
The examples are called a training set.
Commercial neural-network packages were used
to learn and direct the alignment of a spatial
filter. Spatial filters are used to remove pattern
noise from laser beams or for optical signal isola-
tion. Spatial filters are simple yet require a sensi-
tive, pattern-based alignment procedure; their
alignment is a good test. The alignment proce-
dure was encoded in training sets generated from
actual alignments by a technician. The training
set design was a special case of a more general
alignment paradigm that should be useful for
alignment and operations in general. An input
pattern consisted of the control action at the
previous alignment step, the XY position of the
beam bright spot, the beam pattern class, and
the logarithm of average beam intensity. The
output control pattern consisted of the control
action, the new XY position of the beam, and an
estimate of the new logarithm of intensity.
The tests of neural-network-directed alignment of
the spatial filter were successful, indicating that
artificial neural networks can learn to perform
pattern-based optical alignment. Neural net-
works should be a good step toward automating
the alignment of optical measurement systems for
aerospace applications.
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Neural-Network-Based Control Designed
The past few years have seen an increasing inter-
est by the control community in exploiting the
promise of artificial neural networks to solve
difficult control problems. NASA Lewis has inves-
tigated the feasibility of using artificial neural
networks as control systems for modern, complex
aerospace vehicles. An example study considered
the problem of designing an integrated airframe/
propulsion controller for a longitudinal dynamics
model of a modern fighter aircraft. The object
Beam patterns during neural-network-directed alignment of spatial filter:
bottom pattern is aligned state.
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was to independently control pitch rate and air-
speed responses to pilot commands.
By using the model of the desired dynamics as a
command generator, a multilayer feedforward
neural network has been trained to control the
vehicle model within the physical limitations of
the actuator dynamics. This was achieved by
backpropagating through the neural network an
objective function that is a weighted sum of
tracking errors, control input commands, and
control input rates.
The information passed to the input layer of the
neurocontroller consists of controlled outputs,
errors, error rates, and time-averaged error rates
in both pitch rate and velocity responses. After
neural information processing through two hid-
den layers, the neurons of the output layer pro-
vide the normalized values of the engine fuel flow
rate and the nozzle thrust vectoring angle. These
two commanded controls are then applied to the
position- and rate-limited actuators that will
provide the desired pitch rate and velocity
responses. A satisfactory tradeoff between track-
ing performance and control effort has been
achieved by an appropriate selection of the
weights of the objective function.
The neurocontroller shows better performance
than a baseline controller designed for the same
command tracking problem. Yet it is less robust
to phase variations than the baseline controller.
The possibility of enhancing neurocontroller
robustness through simulation of modeling
uncertainties during training was considered, and
a technique for improving the phase stability of
the closed-loop system was demonstrated.
Future areas of research would be the synthesis
of robust neurocontrollers and the innovation of
tools to analyze their robustness.
Lewis contacts: Dr. Terry Troudet, (216) 433-8524;
Dr. Sanjay Garg, (216) 433-2355; Dr. Walter C. Merrill,
(216) 433-6328
Headquarters program office: OAST
Sensor Validated by Autoassociative Neural
Networks
In order to ensure reliable operation, a complex
dynamic system, such as a spacecraft or an air-
craft, may use redundant sensors for measuring
critical variables. This redundancy makes it
possible to validate measured data, to identify a
sensor failure, and to recover the failed measure-
ment. This can be accomplished by using an
advanced neural network called an
autoassociative neural network.
An autoassociative network is trained to produce
an output vector that is equal to its original input
vector. The operation of the autoassociative net-
work is based on the principle of dimensionality
reduction: The input information is compressed
(dimension reduction), and then the output infor-
mation is regenerated. The redundant sensor
information is compressed, mixed, and reorga-
nized in the first part of the network. By com-
pression the sensor information is encoded into a
significantly smaller representation. The com-
pressed information is then used to regenerate
the original redundant data at the output.
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Because of the information mixture, if a sensor
fails, other sensor data can still provide enough
information to regenerate a good estimate for the
faulty measurement. Because of its parallel-
processing capability the neural network can
process real-time data for time-critical applica-
tions. Also, because it learns by example, the
neural network does not require a detailed system
model for sensor validation, as is often required.
In the network training phase a group of analyti-
cally redundant measurements is identified. Cor-
rect sensor data as well as simulated failed-
sensor data are used as input patterns. The
target output is set to the correct sensor data;
that is, with or without the sensor failure the
network is trained to estimate all the correct
sensor outputs by using the given measurement
set. During operation, if a sensor signal is signifi-
cantly different from the corresponding estimated
value, the sensor signal is considered incorrect
and the sensor is identified as failed. The failed-
sensor reading is isolated by feeding the neural
network with its previous estimated value. The
isolation of a failed sensor enables the neural
network to detect subsequent sensor failures.
An autoassociative network has been tested for a
group of nine related sensors on the fuel side of a
Space Shuttle main engine. This sensor group
represents a redundant measurement set. Meas-
urements of the system during engine start were
used to train the neural network; then the trained
autoassociative neural network was tested for its
ability to detect failed sensors and to recover
faulty data during the subsequent operation for
rated power and reduced power throttling. The
trained neural network correctly identified five
failed sensors and provided accurate estimates
for those sensors.
Lewis contact: Dr. Ten -Huei Guo, (216) 433-3734
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Design Methodology Developed for Integrated
Flight/ Propulsion Control Systems
The designs of many future military fighter and
tactical aircraft will incorporate enhanced maneu-
ver capabilities, such as short takeoff and vertical
landing (STOVL) and high-angle-of-attack
performance. Such capabilities are achieved by
using the forces and moments generated by the
propulsion system to augment those generated by
the flight control surfaces. The resulting coupling
between the propulsion system and the airframe
is significant enough that the traditional
approach of designing the propulsion control
system and the flight control system separately
and then putting them together in an ad-hoc
manner is no longer adequate. An integrated
approach to flight/ propulsion control system
design is required to obtain an overall system
with optimum performance and minimal pilot
workload.
The NASA Lewis Integrated Flight/ Propulsion
Control (IFPC) Program has completed prelim-
inary conceptual development of an IFPC design
Autoassociative neural networkfor Space Shuttle main engine sensor validation. Dashed
line shows feedback path for Isolation when a sensor failure is identified.
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powered by a high-bypass-ratio turbofan engine
and is equipped with ejectors on the wing to pro-
vide propulsive lift at low speeds and hover. Pre-
liminary results from applying the IMPAC
methodology to the E-7D aircraft are encourag-
ing. Initial fixed-base piloted simulation evalua-
tion of the IMPAC E-7D control design will be
done with the NASA Lewis integrated propulsion
and flight control simulator.
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methodology. It has the potential to improve
system performance over the existing integrated
control design methodologies but with simple
control law synthesis and implementation. The
detailed aspects of the methodology are currently
being developed, and the methodology is being
demonstrated by application to a supersonic
STOVL fighter aircraft. The NASA Lewis IFPC
design methodology is referred to as IMPAC, inte-
grated methodology for propulsion and airframe
control.
Under IMPAC a centralized controller is first
designed by considering the airframe and propul-
sion systems as one integrated system. In the
second step the complex centralized controller is
partitioned into a decentralized, hierarchical
design. The partitioned design consists of two or
more simpler subcontrollers with intercoupling.
The essential design requirements of the parti-
tioned design are (1) that the closed-loop system
response with the partitioned subcontrollers
closely approximate the closed-loop system
behavior with the centralized controller and
(2) that the partitioned subcontrollers satisfy the
structural constraints from implementation
issues. The centralized control design accounts
for all the subsystem interactions in the design
stage, and the partitioning results . in easy-to-
implement subcontrollers that allow for indepen-
dent subsystem validation.
The IMPAC methodology is being applied to IFPC
design for the E-7D STOVL aircraft, which is
Lewis contact: Dr. Sanjay Garg, (216) 433-2355
Headquarters program office: OAST
Internal Fluid Mechanics
Parallel Computation Uses Lagrangian
Formulation
The future of high-speed aviation programs, such
as the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) and High
Speed Research (HSR), is heavily dependent on
the ability to do accurate, reasonably fast
numerical simulations of complex flows. Many
simulations currently require impractical
amounts of computer time. Parallel computers
offer hope of achieving reasonable run times for
these simulations. However, new mathematical
models that can readily exploit parallel architec-
tures must be devised. A mathematical model of
supersonic and hypersonic flow using a Lagrang-
ian formulation has been developed. The inher-
ent parallelism in this model is ideally suited to
massively parallel computers, such as the Think-
ing Machines Corporation CM-2.
One of the critical issues in implementing flow
models on parallel computers is the minimization
of communication time between processors. The
11
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Computational efficiency of Lagrangian formulation.
Lagrangian formulation computes flow stream-
lines, with the only communication between
streamlines (and processors) being pressure.
This compares to Eulerian formulations, in which
mass, momentum, and total enthalpy must be
transferred between processors. The Lagrangian
approach also results in a more accurate resolu-
tion of shocks than its Eulerian counterpart.
The suitability of the Lagrangian formulation for
parallel computation was demonstrated by imple-
menting it on the CM-2. Results show that the
scheme is both accurate and efficient. Both
perfect-gas and real-gas effects were modeled.
The CM-2 results were obtained faster, in both
cases, than they were on a traditional super-
computer, the Cray 2. Performance improved as
the number of computational "cells" increased.
In some cases the CM-2 implementation was up
to six times faster than on the Cray. Future work
will include investigating the performance of this
algorithm on other parallel computers.
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Progress Made Toward Developing Parallel
Turbomachinery Code
TURBO is a computer code that is used to simu-
late the flows through multistage turboma-
chinery. TURBO was developed at Mississippi
State University and is expected to play a key role
in the development of propulsion system models
for NASA Lewis' Numerical Propulsion System
Simulator (NPSS). TURBO is a computationally
intensive code, requiring hours of Cray time.
This becomes especially signficant when it is
combined with simulations of other propulsion
system components, such as inlets and combus-
tors. The time it takes to run the TURBO code
can potentially be reduced by using parallel com-
puters. A version of TURBO that can run on
parallel computers is being developed under a
grant to Mississippi State University. This work
is being supported as part of the Federal High
Performance Computing and Communication
Program (HPCCP).
The original TURBO code uses an implicit lower-
upper factorization algorithm to solve the Euler
equations. Grid blocking is used to simplify the
representation of complex geometries and to allow
large problems to be run efficiently in main
memory. The parallel version of TURBO takes
advantage of the blocked-grid structure by map-
ping blocks to individual processors on a parallel
computer. The original implicit coupling between
blocks in the original algorithm is relaxed to allow
parallel computation of the individual blocks.
The major issue is how this decoupling affects the
accuracy and convergence of the parallel code.
A parallel version of TURBO is currently running
on several parallel computing systems. These
include networked workstations, an SGI power
Iris, and an Intel iPSC / 860. A portable, parallel
programming environment called object-oriented
Fortran was used to facilitate porting between
parallel machines. Performance statistics for
several cases are given in the table. Statistics are
shown for both single-processor and five-
processor cases. Note that in the five-processor
Sparestation 2 case about 14 percent of the per-
formance of a single-processor Cray Y/MP is
obtained. An error analysis was done to compare
the decoupled parallel code with the serial code.
The worst-case error was found to be :t3 percent
for the test cases run. No test cases were run
where shocks were present. It is anticipated that
the accuracy will be reduced in these cases.
12
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PERFORMANCE OF TURBO CODE ON VARIOUS
PARALLEL COMPUTING SYSTEMS
System Sustained
megailops
1 SGI personal Iris 1.9
SGI power Iris (1 processor) 3.5
Intel iPSC/860 (I node) 4.0
1 Sparestation 2 4.7
5 SGI personal Irises 11.1
Intel iPSC/860 (5 nodes) 18.0
SGI power Iris (5 processors) 18.8
5 Sparestation 2's 23.5
Cray Y/MP(1 processor) 172.0
Plans include investigating algorithm modifica-
tions to improve the accuracy of the parallel code,
as well as adding additional blocking so that large
numbers of processors can be used. Modeling
viscous effects will be added. The code will also
be ported to other parallel machines, such as the
Intel Delta machine and the NCUBE-2.
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Centrifugal Compressor Flow Physics Studied
Centrifugal compressors are used in relatively
small propulsion systems for vehicles such as
helicopters and small business jets. These com-
pressors are attractive in small engines because
of their potential for high performance, greater
reliability, and lower initial cost than small axial
compressors. However, centrifugal compressors
generally have lower efficiency than axial com-
pressors. Research is currently under way that is
aimed at improving the efficiency levels of cen-
trifugal compressors.
The flow field within centrifugal compressors is
extremely complex and includes flow features
such as thick blade surface, hub, and casing
boundary layers, strong secondary and tip leak-
age flows, shock waves in the inducer region of
high-speed compressors, and strong unsteady
flow interactions between the rotating impeller
blades and the stationary diffuser vanes. These
flow features currently limit the efficiency of cen-
trifugal compressors. Successful management of
these features is the key to improved centrifugal
compressor performance.
Centrifugal compressor flow fields are being stud-
ied at NASA Lewis through a tightly coupled
experimental and numerical research analysis
program in order to develop insight that can be
used to improve the design of new centrifugal
compressors. Experiments are being performed
in small, high-speed compressors and in a large,
Tip
Hub
Rotation
Numerical prediction of flow field near exit of large, low-speed centrifugal compressor
as viewed looking downstream.
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low-speed compressor. Numerical analysis tools
that solve the full three-dimensional, viscous
Navier-Stokes equations are also being used to
predict the measured flow fields. These predic-
tions are being used to guide the experimental
measurements. The measurements are then
compared with the numerical results, and the
differences between the two are used to develop
improved models for those flow features that are
not accurately modeled by the numerical analysis
codes. These improved codes can then be used to
guide the design of new compressor hardware.
Laser-based instrumentation is currently being
used to study the three-dimensional flow field in
the large, low-speed centrifugal compressor. The
inlet diameter of the impeller is about 3 ft and the
exit diameter is 5 ft. The rotor blade height varies
from about 9 in. at the inlet to about 6 in. at the
exit. This large size allows detailed measure-
ments of all three velocity components within the
blade passage. Viscous flow effects, which are
confined to thin regions near the blade surfaces,
have also been successfully measured for the first
time in this unique facility. Preliminary compari-
son of the measured and numerically predicted
flow fields indicates that the numerical predic-
tions of the complex flows within the blade pas-
sage are quite accurate. Experimental research
in the large, low-speed compressor will continue
until December 1991. Laser-based measure-
ments in a small, high-speed centrifugal com-
pressor will begin in October 1991.
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Experimental measurements of mean axial velocity ojgas
phase and droplets in swirl-stabilized, combusting spray,
2.5 mm downstream of spray nozzle.
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Progress Made Toward Evaluating Multiphase-
Flow Computer Codes
In order to demonstrate greater fuel efficiency and
higher thrust-to-weight ratios, future engines will
be required to operate at higher pressure ratios
than current engines. As a result the injection of
liquid fuel into a very dense environment and its
subsequent combustion will be a key technology.
Computer codes that can accurately simulate this
process will be important design tools.
As a step toward validating multiphase computer
models, NASA Lewis has begun a study of an
unconfined, swirl-stabilized combusting spray.
Nonintrusive measurements of droplet size and
velocity as well as gas-phase velocity are being
obtained for liquid fuel sprayed from an air-assist
nozzle. The fuel currently used for the experi-
ments is n-heptane. The figure presents data
obtained 2.5 mm downstream of the spray nozzle.
Radial profiles of gas-phase mean axial velocity
and axial velocities for 7-, 19-, 31-, and 43-µm-
diameter droplets are presented. The measure-
ments obtained include all three mean and fluc-
tuating components of velocity for both phases.
The complete set of measurements will be used to
evaluate current multiphase-flow computer
models and to identify areas for improvement.
Comparison of the data with a current
multiphase-flow code is being performed under
grant by The University of Illinois at Chicago.
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Hot-Gas Ingestion Calculated for STOVL
Aircraft Model
Hot-gas ingestion can cause significant problems
for short-takeoff, vertical-landing (STOVL) air-
craft, such as reduced thrust and compressor
stalls. These problems involve many hazards for
the pilots, including very hard landings. During
the design of a STOVL aircraft hot-gas ingestion
problems are typically approached with empirical
methods and experience. Given the power of
today's supercomputers and workstations,
numerical methods employing efficient algorithms
are becoming a viable engineering tool for analy-
sis and design. Previous work at NASA Lewis
proved the feasibility of computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) analysis for hot-gas ingestion. A
follow-on effort is exploring the practicality of
using an efficient numerical method for solving
the problem of hot-gas ingestion. A simple model
of a STOVL aircraft with four lift jets was studied
at various heights, headwind speeds, and thrust
splay angles in a modest parametric study. This
work in continuing with a new version of the CFD
code that allows more realistic aircraft geometries
and operational modes.
Ingestion of hot gases generates problems in two
ways: An average temperature rise results in a
loss of engine thrust, and a temperature distor-
tion may cause the engine to stall. Engine
exhaust gases may be ingested by far-field
mechanisms, near-field mechanisms, or both.
Far-field ingestion results from the exhaust gases
impinging on the ground and forming radial wall
jets that flow forward, separate, and mix with the
headwind. Near-field ingestion occurs with
multiple-jet configurations. Wall jets flowing out
from the lift jets meet and create an upflow, or
fountain. This fountain flow can impinge on the
aircraft's underside, flow along the fuselage to the
engine inlets, and be ingested. The gases
ingested by this near-field mechanism tend to be
hotter, giving greater temperature distortion that
those ingested by the far-field mechanism.
In this study the hot-gas environment around a
STOVL aircraft was modeled as four choked jets
in a uniform crossflow with inlet suction match-
ing the mass ejected by the lift jets. A CFD code
solved the Cartesian-based Navier-Stokes equa-
tions and the k-e turbulence equations in three
dimensions by using a multigrid technique to
calculate this complex flow field. This CFD code
was obtained under a grant to the University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The requirements
of the CFD code are met by placing the aircraft
model in a confined flow (i.e., a wind tunnel).
Also, the aircraft model has no angle of attack
owing to the use of a Cartesian-grid-based flow
solver.
The parametric study conducted with this model
varied the aircraft altitude, the headwind speed,
and the splay angle of the lift jets. It proved the
practicality of using efficient algorithms on simple
configurations. The test cases calculated with the
multigrid CFD code were solved within a day, as
compared with months in the previous study.
The project is now moving to calculating more
realistic configurations. A curvilinear version of
the multigrid CFD code will be directly compared
with experimental data obtained under a grant to
Hot-gas ingestion mechanisms.
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Purdue University. This phase will test the
practicality of using CFD in analyzing the hot-gas
ingestion problems of STOVL aircraft, as well as
impact other fluid dynamics problems with tur-
bulent, three-dimensional flow fields.
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All-Speed Reacting Flow Code Developed for
Engine Simulations
Even with the advent of supercomputers a realis-
tic simulation of chemically reacting flows in a
gas turbine combustor or a rocket motor still
poses a formidable challenge. One of the difficul-
ties is the inefficiency of the existing numerical
algorithms for reacting flows, especially for flows
with the wide variation in Mach number found in
aeropropulsion systems. To address this prob-
lem, NASA Lewis has started an in-house project
to develop a new numerical algorithm and com-
puter code. This code can calculate flows with
several orders of magnitude variation in Mach
number yet still offers a large increase in compu-
tational speed and improved accuracy over most
existing reacting flow codes.
The new code is based on a unified procedure for
solving the unsteady Navier-Stokes equations at
all Mach numbers, ranging from molecular diffu-
sion velocities to hypersonic speeds. Nonequi-
librium chemistry and real-gas thermophysical
properties are considered. The code is written in
general curvilinear coordinates so that it can
handle complex geometries common to propul-
sion engines. A two-dimensional code and an
axisymmetric code have been developed. The
two-dimensional code has been tested for large-
area-ratio converging-diverging nozzle flows,
backward-facing step flows, and driven cavity
flows. Results have shown good accuracy and
fast convergence for all test cases over a wide
range of Mach numbers.
Mach number contours of converging-diverging nozzleJlow.
Number of iterations
Convergence histories of converging-diverging nozzleJlow
calculations.
Development of the all-speed code is continuing
at Lewis. The code will be extended to three
dimensions, and the addition of a liquid fuel
spray model, a turbulence-combustion closure
model, and a thermal radiation model is planned.
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Enhanced Mixing Tested and Modeled
Rapid mixing is a prerequisite to the success of
several proposed low-emissions combustor con-
cepts, among which is the mixing region of a rich
burn/quick mix/lean burn (RQL) combustor.
Nonreacting and reacting flow experiments and
calculations are being performed to identify meth-
ods for rapid mixing of two gas streams.
Schemes currently being investigated include wall
(orifice) injection and lobed (corrugated shear
layer) mixers. The former scheme is being stud-
ied in both cylindrical and rectangular geom-
etries. Investigations of the latter scheme are
currently planned in only the rectangular duct.
Experiments in a cylindrical duct at the United
Technologies Research Center are described in
reference 1. These results show that above a
certain ratio between the dynamic pressures of
the two streams (the momentum flux ratio) mix-
ing is faster with slanted-slot injectors than with
circular holes. This may be due to the asymmet-
ric vortex pattern characteristic of slanted slots.
At representative momentum flux ratios and
optimum orifice spacing, low levels of unmixed-
ness are attainable in one mixing passage height
downstream from the injector. The unmixedness
is nearly independent of orifice size and hence of
the mass flow ratio.
Both the experimental results and computational
studies at CFD Research Corporation (refs. 2 and
3) suggest that there is an optimum momentum
flux ratio for a given number of orifices (and con-
versely an optimum number of orifices for a given
momentum flux ratio). The computational stud-
ies further suggest that although convergence
and size do not have a noticeable effect on the
mixing, they may significantly affect NOX
emissions (ref. 3).
Jet flow
Mainstream flow
Inlet pipe	 Mixer	 Measuring section
Schematic of apparatus for enhanced mixing studies
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Jet Mixing Increased by Using Tabs
Effective mixing of flow streams is necessary for
the efficient operation of several propulsion sys-
tem components. Examples include mixing of a
hot engine exhaust jet with the surrounding
cooler air for exhaust temperature reduction,
mixing of the fuel and air within a combustor,
and mixing of turbine exhaust and ambient air
within an ejector nozzle. In each case it is desir-
able to achieve the required mixing in as short a
length as possible in order to minimize both the
surface area and weight of the mixing hardware.
A research program at NASA Lewis is investigat-
ing methods for enhancing the mixing process
and thereby reducing the mixing length between
two flow streams. One method being considered
involves inserting small protrusions, called tabs,
in one of the flow streams at the point where the
two streams meet. The tabs have the effect of
producing vortices within the flow streams that
considerably alter the nature of the interaction
between the two streams.
Experimental results have demonstrated that the
use of tabs leads to significant increases in mix-
ing effectiveness for round jets exiting into ambi-
ent air. Initial experiments involved obtaining
both flow visualization and quantitative data for
configurations consisting of one, two, and four
tabs equally spaced about the circumference at
the jet exit. Each tab blocked about 1.5 percent
of the jet exit area. The experiments were con-
ducted over a jet exit Mach number range from
17
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tabs
Effect of tabs on round supersonic jet.
at work in this promising technique for increasing
the mixing between two flow streams.
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Microgravity Fluid Mechanics Studied With
CFD
Fluids can behave quite differently in the
microgravity environment of near Earth orbit
than they do on Earth. In orbit, for example,
surface tension forces can be much greater than
gravitational forces; on the Earth's surface the
opposite is usually true. Routine operations,
such as boiling water or filling a tank, can
become a complex process in space because of
microgravity fluid mechanics.
To better understand fluid mechanics in
microgravity, one could conduct experiments in
orbit or in special test facilities, such as the drop
towers or zero-gravity aircraft. This method of
testing is quite expensive and often has limited
test time and instrumentation. Researchers at
NASA Lewis are now using computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) to study these phenomena with
high-power computers. Using this technique, one
can easily vary the conditions of numerical
experiments to gain increased understanding of
complex flow problems at a fraction of the cost.
With the vast amount of information available
from a numerical experiment, one can design
better flight experiments.
0.3 to 1.8. The results showed that the tabs
provided a significant increase in mixing effective-
ness over the full range of Mach numbers.
More recent experiments have investigated the
effects of tab shape and size on mixing effective-
ness. Future work will focus on developing a
more detailed understanding of the flow physics
The figure shows time-dependent computer pre-
dictions of tank filling in microgravity. Fluid is
injected from the right and, for this set of condi-
tions, is confined by the surface tension at the
boundary between the liquid and its vapor.
Numerical simulations have been performed at
higher injection velocity and show the flow break-
ing through this surface to the opposite wall. The
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computer program used in this simulation was
developed under contract to NASA Lewis by John
Hochstein at Washington University, St. Louis,
and is available on the NASA Lewis Cray Y/MP.
It is currently being used to study similar
microgravity fluid problems.
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Computational Fluid Dynamics Simulations
Performed for Space Propulsion Rockets
The design of a high-performance rocket for space
propulsion requires that the performance of rock-
ets with various configurations be accurately
predicted. With recent advancements in compu-
tational fluid dynamics and the availability of
supercomputers, it is now possible to simulate
the complex, chemically reacting rocket flow fields
numerically by solving the full Navier-Stokes
equations and the species equations simulta-
neously. The RPLUS code, which was developed
at NASA Lewis, has been used to calculate the
flow fields and to predict the performances of
various space propulsion rockets such as the
resistojet thruster, a hydrogen/oxygen 25-lbf
thruster for Space Station auxiliary propulsion, a
nuclear thermal rocket for a Mars mission, and
the hydrogen/oxygen 500-1bf orbital transfer
vehicle. The predicted performance values from
the RPLUS code are in good agreement with the
performance measured in experiments. With
further development and improvement the RPLUS
code can be a valuable tool for the analysis and
design of space propulsion rockets for a variety of
missions.
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Ceramic Components for Gas Turbine Engines
Tested to 2500 OF
In order to exploit the high-temperature perform-
ance potential of the gas turbine engine without
using strategic materials or exotic hot-section
cooling techniques, NASA Lewis is working to
develop a ceramic component technology base.
As part of the U.S. Department of Energy's Auto-
motive Gas Turbine Program, the Advanced Tur-
bine Technology Applications Project (ATTAP) is
developing structural ceramic hot-flow-path com-
ponent technology for advanced small gas turbine
engines. These engines, designed to operate at
temperatures to 2500 °F, have the potential for
significantly less fuel consumption than either
metal turbine engines or conventional piston
engines. In addition, the turbine engines operate
with reduced emission levels that meet the cur-
rent and proposed Federal standards.
Technology development contracts are in place
with the Allison Gas Turbine Division of General
Motors Corporation and with the Garrett Auxil-
iary Power Division of the Allied-Signal Aerospace
Company. Each contract relies on the strong
support of the U.S.ceramics industry for compo-
nent development.
During the past year hot-rig testing of U.S.-
manufactured ceramic components was begun.
The test rig, based on engine hardware, dupli-
cates actual engine startup, steady-state, and
transient operating conditions. A silicon nitride
turbine rotor (Norton/TRW Company) has been
successfully proof-tested for 211 hr at tempera-
tures up to 2200 OF and design speed with no
indication of damage. Peak temperature for the
single ceramic component test was limited to
2200 OF by the metal static components. The
Norton/TRW monolithic silicon nitride material
has demonstrated flexural strength characteris-
tics significantly higher than those of Japanese
materials on the basis of test bars cut from tur-
bine rotors. Hot proof testing of a ceramic tur-
bine scroll and vane assembly is under way. The
ceramic static parts have operated for just over
6 hr with a brief excursion to 2500 OF and have
passed post-test inspection.
Testing of an all-ceramic turbine stage, including
the proof-tested rotor and static parts to 2500 °F,
is scheduled for early next year.
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Norton/TRW rotor after 211 hr of hot-rig testing.
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Low-NOX Combustor Concepts Reach Goal
Control of oxides of nitrogen (NOX) produced by
aircraft flying in the stratosphere has been identi-
fied as the top priority in High Speed Research
(HSR) studies conducted at NASA Lewis, Boeing,
and McDonnell Douglas. In the stratosphere, at
altitudes of approximately 50,000 ft and above,
NOX acts as a catalyst to destroy ozone. In order
to build an environmentally acceptable High
Speed Civil Transport (HSCT), NO X emissions
must be reduced. The goal NOX levels (3 to
8 grams of NOX per kilogram of fuel consumed)
represent approximately 90-percent reductions of
the NOX levels produced by conventional combus-
tion systems. These goal NO X levels were
achieved by two combustor concepts described
here.
An extensive program to reduce NO X in gas tur-
bine combustors is under way at Lewis. In-house
experiments have successfully provided evidence
of the feasibility of two promising combustor
concepts: lean premixed prevaporized (LPP) com-
bustion and rich burn/quick quench/lean burn
(RQL) combustion.
The LPP concept is based on burning at a lean
fuel/air ratio, where the mixture has less fuel
than at the stoichiometric fuel/air ratio (when
fuel and air are in "perfect balance" so that all the
fuel burns with all the oxygen in the air). A lean
mixture burns at a lower flame temperature and
produces lower NOX emissions. The LPP combus-
tion flame tube rig is currently in operation. Low
NOX levels within the HSR goal range have been
obtained. Detailed studies of the fuel injection
system and combustion chemistry (using laser
diagnostics) will follow.
The RQL concept uses the principle that both rich
(higher fuel/air ratio than stoichiometric) and
lean mixtures produce lower NOX . Rich combus-
tion is more stable but uses more fuel than nec-
essary. Therefore, a staged combustor concept is
envisioned where the stable rich zone is followed
by a "quick quench" zone to pass quickly through
the stoichiometric condition to a lean-burning
chamber, which completes the burning process.
The RQL combustion flame tube successfully
achieved NOX levels within the HSR goal. Further
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studies will follow to optimize the rich, quench,
and lean zones and subcomponent hardware as a
guide for future combustor design criteria.
Contracted work is also being done to develop
these concepts into actual combustors for use in
the future HSCT. General Electric is concentrat-
ing on the LPP combustor concept, and Pratt &
Whitney is focusing on the RQL combustor. Re-
sults from the flame tube experiments are being
applied to combustor subcomponent development
currently at General Electric and Pratt &
Whitney. Many university grants complement the
overall program. Some grants are providing ana-
lytical support that assists in the prediction of
combustion processes at the HSR conditions.
Some university grants are developing laser diag-
nostic capabilities for making nonintrusive meas-
urements in the LPP and RQL combustion test
rigs.
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Code Numerically Simulates Icing, Deicing,
and Shedding
The NASA Lewis aircraft icing group has com-
bined two of its most popular computer codes
into a single code that numerically simulates the
growth, melting, and shedding of ice on airfoils
moving through supercooled icing clouds while
being protected by electrothermal deicing or anti-
icing ice protection systems. The code also pre-
dicts the transient temperatures within the airfoil
and heater structure. This new computer code is
useful both for designing deicers and analyzing
their operation and for setting the heater power
levels and on/off times for various cloud condi-
tions and outside air temperatures. This capabil-
ity offers the potential for significantly reducing
the amount of expensive and high-risk icing flight
testing required to determine the heater control
laws that produce acceptable aerodynamic penal-
ties and prevent water from running back and
freezing beyond the heaters.
This code, entitled LEWICE, predicts the growth
and shape of ice on the leading edge of two-
dimensional airfoils. LEWICE includes an invis-
cid panel flow code that predicts the flow field
around an airfoil, a droplet trajectory code that
predicts the flux of supercooled cloud water drop-
lets impinging on the airfoil, and an energy bal-
ance/heat transfer code that predicts where the
Sequence of temperature contour maps and ice profiles that illustrates cyclic deicer operation.
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water freezes and what the ice shape will be. In
LEWICE the airfoil surface is treated as being
either adiabatic or having a constant heat flux.
LEWICE is widely used by industry and
government.
NASA Lewis, through grants to the University of
Toledo, has also supported the development of a
series of computer codes that combine conduc-
tion, convection, and phase-change heat transfer
to predict the transient operation of electro-
thermal deicers. Deicers employ electrical heater
strips embedded in a heater mat that is affixed to
or made integral with, the leading edge of the
airfoil. These codes predict temperatures
throughout the airfoil leading edge and heater
structure and also predict melting of the ice
above the heaters. These deicer codes are also
widely used by industry and government.
Recently, the University of Toledo enhanced
LEWICE by combining it with their electrothermal
deicer code. The enhanced LEWICE can be run
in three modes: the original mode, where the
airfoil surface is modeled as being adiabatic or
having a constant heat flux; a mode where the
heaters are unpowered but the initiation of icing
causes transient temperatures within the icing
and wing structure; and a deicing or anti-icing
mode, where the heaters are powered, with sub-
sequent possibilities of ice melt, ice shedding,
water runback, and water freezing beyond the
heaters. A simple ice shedding model is included
as a subroutine in the second and third modes,
but the subroutine could be replaced by other
shedding models.
The enhanced LEWICE is set up to model
spanwise heater strips. The user may specify any
number of heaters, any chordwise heater width,
any heater gap width, and any number of mate-
rial layers in the airfoil and heater structure. The
heaters may be cycled on and off in unison or
with periods independent of each other, and each
heater may have a different power level. Thus,
the enhanced LEWICE has maximum flexibility in
modeling virtually any electrothermal deicer in-
stalled into any two-dimensional airfoil.
This code is particularly suited for modeling elec-
trothermal deicer operation on helicopter main
rotor blades. As an illustration a simplified deicer
system was modeled and the code was used to
analyze it for a particular on/off cycle. The deicer
consists of three spanwise heater strips embed-
ded in the leading edge of an airfoil. (In practice,
more than three heater strips would be used, and
heater cycling times would be different.) The
accompanying figure shows a sequence of tem-
perature contour maps and ice profiles that illus-
trates one cycle of operation for the three heater
elements. After a layer of ice (shown in white)
accretes on the leading edge, the center heater is
turned on for 20 sec (map 1), enough time to melt
the ice at the ice-surface interface and induce a
shed (map 2). The heater is then shut off for
1 min and ice continues to accumulate on the
airfoil. Next, the lower heater is actuated for
20 sec (map 3), and the ice at the interface melts
and induces a shed (map 4). The heaters are
turned off for 1 min and ice continues to accumu-
late. Finally, the upper heater is actuated for
20 sec (map 5), and again the ice at the interface
melts and induces a shed (map 6).
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Automated Spiral Bevel Gear Grinding and
Inspection Enhanced
The final step in the manufacture of an
aerospace-quality spiral bevel gear is grinding the
tooth surfaces. This final grinding process is a
very precise machining operation that requires
complex machinery and highly skilled operators.
The spiral bevel gear grinding process has been
improved dramatically in recent years by the
introduction of two new technologies: computer
numerical control for grinding machines and
computer-controlled coordinate measuring
machines for inspection. An enhanced auto-
mated inspection technique, recently developed
and successfully demonstrated, further improves
the grinding process. In this technique, tooth
profiles of production parts are measured with a
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Inspection of spiral bevel gear using coordinate measuring
machine.
coordinate measuring machine and then com-
pared with those of a reference master gear. The
optimal grinding machine settings are determined
automatically from the inspection data. Case
studies have shown that using the new technique
reduces costs and improves quality.
The project to develop the enhanced automated
inspection technology was done under a NASA
contract funded by the U.S. Army Aviation Sys-
tems Command. Sikorsky Aircraft was the prime
contractor with The Gleason Works as the major
subcontractor. The enhanced inspection technol-
ogy has been developed, implemented, and dem-
onstrated. While previously only first-order
grinding machine settings could be determined
from inspection data, now both first- and second-
order setting adjustments are determined auto-
matically. The number and types of machine
setting adjustments specified are now optimized.
Also, gears can now be measured as they were
ground, either single sided or spread blade. The
enhanced inspection technique can be used with
either computer numerically controlled grinders
or the still more common manual grinders. When
used with the new full computer numerically
controlled grinders, production parts are now
ground to near-master-gear quality. A case study
was done to evaluate the new inspection tech-
nique. The quality of the production parts
improved while final grinding time and cost were
reduced by 58 percent. The technology for a true
closed-loop spiral bevel gear grinding process has
now been developed and demonstrated.
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Gearbox Acoustic Code Validated
Reduction of helicopter cabin noise (which has
been measured at over 100-dB sound pressure
level) is a NASA and U.S. Army goal. A major
source of this noise is the gearbox. A require-
ment for the Advanced Rotorcraft Transmission
Project is a 10-dB noise reduction relative to
current designs. A combined analytical and
experimental effort is under way to study the
effects of design parameters on noise production.
An important part of the project is performing
experiments in the NASA Lewis gear noise rig to
verify analytical codes.
Vibration spectra were measured on the top sur-
face of an instrumented gearbox in the gear noise
rig. These vibration data were input to the acous-
tics code BEMAP to predict the acoustic field
around the gearbox. The code is based on the
boundary element method (BEM), which models
the gearbox top as a plate in an infinite baffle.
Under identical operating conditions, the sound
intensity was measured just above the same grid
points. Sound power spectra were generated
from both analytical and measured data. Analyti-
cal and experimental results for sound power
were compared for speeds of 3000, 4000, 5000,
and 6000 rpm over the frequency range 400 to
3200 Hz. The sound power at gearbox frequen-
cies is typically 3 dB greater than the predicted
value. The predicted sound power curve closely
follows the measured values. The results validate
the BEMAP sound power predictions made from
gearbox vibration data.
BEMAP can be used after a finite-element struc-
tural vibration analysis of a gear housing, where
BEMAP establishes the link between the finite-
element results and noise radiation. BEMAP
provides designers with a valuable tool for investi-
gating methods of controlling helicopter gearbox
noise. Experiments continue to find new tools for
reducing this noise.
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Transonic Performance of NASP Nozzle
Evaluated in Wind Tunnel Tests
The air-breathing propulsion system on the
National Aerospace Plane (NASP) must operate
over an unprecedented range of flight conditions
from takeoff to hypersonic speeds at extreme
altitudes. The large nozzle area required for effi-
cient operation at high speeds and altitudes
becomes a liability at lower speeds, where the
engine exhaust gases do not fill the large nozzle
area. During acceleration through the transonic
speed regime, the propulsion system and espe-
cially the nozzle experience a critical transonic
drag rise due to off-design operation, which must
be understood and controlled. Recent tests of a
generic NASP nozzle configuration in the NASA
Lewis 8- by 6-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel pro-
vided valuable information on the performance
and operability of such nozzles from Mach 0.6
to 2. Proper simulation of the exhaust gas prop-
erties was assured by using an actual hydrogen-
air combustor upstream of the nozzle test article.
Transonic drag was successfully reduced by
using external burning.
The water-cooled NASP nozzle test article was
mounted to the jet-exit rig, which was developed
specifically for nozzle testing with hot combustion
products by the North American Aircraft Division
of Rockwell International under contract to NASA
Lewis. The jet-exit rig houses hydrogen- and
airflow-measuring systems, a six-component
flowthrough force balance, and the water-cooled
hydrogen-air combustor that is used to produce
the proper test gas composition for the nozzle.
The combustor is capable of delivering gas tem-
peratures of 3500° R, at pressures to 100 psia. A
separate hydrogen line serves the external burn-
ing system, which consists of a control valve, a
row of sonic injectors, and a series of inter-
changeable flameholders. Infrared flow visualiza-
tion of the hot nozzle exhaust and the external
burning plume was used to verify combustor
operation and external burning flame stability.
External burning succeeded in reducing nozzle
drag and increasing normal forces over a range of
transonic speeds from Mach 0.8 to 1.8. The
external burning plume was ignited by the hot
exhaust jet and did not require a separate igni-
tion source. Data obtained during these initial
tests of the generic nozzle configuration were
supplied to the NASP contractor team for inclu-
sion in the nozzle performance data base. Nozzle
design and operational information is being
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incorporated into a follow-on test under NASP
Government Work Package 58, in which the spe-
cific NASP nozzle geometry and external burning
system will be used. These follow-on tests,
scheduled to begin in April 1992, will be con-
ducted at Lewis in both the 8- by 6-Foot and 10-
by 10-Foot Wind Tunnels over a range of Mach
numbers from 0.6 to 3.0.
Lewis contact: Charles J. Trefny, (216) 433-2162
Headquarters program office: OAST
entrainment action of the primary nozzle jet shear
layer. Thrust augmentation results when the
entrained secondary air mixes with the primary
flow, increasing total mass flow and thus the
vertical thrust.
The design and development of thrust-
augmenting STOVL ejectors has typically been
based on trial and error. As part of STOVL com-
ponent research NASA Lewis, in conjunction with
Boeing Military Airplanes and Boeing
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Data Base Compiled for Thrust-Augmenting
Ejector
Short-takeoff-and-vertical-landing (STOVL) air-
craft are potential candidates for future high-
performance aircraft. Successful STOVL designs
depend heavily on propulsion system develop-
ment whereby both vertical lift and forward
thrust must be attained without drastically
increasing the aircraft's weight or cross-sectional
area. One method of achieving STOVL capability
in an aircraft is through the use of thrust-
augmenting ejectors. Basically, an ejector is a
pumping device through which large amounts of
air are drawn from the atmosphere by the
Flow from
ejector
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Fuselage
Exit door
Z
Typical STOVL ejector configuration.
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deHavilland, completed a series of tests on a full-
scale ejector with primary nozzle flow up to
1 100 °F. This unique ejector testing was per-
formed in house at the Powered Lift Facility and
signifies the first design-point (both temperature
and pressure) testing of a full-scale, thrust-
augmenting ejector. In cold-flow tests using
ambient air, several modifications were made to
decrease inlet losses, to enhance the shear layer
mixing, and to improve the ejector performance.
Hot-flow testing was then performed with a simi-
lar configuration; only slight changes were made
to allow for thermal expansion of the ejector duct
An extensive data base was obtained from the
ejector testing. As expected from theory, the cold-
flow tests resulted in a higher overall augmenta-
tion than the hot flow. Ejector exit plane surveys
showed a more uniform profile for the hot flow
(the design condition) than for the cold flow—
indicative of better mixing of the primary and
secondary streams. However, this mixing was
less than expected. This could be attributed to
the mixing length for the primary and secondary
streams being shorter than optimum to keep the
ejector a reasonable size. This data base can be
used to verify ejector design technology and to
calibrate computer codes for evaluating ejector
performance in future STOVL aircraft.
Lewis contact: Wendy S. Barankiewicz, ( 216) 433-8706
Headquarters program office: OAST
Analytical Tool Developed for Ventral /
 Cruise
Exhaust Nozzles
Improved short-takeoff-and-vertical-landing
(STOVL) aircraft are planned for possible future
development. For these aircraft the same propul-
sion system will provide power for lift and hover
as well as for supersonic horizontal flight. When
the STOVL propulsion system is operating in the
transition mode (i.e., converting from lift and
hover to forward flight), the rear jet (or cruise)
nozzle will be open, and valves will be opened to
duct engine exhaust gases to two or more thrust-
ers directed downward. In many proposed con-
figurations one of the lift thrusters will be a
ventral nozzle located in the bottom of the aircraft
fuselage. NASA Lewis has an on-going, in-house
effort to develop the required technology for these
Ventral
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Tailpipe plane-of-symmetry flow visualization: (a) experimental
results; (b) analytical particle traces.
aircraft. We are establishing aerodynamic design
principles and a data base for key components
through experimental testing and computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) analyses.
Experimental and analytical flow studies of a
generic model tailpipe with cruise and ventral
nozzles flowing have recently been completed.
The model was about one-third of full size. The
analytical work was done by using PARC313, a full
Navier-Stokes CFD code, to predict the internal
flow patterns and the overall system performance.
The results of the PARCM computational fluid
dynamics code compared well with the experi-
mental results. The analytical studies indicated
that the boundary layer was nearly completely
drawn off by the ventral nozzle. The boundary
layer started to reform on the ventral duct side of
the tailpipe downstream of the ventral duct. On
the opposite side of the tailpipe downstream of
the ventral duct, the flow dispersed to be dis-
torted at the entrance to the cruise nozzle. The
studies also indicated that the flow separated
from the front wall of the ventral duct and that
large vortices were formed in this region. This
behavior resulted in a low-pressure region that
Inflow To
axial
nozzle
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caused the ventral nozzle airflow to overturn back
toward the inlet to the tailpipe and create a sig-
nificant reverse thrust component. This reverse
thrust component adversely affected the horizon-
tal thrust of the cruise nozzle and resulted in a
low net horizontal thrust component for the over-
all propulsion system. As a result of this work
another calibrated CFD analytical tool is available
to assist in the design of STOVL propulsion
nozzles.
Lewis contact: Barbara S. Esker, (216) 433-8707
Headquarters program office: OAST
Radial Rotor Cooling Studied
Most if not all radial turbines in use today are
uncooled and limited by material properties to
about 1800 °F inlet temperature. Going signifi-
cantly beyond this temperature limit requires that
either nonmetallic materials (e.g., ceramics) or
radial rotor cooling technology must be devel-
oped. Research programs for both approaches
are under way. This article highlights the cooled
radial rotor technology program at Lewis. This
cooling research consists of both experiments and
the application of advanced aerothermodynamic
analysis.
The aerodynamic and cooling design of a research
turbine to operate at 2500 °F inlet temperature
was performed by the Allison Gas Turbine Divi-
sion of General Motors Corporation in collabora-
tion with NASA Lewis engineers (ref. 1). Two
rotors, an uncooled version and a cast cooled
version, are being used in the experimental part
of the program. Aerodynamic performance tests
of the uncooled rotor are complete. Rotor blade
surface pressures were measured during this test
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and compared with computational fluid dynamics
calculations for two streamlines (70 percent and
20 percent). The comparison was generally good
except for the inducer part of the blade for the
20-percent streamline. This discrepancy is
believed to be caused by the flow in the clearance
space between the rotor and the backface, which
is not modeled. Additional details of these experi-
mental results and the calculated hot-side flow
field are contained in reference 2.
An extensive effort is also under way to develop
accurate coolant-side flow analysis methods.
Current computational efforts include an im-
proved one-dimensional coolant design code and
the development of three-dimensional viscous
coolant codes. The development of a grid-
generating code, which is required to calculate
the flow field, was reviewed in the 1989 annual
report (ref. 3). An example of the calculated cool-
ant flow inside the radial rotor blade was ob-
tained with Adapco's three-dimensional viscous
STARCD code. These analytical results will be
compared with data from both stationary and
low-speed simulated blade tests as well as the
high-speed experiments with the cooled radial
rotor. Results obtained from this cooling technol-
ogy program will be applicable to axial as well as
radial turbines.
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Viscous Three-Dimensional Codes Predict
Transonic Fan Performance
One goal of computational fluid dynamics for
turbomachinery is the prediction of component
performance, for example, fan pressure ratio and
efficiency. Because a small improvement in fan
efficiency can amount to a large savings in yearly
fuel costs for a fleet of commercial aircraft, turbo-
machinery designers are extremely interested in
tools that give good quantitative prediction of
turbomachinery performance. To that end, three-
dimensional grid generation and viscous flow
analysis codes have been developed for turboma-
chinery at NASA Lewis. The grid code, called
TCGRID (Turbomachinery C-Grid), generates
elliptic grids about arbitrary isolated blade rows.
The flow analysis code, called RVC3D (Rotor Vis-
cous Code 3-D), is an explicit finite difference
code with an algebraic turbulence model.
In order to validate these codes, the design-speed
operating line of a transonic fan rotor has been
computed, and the results have been compared
with experimental data. The fan (designated
NASA rotor 67) has been tested experimentally at
NASA Lewis by using both aerodynamic probes
and laser anemometry. Maps of total pressure
ratio and adiabatic efficiency have been computed
and agree well with experimental maps.
Detailed comparisons between the calculations
and experiment have been made at two operating
points, one near peak efficiency and one near
stall. Blade-to-blade contour maps show the
shock structure in the fan. Comparisons made
with aerodynamic survey data downstream of the
fan generally show good agreement with meas-
ured total temperature and total pressure but
some disagreement with measured static pres-
sure and flow angle. Comparisons made with
laser velocimeter data show that shock location
and strength were predicted closely near peak
efficiency but were somewhat overpredicted near
stall. Predicted wake profiles had about the right
location and spread but were deeper than the
measured wakes, probably owing to a lack of
resolution in the laser data.
Particle traces showed separated flow at the fan
leading and trailing edges at both operating
points. The code's ability to predict these fea-
tures suggests that it could be used to guide
future experimental work aimed at resolving
these features or to eliminate them in future
designs. Overall the code showed very good
agreement with a variety of experimental data,
thereby increasing confidence that the code can
be used to predict the performance of other
machines as well.
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Euler/Navier-Stokes Code Predicts Unsteady
Ducted -Propfan Aerodynamics
Advanced turbofan engines planned for future
commercial aircraft will be larger in diameter and
have higher thrusts than current engines. One
characteristic, their much shorter cowls, creates
a problem in the design process. Traditional
computational fluid dynamics tools for the analy-
sis and design of turbofan engines treat the flow
outside the engine and the flow through the en-
gine independently. Unfortunately, as the cowl
length decreases, the coupling between the inter-
nal and external flows becomes stronger. For the
concept engines of the future the cowl length is
short enough that predicting engine performance
with independent codes is difficult. A better pro-
cedure, developed at NASA, is to simultaneously
compute the internal and external flows in the
same calculation.
In support of the turbofan engine manufacturers,
NASA Lewis has been developing, under a con-
tract to the Allison Gas Turbine Division of
General Motors Corporation, a series of three-
dimensional Euler and Navier-Stokes codes for
short-cowl ducted propfans. These computa-
tional codes were originally developed for internal
turbomachinery flow and then modified for
NASA's Advanced Propfan Project. With the shift
in emphasis on ducted propellers, these codes
have been extended to simultaneously solve for
the flow inside and outside the cowl.
The latest development in the series of Advanced
Ducted Propfan analysis codes is an unsteady
single-blade-row Euler/Navier-Stokes code. One
of the difficult predictions that are now possible is
shown here. The code was used to predict the
flow field about a NASA 1.15-pressure-ratio fan at
Mach 0.2 and 40° angle of attack. At this (edge of
the operating envelope) climb condition the high
angle of attack leads to cowl lip separation. The
experiment shows the loss in total pressure at the
fan face, as measured with a picot-static rake.
Shown at one instant in time (not time averaged)
after the solution has developed, the predicted
total pressure at the fan face looks very similar.
The actual fan has both a rotor and a stator, but
the current prediction only includes the rotor. To
improve the code, Allison is currently extending it
to handle multiple blade rows. Once completed,
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the predictions will include both the steady and
unsteady rotor-stator interactions, further
improving the information available to the engine
designer.
Lewis contact: Dr. Christopher J. Miller, (216) 433-6179
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Novel Method Allows Direct Measurement of
Acoustic Modes in Fan Engine
Most of the noise generated by aircraft fans is in
the form of tones at the blade passing frequency
(number of blades passing a fixed point in 1 sec)
and its harmonics. Fan noise is transmitted
through the inlet and aft duct of the engine in the
form of spinning modes (rotating pressure pat-
terns). Measuring these modes is important for
the following reasons:
-They help identify the generating mechanism
of the fan.
-They control the propagation within the duct
as well as the design and effectiveness of any
acoustic treatment.
-They control the direction to which the noise
radiates in the far field.
One property of these modes that makes them
difficult to measure is that to a fixed observer
they all have the same frequency. A novel con-
cept suggested many years ago by T.G. Sofrin at
Pratt & Whitney Division of United Technologies
Corporation involves rotating microphones within
the fan duct to measure spinning modes. The
first implementation of this concept was com-
pleted at NASA Lewis during the Advanced
Ducted Propeller test program in the 9- by 15-
Foot Low-Speed Wind Tunnel. The principle
involved in the rotating microphone rake is basi-
cally that of Doppler shift, which separates the
various circumferential mode orders into different
frequencies, since each order rotates at a different
speed. For a rake moving in the direction of the
fan rotation, corotating modes are shifted to lower
frequencies while counterrotating modes are
shifted to higher frequencies. The interaction of
the rake wake with the fan during inlet testing
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has only minimal effect on the results because it
only contaminates one frequency corresponding
to the rotor locked mode (the order equal to the
blade number).
The rake was attached to a large ring gear sur-
rounding the inlet so as to minimize inflow distor-
tion. A key element to this measurement is the
control system that drives the ring gear in a syn-
chronous fashion relative to the fan. In this case
the rake makes one revolution while the fan
makes 250. The rake's position is maintained to
±0.2° relative to the fan. The radial mode order is
determined from the radial profile for each cir-
cumferential order.
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Takeoff Noise Tests Completed on a Model
Advanced Ducted Propeller
The advanced propeller program has successfully
demonstrated significant performance improve-
ments for single and counterrotating propellers
relative to that of current turbofan engines at
typical cruise conditions of Mach 0.8 and
10,668-m (35,000-ft) altitude. However, uncer-
tainties over new propeller technologies and
inherent structural and acoustic benefits
associated with propeller shrouds have directed
current research toward the advanced ducted
propeller, which is a marriage of the turbofan and
propeller technologies. The advanced ducted
propeller will typically feature a low number of
rotor blades and a stator designed to satisfy the
cutoff criterion. Bypass ratios of 20 or greater
will be characteristic of these propellers.
A model ducted propeller, designed and built by
Pratt & Whitney Division of United Technologies
Corporation, was recently tested in the NASA
Lewis 9- by 15-Foot Anechoic Wind Tunnel at
takeoff conditions of Mach 0.2. A range of model
configurations was tested to investigate the
aeroacoustic effects of inlet and spinner length,
blade setting angle and tip speed, and nozzle size.
The model, which had 16 rotor blades, was tested
with 22- and 40-vane stators to investigate the
cutoff criterion of having sufficient stator vanes to
prevent propagation of the fundamental rotor
tone. The model was tested over a range of rotor
speeds and at angles of attack up to 30°. Acous-
tic data were acquired with an array of fixed
microphones located on the tunnel wall and with
a translating microphone probe affixed to the
tunnel floor. Results from these tests will be
used to better define parameters for future qui-
eter and more efficient ducted propellers.
Lewis contact: Richard P. Woodward, (216) 433-3923
Headquarters program office: OAST
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Advanced ducted propeller model in wind tunnel.
Stationary Blockage Devices Simulate Inlet
Separation Angle of Attack in an ADP
Simulator
Inlet performance tests are often performed in
wind tunnels with an aspirated flow to simulate
the flow rates that would be pumped by a fan or
ducted propeller in a powered-rig test. Recently
tests were conducted with the Pratt & Whitney
17-in. Advanced Ducted Propeller (ADP) simulator
in the NASA Lewis 9- by 15-Foot Low-Speed Wind
Tunnel with aspirated flow (no propeller). Pratt &
Whitney's comparison of the results has shown
that an operating propeller delays inlet separa-
tion. Experiments with short inlets have shown
that this interaction can be appreciable, espe-
cially with the aggressive designs being consid-
ered for the ADP class of ultra-high-bypass
engines. In order to better understand the fan/
inlet interaction problem, a joint effort between
NASA Lewis and Pratt & Whitney was under-
taken. Many of the problems with past experi-
ments of this type were eliminated by using the
same inlet hardware, instrumentation locations,
and fine angle-of-attack settings and by the abil-
ity to match airflow rates in tests with and with-
out a propeller.
In order to circumvent the problem of performing
inlet tests without a powered propeller, and thus
improve the agreement between aspirated-flow
and powered-rig results, stationary flow blockage
devices were installed in the inlet to replace the
powered propeller. Several blockage configura-
tions were tested, including screens and combi-
nations of screens and rods. The best simulation
of powered-rig inlet separation angle of attack
was obtained with a blockage geometry compris-
ing a combination of tapered rods and screens.
Experimental results of inlet separation angle as
a function of specific flow clearly reveal the differ-
ences between powered-rig results and aspirated-
flow tests. Furthermore, the experiments with
the stationary blockage device showed that the
separation angle was within I' of the powered-rig
test results.
An important ramification of these results con-
cerns the method in which aspirated-flow inlet
tests are performed. The inclusion of a stationary
blockage device to replace the operating propeller
can provide a better simulation of the separation
angle of attack than the more traditional
aspirated-flow tests without blockage.
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F-18 Inlet Flow Calculated at High Angles of
Attack
NASA Lewis is currently engaged in a research
effort as a team member of the High Alpha Tech-
nology Program (HATP) within NASA. This pro-
gram utilizes a specially equipped F-18, the high
alpha research vehicle (HARV), in an ambitious
effort to improve the maneuverability of high-
performance military aircraft at low-subsonic-
speed, high-angle-of-attack conditions. The
overall objective of the Lewis effort is to develop
inlet technology that will ensure efficient airflow
delivery to the engine during these maneuvers.
One part of the Lewis approach utilizes computa-
tional fluid dynamics codes to predict the
installed performance of inlets for these highly
maneuverable aircraft.
The PARC313 code, a three-dimensional Navier-
Stokes solver, is being used to calculate the flow
field ahead of and inside the inlets of the HARV
Normalized F-18 total pressure contours.
and a subscale F-18 model. A sample of the
preliminary computational results is presented
here for a 19.78-percent scale model at 30° angle
of attack. The particle trajectories indicate that a
vortex shed from the forebody is deflected by the
leading-edge extension and enters the inlet. The
thicker contours along the lower side of the inlet
entrance are the result of flow separation from
the lower lip. The presence of the ingested vortex
is indicated by the contour shape in the upper
left-hand region of the inlet entrance. The combi-
nation of ingested vortex and lip flow separation
results in the large total pressure distortion at the
exit of the inlet duct (i.e., at the engine face
plane).
The preliminary results demonstrate the capabil-
ity of the PARC313 code to predict the extremely
complex flow field near an inlet.
Lewis contacts: Richard R. Burley, ( 216) 433-3605;
C. Frederic Smith, (216) 826-6708
Headquarters program office: OAST
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Acoustic Dome Constructed
NASA Lewis has constructed an acoustically
treated geodesic dome to enclose the Powered Lift
Facility (PLF) and the Nozzle Acoustic Test Rig
(NATR). Its construction will permit nearly unre-
stricted testing of powered-lift concepts that have
application to short-takeoff-and-vertical-landing
aircraft and of exhaust nozzles for High-Speed
Research. The dome was constructed in response
to a need to alleviate a potential source of irrita-
tion to the nearby community—the noise gener-
ated by high-velocity air from the research
hardware. The dome accomplished this. The
added benefit is a site in which acoustic measure-
ments can be made in a controlled environment
for nozzle concept evaluations. The dome wall is
lined with acoustic material that minimizes
sound reverberation within the structure, making
these acoustic measurements possible.
form the basic triangular pattern of the dome.
Starting from the inside of the dome, the triangu-
lar panels of the wall consist of a sheet of alumi-
num, followed by fiberglass insulation, then an
air gap, another sheet of aluminum, and finally a
thin, layered outer panel of aluminum. Acoustic
measurements during initial tests have confirmed
predictions that the untreated dome walls attenu-
ate the noise by at least 20 dBA. Atmospheric
attenuation between the dome and the nearest
neighborhood accounts for additional sound
suppression. Acoustic treatment, in the form of
fiberglass wedges, was placed on the inside sur-
face of the dome—with 2-in. minimum standoff
from the wall. This will permit nozzle acoustic
measurements to be made without sound reflec-
tions from the wall. An added benefit of the con-
struction is that the enclosure allows year-round
testing.
The acoustic dome is a 130-ft-diameter geodesic	 Lewis contact: Richard L. Barth, (216) 433-5686
dome. Anodized structural members, or struts, 	 Headquarters program office: OAST
Acoustic dome.
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Advanced High-Temperature Engine Materials
Technology Continues Progress
The objective of the Advanced High-Temperature
Engine Materials Technology (HITEMP) Program
is to generate technology for revolutionary
advances in composite materials and their struc-
tural analysis that will enable the development of
21 st century civil propulsion systems with greatly
increased fuel economy, improved reliability,
extended life, and reduced operating costs. The
primary focus is on polymer, metallic, intermetal-
lic, and ceramic-matrix composites. These com-
posite materials are being developed by in-house
researchers and on grants and contracts for even-
tual use in fans, compressors, and turbines for
future civil transport aircraft.
NASA considers this program to be a focused
materials and structures research effort that
builds upon our basic research programs and will
feed results into application-oriented projects,
such as the proposed NASA new initiative to
develop the technology for a 21st century high-
speed civil transport. HITEMP is also closely
coordinated with the Department of Defense/
NASA Integrated High Performance Turbine
Engine Technology (IHPTET) Program, and new
composite materials from HITEMP may be used in
future military applications.
A Lewis-developed polymer resin has been
selected to replace portions of a F1 10 forward
fairing. Parts have been fabricated and will be
engine tested in early 1992. A Lewis-developed
process of postcuring polymer composites in
nitrogen gas results in composites with signifi-
cantly higher use temperature capability. This
process won a 1991 R&D 100 Award. Lewis
researchers have developed a model to determine
the high-temperature creep strength of silicon
carbide ceramic fibers. Three invention disclo-
sures have been filed recently by Lewis research-
ers on a process of fabricating strong, tough
fiber-reinforced ceramic composites. The wire arc
spray process has been used to successfully fab-
ricate high-quality silicon-carbide-reinforced
titanium aluminide intermetallic composites.
Lewis researchers have shown that elastic-plastic
analytical models accurately represent the experi-
mentally observed deformation behavior of tita-
nium alloy composites.
The fourth annual review of the HITEMP program
was held October 29 and 30, 1991. Details of
research accomplishments are published in a
conference report, NASA CP-10082.
Lewis contact: Dr. Hugh R. Gray, (216) 433-3230
Headquarters program office: OAST
Materials Program Supports HSCT
NASA is undertaking a materials research and
development program in support of the develop-
ment of a high-speed (supersonic) civil transport
(HSCT) for entry into commercial service by the
year 2005.
The objectives of the Enabling Propulsion Materi-
als (EPM) Program are
• To develop high-temperature advanced mate-
rials including fibers, ceramic-matrix compos-
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ites, and lightweight intermetallic matrix
composites/metal-matrix composites
• To establish improved processes for fabricat-
ing advanced composite components
• To enhance the development of analytical
tools for composite and component design,
fabrication, and life prediction
• To develop improved procedures for testing
composite subcomponents
• To evaluate composite subcomponent and
component reliability and durability in a rig or
engine environment. The primary focus is on
demonstrating the technology readiness of a
combustor liner and an exhaust nozzle for an
HSCT propulsion system by 1999.
EPM will be primarily a contractual effort involv-
ing the team of the two major U.S. aircraft engine
manufacturers, Pratt & Whitney (P&W) and Gen-
eral Electric Aircraft Engines (GEAE). In addi-
tion, a broad-based subcontractor team will
include other engine companies, fiber producers,
composite fabricators, testing companies, and
academia. Complementing this contractual effort
will be an in-house program that will address risk
reduction issues.
A unique feature of EPM is the establishment of
integrated product development teams for the
combustor liner and the exhaust nozzle. These
teams will consist of representatives from P&W,
GEAE, NASA, and subcontractors where appro-
priate. Members will be from various disciplines
including engineering expertise in design, proc-
essing, materials, structures, and test operations.
The major benefit of these teams will be to reduce
the risk of the materials development.
The enormous challenge of developing materials
for an HSCT engine required an immediate
response from NASA Lewis and industry. There-
fore, NASA Lewis has awarded two preliminary
contracts that involve materials development for
HSCT engines. A contract awarded to P&W con-
tains guidelines for developing the materials for
various HSCT engine components. An important
accomplishment of this contract will be to estab-
lish a materials data base related to the physical
and mechanical properties and the environmental
durability of a commercial silicon-carbide (SiC)-
reinforced silicon nitride (Si 3 N4 ) ceramic-matrix
composite. A second preliminary contract
awarded to GEAE deals specifically with materials
for HSCT combustors. A major accomplishment
of the GEAE contract has been quantifying the
need for using a high-thermal-conductivity CMC
in an HSCT combustor liner. A materials data
base is being established, in this case for an SiC-
reinforced SiC ceramic-matrix composite devel-
oped by GEAE. A significant effort has been given
to characterizing the thermal shock behavior of
the SiC / SiC composite because thermal shock
could be life limiting in a ceramic-matrix compos-
ite combustor liner.
The in-house efforts at NASA Lewis have made
significant contributions to the development of
materials for HSCT engines. NASA Lewis' unique
ability to conduct environmental durability tests
of candidate materials is critical to the overall
program. The tests are performed in a high-
pressure burner rig that simulates the HSCT
combustor environment while thermally cycling
the materials as in an actual HSCT mission.
Additional in-house research includes studies of
environmental degradation mechanisms, ceramic
fiber and matrix development and characteriza-
tion, and development of novel ceramic materials
designed to alleviate the risk involved in HSCT
materials development.
Lewis contact: Joseph R. Stephens, (216) 433-3195
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Laser Light Scattering Opens New Frontiers
Light scattered from jostling particles suspended
in a liquid reveals a wealth of information about
their submicroscopic world. With recent develop-
ments in laser light scattering, we have been able
to coax this display of Brownian motion into
answering questions about fractal growth, oil
recovery, polymers, pigments, cataracts, and
crystal formation. When used in space these
instrument advances will provide answers to
many basic science questions.
This window into the world of macromolecules
will allow space scientists to interact with their
experiments as they progress, permitting experi-
ments that have not been possible until now.
Nucleation, spinodal decomposition, gelation,
critical phenomena, aggregation, and diffusion, to
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name a few, are influenced by gravity and can be
better studied in outer space, free from the con-
vective flows and sedimentation caused by
gravity.
Prior to flight hardware development, the
Advanced Technology Development Project in
laser light scattering at NASA Lewis devised and
coordinated the development of a compact, minia-
ture, solid-state laser light scattering instrument.
This reliable, low-power instrument will allow
inexpensive science to be conducted in a compact
space. Building on the work of R.G.W. Brown
and others, we have taken an instrument that
used to fill a small laboratory and fit it into a
small briefcase. This modular instrument design
allows us to plug miniature fiber optic probes into
pocket-sized laser and photon-counting modules
attached to a laptop computer, making it a com-
plete system for rapid data acquisition and analy-
sis. This spinoff is essentially an enhanced
instrument capable of making on-line quality
control measurements.
The fiber optic probes developed under a NASA
grant at the State University of New York-
Stonybrook by H.S. Dhadwal when pushed by
in-house tests of their potential have opened new
areas of research. This probe makes rapid and
noninvasive measurements for the early detection
of cataracts. Tests have been performed on
excised bovine eye lenses and the probe awaits
in-situ clinical trials for complete eye diagnostics.
These probes have also proved invaluable for
measuring the size of particles in concentrated
(milky white) solutions, thus enabling the
instrument's use as a process control monitor for
both industrial and laboratory applications.
The laser light scattering technology guided by
NASA's Advanced Technology Development
Project has significant commercial potential. For
example, our recent laser light scattering studies
with DuPont have provided new insights into the
structure of nylon, a 7.6 -billion -pound -a-year
product. When these hardware advances are
introduced for quality control monitoring, they
will offer U.S. companies a way to tailor their
products for niche markets.
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New High-Temperature Composite
Strengthened
The simplest way to improve the efficiency of jet
aircraft engines is to increase their operating
temperature. This cannot be accomplished with
existing nickel-base superalloys because they are
already used at temperatures very close to their
melting points. Hence, a new high-temperature
structural material is needed, and the intermetal-
lic composed of equal numbers of nickel and
aluminum atoms (NiAl) has many attractive fea-
tures. For example, this aluminide melts at
about 1910 K (2980 °F), whereas superalloys melt
at -1600 K (2420 °F); it can form a protective
oxide coating in air at high temperatures,
whereas most alloys cannot; it weighs about two-
thirds of an equal volume of superalloy; and fi-
nally it conducts heat four times better than
nickel alloys. In spite of these properties NiAI
cannot presently be employed in engines because
it lacks mechanical strength at elevated tempera-
tures. Therefore, methods to improve its strength
are being investigated.
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Recently, an informal joint effort by NASA Lewis,
Exxon Research and Engineering Company, and
the Max Planck Institut fur Metallforschung has
found that cryomilling (a grinding process carried
out in liquid nitrogen) NiAl powder produces a
high-strength, elevated-temperature composite.
During cryomilling the powder particles are frac-
tured into smaller bits, and the near surface layer
of each piece becomes supersaturated with nitro-
gen atoms (N). When the as-cryomilled powder is
consolidated by compression under high tem-
perature and pressure conditions, the nitrogen
reacts with the aluminum to form very small-
diameter (-50 nm, or 0.000002 in.) AIN particles.
Because the nitrogen absorbed during cryomilling
is located only at near-surface regions, the com-
posite has a unique microstructure composed of
cores of pure NIAI surrounded by a thin coating of
aluminide containing a very high density of small
AIN particles.
Measurement of its 1300 K (1880 °F) mechanical
properties has shown that the N1Al-AIN composite
is about 10 times stronger than unreinforced NiAI
and is much stronger than a typical nickel-base
superalloy (B-1900). Furthermore, on a density-
compensated basis this composite is nearly as
strong as one of the newest generation of single-
crystal superalloys (NASAIR 100). In addition,
cyclic oxidation testing found that the behavior of
NiAI-AIN was nearly equivalent to that of the best
third-element-doped aluminide (NiA1+Zr), which is
as good as the most oxidation-resistant, commer-
cially available alloy (MA 956). All three of these
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materials have better oxidation properties than
NIAI .
Several technical papers outlining the properties
of NOJ-AIN have been published, and work is
currently being undertaken at all three laborato-
ries to understand the cryomilling process, the
reproducibility of the technique, and the reasons
for the high-temperature strength and oxidation
resistance of the composite. NiAI-AIN is under
consideration for use as a structural material and
is also being studied as a potential matrix for
fiber-reinforced composites.
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The 1991 Lewis Research Center Distinguished
Publication Award
y' Coarsening in High Volume Fraction Nickel-
Base Alloys
The 1991 Lewis Research Center Distinguished
Publication Award was presented to Dr. Rebecca
A. MacKay and Dr. Michael V. Nathal in recogni-
tion of the excellence and value of their publica-
tion entitled, "y' Coarsening in High Volume
Fraction Nickel-Base Alloys." The distinguished
paper was published in the June 1990 issue of
Acta Metallurgica et Materialia. This paper docu-
ments a comprehensive experimental research
project that contributes to the theoretical under-
standing of nickel-base alloys and also has a very
practical effect on alloy design.
The gas turbine engine industry has been con-
cerned for over 40 years with the long-time, high-
temperature stability of nickel-base superalloys,
which are used extensively in the hot section of
gas turbine engines. Superalloy microstructures
consist of y' particles in a matrix of y phase; the
y' particles provide these superalloys with much
of their high-temperature strength. However, as
the y' particles coarsen, or grow, with time at
high temperatures, the load-carrying capability of
the alloy degrades, limiting both life and maxi-
mum load.
This study addressed the issue of y' coarsening.
Specifically, it examined the y ' coarsening behav-
ior in a systematic series of alloys having different
magnitudes of y-y' lattice mismatch. Lattice
mismatch refers to the difference in the lattice
spacing between the atoms in the y and y'
phases. This study determined that current
theories neither adequately explain nor predict y'
coarsening because elastic coherency strains and
lattice mismatch were not incorporated in these
theories. Additionally, the study concluded that
increasing the magnitude of the lattice mismatch
actually leads to a more stable y' that is far less
susceptible to coarsening. This is contrary to the
accepted practice for the past 45 years in which
alloy developers have attempted to minimize this
difference in atomic spacing. This new concept
will alter the direction of alloy development and
will lead to dramatically improved and more
stable gas turbine alloys.
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Processing Improved for Single-Crystal
Turbine Blades
Among the components that limit the lives of the
Space Shuttle main engine (SSME) high-pressure
turbopumps are the turbine blades. The blades
are subject to fatigue cracking, which is caused
by both a high-frequency flutter and the lower
number of larger strain cycles associated with
engine starts, stops, and changes in power level.
The hydrogen-rich environment in the turbine
also contributes to the problem. Laboratory tests
have shown that the presence of hydrogen
degrades the behavior of alloys relative to that in
air or inert gas environments. Because of this
hydrogen-aggravated fatigue problem the service
life of the SSME blades is limited to a specified
number of seconds of operation to assure flight
safety of the vehicle.
One approach being considered for extending the
service life of the blades is to change to a carbon-
free single-crystal alloy. The directionally solidi-
fied nickel-base alloy currently specified as bill of
materiel contains carbides and has a columnar
polycrystalline structure. Carbon-free single
crystals have been shown to extend fatigue life
because they lack both the boundaries between
crystals and the carbides that may act as fatigue
crack initiation sites. More recently, Carnegie
Mellon University, working under a grant, demon-
strated that the tensile ductility of single-crystal
nickel-base superalloys charged with hydrogen
can be improved by using thermomechanical
treatments that remove two microstructural fea-
tures, microporosity and eutectic y /y' nodules.
These eutectic nodules represent a poor distribu-
tion of the strengthening y' phase. The thermo-
mechanical treatments consisted of a long,
high-temperature heat treatment to dissolve the
eutectic y /y' nodules, followed by hot isostatic
pressing (HIPing) to close the porosity, and then
the standard heat treatment to properly distrib-
ute the y'.
Recent work performed at NASA Lewis has shown
directly that these same thermomechanical proc-
esses are beneficial in increasing the low-cycle
fatigue life of PWA 1480, a hydrogen-charged,
nickel-base, single-crystal alloy.
Hydrogen charging of standard PWA 1480, which
contains the normal levels of porosity and eutec-
tic y /y', reduces the room-temperature, strain-
controlled fatigue life by more than one order of
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magnitude. Fatigue initiation sites in hydrogen-
charged standard PWA 1480 are easily identified
by large flat facets on the fracture surface. At the
center of each facet a large pore, a y /y' eutectic,
or both could be found at high magnification.
Substantially longer fatigue life after hydrogen
charging was measured for PWA 1480 that had
been given the eutectic solution treatment plus
HIPing. Porosity and eutectic content were sig-
nificantly lower than that for standard PWA 1480.
Furthermore, the degree of facet formation on the
fracture surface of tested specimens was also
greatly reduced. The reduction in porosity level
achieved by this duplex thermomechanical treat-
ment suggests that closure of porosity is more
readily achieved if eutectic content is minimized
before HIPing.
It is indicated that using single crystals given the
improved thermomechanical treatment would
improve the durability of SSME turbine blades
and thus may reduce launch costs.
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Engineered Interface Eliminates Thermal
Ratcheting in Graphite-Fiber-Reinforced
Copper-Matrix Composites
Many applications require materials that combine
high strength, stiffness, and conductivity with
low-to-moderate density. Among the applications
of interest to NASA Lewis are heat exchangers for
the National Aerospace Plane (NASP) and other
hypersonic vehicles and for space power system
radiator fins. Work is currently focused on
graphite-fiber-reinforced copper matrix (Gr/Cu)
composites. Densities range from 4.5 to
5.5 g/cm3 for the fiber volume fractions of inter-
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est. Ultra-high-modulus, pitch-based fibers have
up to three times the conductivity of copper, and
high-strength polyacrylonitride-based fibers can
have ultimate tensile strengths approaching
1 million psi. Pitch-based fibers, such as Amoco
P-100, are favored to increase the stiffness and
in-plane thermal conductivity of space radiator
fins. Heat exchangers for the NASP combustor
section utilize high-strength fibers to increase the
in-plane strength of the facesheets. Good
through-thickness conductivity for all Gr/Cu
composites comes from the copper matrix.
Graphite and copper are noted for their lack of
wetting, reaction, and solubility with one another.
This combination of properties leads to only a
weak mechanical bond across the Gr/Cu com-
posite interface. Voids form in the composite at
elevated temperatures because copper migrates
away from the graphite fibers. The transverse
strength of these composites is also very low. In
order to improve these properties, an engineered
interface must be introduced to promote wetting
and bonding between the copper matrix and the
graphite fibers. An extensive wetting study has
shown several potential copper alloys that can
wet graphite fibers. The wetting study and prior
work with copper-matrix composites has also
indicated several refractory metals that can be
used as fiber coatings to promote good bonding.
Work is ongoing to produced and evaluate the
effects of adding an engineered interface to Gr/Cu
composites.
Traditionally Gr/Cu composites have been pro-
duced by hot pressing copper-coated graphite
fiber preforms. A more economical production
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Bars after one thermal cycle from room temperature to 800 °C
(1472 °F): (a) cast bar showing macroscopic shear bands and
cracking of the copper matrix; (b) bar produced by pressure
infiltration casting with matrix of copper-0.1 wt% chromium
alloy instead of pure copper, showing no damage.
method currently being pursued is pressure infil-
tration casting. Liquid copper or copper alloy is
forced into a fiber preform to form the composite.
Complex net shape parts can be produced easily.
The thermal expansion of Gr/Cu composites is of
particular interest because of the need to mini-
mize the mismatch in coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE) between the composite plates
and other structures, such as heat pipes and
manifolds. Excessive CTE mismatch will lead to
thermal stresses that can fail the joint between
the composite and other structure. Varying the
architecture and the volume fraction is being
examined as a way to minimize CTE mismatch.
Preliminary testing of composites without an
engineered interface revealed a large hysteresis in
the thermal expansion curves. This hysteresis is
a permanent deformation of the sample to a
strain of 0.5 percent. Repeated thermal cycling
could therefore build up considerable deformation
in the composite, a process called thermal
ratcheting. Adding chromium to a pressure-
infiltrated copper matrix resulted in the formation
of a thin chromium carbide layer around the
graphite fibers. This bar showed no signs of
damage after undergoing the same thermal cycle
as the cast bar. Furthermore, there was no hys-
teresis in its thermal expansion curves. Samples
prepared by pressure infiltrating pure copper into
fibers coated with titanium and tungsten showed
the same beneficial effects. The low alloying con-
tent or thin fiber coating should not significantly
reduce the thermal conductivity of the material.
The transverse strength of the composites is also
expected to improve because load can be trans-
ferred across the interface and into the fiber.
The results from these first tests strongly indicate
that the use of an engineered interface can
greatly improve the properties of Gr / Cu compos-
ites and overcome problems such as thermal
ratcheting.
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Stability of Ceramics in Hydrogen Evaluated
Ceramic materials in the form of matrices, fibers,
and coatings are considered enabling for many
advanced aerospace propulsion systems. In some
applications such as the National Aerospace
Plane and rocket propulsion, the ceramics must
be stable in hot hydrogen environments.
Using thermodynamic predictions is one way to
gain an understanding of the thermal stability of
a material in hydrogen-containing atmospheres.
With the aid of a state-of-the-art computerized
thermodynamic prediction program called
SOLGASMIX-PV, the hydrogen compatibility of a
variety of potentially useful ceramic materials was
evaluated.
In order to validate the thermodynamic predic-
tions, a number of ceramic materials were
exposed to wet hydrogen at temperatures to
1400 °C. Postexposure evaluation provided infor-
mation on the validity of the thermodynamic
predictions and an insight into the morphology of
hydrogen attack, if any. By using a stability
criterion of <1 ppm of reaction product species in
the vapor phase, it was found that thermodynam-
ics offers a good guide to identifying promising
materials in hot hydrogen environments.
Experimental results verified the predicted stabil-
ity of selected ceramics: silicon carbide and sili-
con nitride are stable to approximately 1 100 °C in
dry hydrogen and to higher temperatures in wet
hydrogen; alumina is stable to 1350 °C in dry
hydrogen and to over 1800 °C in wet hydrogen;
mullite is unstable at or above 1 100 °C, even in
wet hydrogen; and titanium diboride is unstable
in hydrogen at all moisture levels.
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Creep Modeled for Polycrystalline Ceramic
Fibers
Before a structural ceramic composite material
can be applied in an advanced aerospace compo-
nent, the composite's high-temperature deforma-
tion must be understood as a function of such
key service conditions as stress, time, and tem-
perature. Because creep of the fiber reinforce-
ment controls this deformation, a recent in-house
study at Lewis has focused on measuring and
modeling creep behavior for a variety of currently
available polycrystalline ceramic fibers (ref. 1).
For constant stress and temperature conditions it
is assumed that the tensile creep of all polycrys-
talline fibers can be analytically modeled by a
simple relation containing four empirically deter-
mined parameters. The Lewis-developed bend
stress relaxation (BSR) test, which is much sim-
pler and more convenient than a typical tensile
creep test (ref. 2), was used to measure the creep
parameters for silicon-carbide-based fibers
(SCS-6 and Nicalon) and alumina-based fibers
(FP and PRD-166). Excellent agreement was
found between the model-predicted creep strain
and actual tensile creep strain data reported in
the literature.
The results of this study confirm both the predic-
tive capability of the creep model and the use of
the BSR test as a simple method for determining
polycrystalline ceramic fiber parameters. Given
information on component application conditions
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and creep design limits, the model can now be
used to estimate optimum service times, tempera-
tures, or both for potential fiber-reinforced
ceramic composites. This insight is being
employed to determine whether current fibers are
suitable for NASA's advanced engine programs or
whether new fibers with improved creep resis-
tance need to be developed.
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Processing Optimization Improves Flexural
Creep Resistance of Sintered Silicon Nitride
The high-temperature creep resistance of sintered
silicon nitride is of primary importance in the
application of this material in a monolithic com-
ponent or as the matrix in a ceramic-matrix com-
posite component for advanced heat engines. The
additives required to densify silicon nitride
(Si3N4) and processing parameters such as pow-
der grinding time and sintering and heat treat-
ment times and temperatures have been studied
at NASA Lewis to improve creep resistance.
Improvements have been realized by processing
refinements.
The creep resistance of silicon nitride has been
improved by introducing a previously untried
densification aid, scandium oxide (Sc203). The
use of this more refractory oxide in relatively
small amounts resulted in full densification of
silicon nitride by conventional sintering for 4 hr
at 2140 °C under 25-atm nitrogen pressure. Nei-
ther hot pressing nor hot isostatic pressing were
required for full densification. The scandium
oxide combines with the inherent or intentionally
added silica to form a liquid phase for sintering.
The scandia-silica liquid phase is unique in that
it readily crystallizes on cooling after sintering
and results in a stronger, more deformation-
resistant grain boundary phase. This is in con-
trast to other oxide additives, such as yttrium
oxide (Y203), where the second phase in the
as-sintered silicon nitride remains glassy and
causes the material to creep. Although analyses
by transmission electron microscopy and x-ray
diffraction indicate a preponderance of crystalline
silicate grain boundary phase in the silicon
nitride-scandia materials, heat treatment may
promote further crystallization. Creep resistance
has also been found to depend strongly on the
grain size and morphology of the silicon nitride-
scandia materials. Coarse structures and acicu-
lar grain shapes have been found to contribute to
deformation resistance. A coarse-grain 2-wt%
Sc203 material showed nearly a 120 deg C
advantage over a 6-wt% Y203 material. Efforts
are ongoing to develop microstructures for further
improvements in creep resistance.
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Oxidation-Resistant Coatings Tested on High-
Temperature Polymer Composites
The potential to replace current aerospace materi-
als with less expensive and easier-to-manufacture
lightweight polymer composites is presently lim-
ited by the maximum temperature the polymer
composite can endure. At elevated temperatures
polymer matrix composites (PMC's) experience
oxidation-induced decomposition and a loss of
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mechanical strength. However, a category of
polymer material (polyimide, PMR-II) that meets
almost all the required specifications has recently
been developed (ref. 1). It is nonflammable and
easy to cast, has a threefold higher specific
strength than titanium, and can be utilized up to
370 °C. This temperature is 55 deg C lower than
the target temperature of 425 °C, which would
permit the widespread incorporation of this poly-
mer composite into jet engines and related struc-
tural supports. The material remains vulnerable
to oxidation at temperatures greater than 370 °C.
Therein lies the rationale for developing an
oxidation-resistant coating that would encapsu-
late the PMC and prevent oxygen from contacting
it and reacting with it.
Depositing an adherent, oxidation-resistant
impermeable ceramic, or metallic, barrier on a
material with a significantly different thermal
expansion behavior is a unique problem. Special
attention must be given to the stresses imposed
on the coating by the dimensional changes that
occur over the temperature gradient (-400 deg C)
encountered. Additionally, the complex shapes
and comparatively low temperature tolerance of
the PMC restrict the coating techniques available.
Currently, metal-organic chemical vapor deposi-
tion, plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposi-
tion, and physical vapor deposition are used to
deposit alumina, diamond-like carbon, and
metallic coatings, respectively.
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Tests of alumina coatings on PMR-15, a prede-
cessor of the still experimental PMR-II that is
currently used in jet engines, demonstrate that
the oxidation-induced weight loss of PMR-15 can
be significantly reduced. However, the degree of
protection afforded depends upon the adhesion of
the coating and the microstructure of the coating
material. Furthermore, the adhesion of the coat-
ing depends upon the coating thickness, the use
of a compliant interfacial layer, the bond strength
at the coating/ substrate interface, and the ther-
mal expansion coefficients of the substrate and
the coating. Diamond-like carbon coatings
exhibited excellent adhesion to the polymer sub-
strate, possibly because of the chemical compat-
ibility of the coating and the negligible oxidation
at 370 °C. Adherent metallic coatings (NiTiB31
AuPd, Al, and NiCrAlY) have been achieved, but
little improvement in oxidation resistance at high
temperatures (>315 °C) has been realized.
Continuing research is aimed at developing the
techniques to effect the low-temperature deposi-
tion of oxidation-resistant materials that can
accommodate the temperature-induced stresses
and deposit a material which is both resistant to
oxidation and impermeable to oxygen diffusion.
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strength and chemical compatibility with the
matrix. The CTE's for the currently available
fibers, silicon carbide and alumina, are much
lower than that of NiAl (--16x 10 -6
 K -1 ). Although
many other high-melting-point ceramic materials
are chemically stable in the NiAl matrix, none
have CTE's as high as that of NiAl. Thus, there is
a need to develop high-CTE fibers for the NiAl
matrix.
One group of materials with CTE's matching that
of NiAl are the beryllium-rich intermetallic com-
pounds, called beryllides, of formula M2Be17,
M2Be 13 , or M2Be 12 , where M stands for tanta-
lum, niobium, titanium, zirconium, or hafnium.
Matching CTE's along with low density and good
high-temperature strength makes the beryllides
attractive as reinforcement materials for the NiAl
matrix.
One of the beryllides, Nb 2 Be 17 , is currently being
considered as a potential reinforcement material
for NiAl. Reaction studies show extensive reaction
between NiAl and Nb2Be 17 at both 1373 and
1473 K, with the reaction product being molten at
1473 K. Thus, the success of a Nb2 Be 17
-reinforced NiAl composite depends on the devel-
opment of suitable interfacial reaction barriers.
Preliminary thermodynamic calculations indi-
cated that beryllium oxide (BeO) can be a poten-
tial reaction barrier between NiAl and Nb2Be17.
Experiments were conducted to examine this. A
2- to 3-)tm interfacial BeO layer was formed by
preoxidizing Nb 2Be 17 at 1473 K. Diffusion couple
experiments indicated that it was effective as a
reaction barrier after hot pressing for 2 hr at
1373 K and after subsequent annealing at this
NiAUNb2Be, 7 sandwich with interfacial BeO layer
after hot pressing at 1373 K.
temperature for 100 hr. However, it was not effec-
tive as a reaction barrier at 1473 K.
Work is in progress to identify the failure mecha-
nisms of the interfacial BeO reaction barrier layer
at 1473 K. In addition, alternative interfacial
barrier coatings are being identified.
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Persian Gulf Sand Deposits on Helicopter
Turbine Vanes Analyzed
Operations Desert Shield and Desert Storm
required the extensive use of turbine-powered
helicopters in the Persian Gulf region. Sand
ingestion was recognized early on as the cause of
serious compressor erosion and loss of efficiency.
However state-side engine teardown also revealed
that thick deposits formed on high-temperature
turbine vanes. A concern was that these depos-
its, presumably a result of sand flowing through
the combustion path, could lead to a serious hot-
corrosion problem. At the request of the Army
Propulsion Office at NASA Lewis, a program was
begun to analyze deposit and sand chemistry in
order to assess the potential for hot corrosion.
Sand samples were obtained from various field
operations in Saudi Arabia, including Dhahran
and King Fand International Airport. Deposits on
aluminide-coated X-40 vanes were obtained
from four T700 turbine engines used on Black
Hawk personnel carrier helicopters. Fine pow-
ders found in the cooling passages of these
engines were also provided for analysis.
The major components of the samples are listed
in the following table. The values were normal-
ized to 100 percent by weight and are presented
as oxide components. The sand sample from
Dhahran was primarily Si0 2 (quartz) with only
Sample Content, percent
Si02 CaO Al 203 Fe 203 Mg0 C S
Sand 90.8 1.5 2.5 0.8 0.5 1.5 0.6
Stones 12.3 25.9 5.2 .9 15.6 10.7 4.3
Powders 50.2 4.1 16.4 15.1 2.1 1.0 .5
Deposits 43.4 17.7 11.7 11.4 5.8 .1 2.3
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small amounts of other oxides. Finer sand par-
ticles, sieved from these samples, showed consid-
erably higher levels of the other oxides. Also,
pebbles or stones from a nearby river bed had
very high calcium, magnesium, and carbon con-
tents in the form of CaCO 3 (limestone) and
(Ca,Mg)CO 3 (dolomite).
The engine deposits also contained Si0 2 at a
lower level, with higher amounts of Ca, Al, Fe,
and Mg. This is due in part to the higher second-
ary metal content in the fine sand particles,
which are more likely to bypass the particle sepa-
rator filtration systems. Metallic particles from
erosion of stainless steel and titanium compres-
sor hardware were also present in these deposits.
Similar results, listed under "powders," were
obtained for the fine talc-like powder collected
from turbine disk cooling passages.
The deposits were 1/4-in.-thick crusts at the
base of the vanes. Much of the deposit was a
glassy oxide with numerous gas bubbles. It also
contained diopside crystals, a complex Ca-Mg-AI-
Fe silicate. The inner portion of the deposit was
CaSO4 . The latter phase resulted from calcium
in the sand reacting with sulfur in the fuel as it
passed through the combustor:
2 CaCO 3 + 2 S + 2 02 = 2 CaSO4 + 2 CO2
The CaSO 4 can in turn react with the impacted
quartz particles:
CaSO4 + 2 Si02 + CaSi206 + S02
The S02 gas liberated by this process may
account for the gas bubbles observed in the
glassy deposits.
The melting point of CaSO 4
 (1540 °C) is well
above the metal use temperature. Classic molten
sulfate hot corrosion is therefore not expected.
The 1070 °C eutectic in the CaO-FeO-Al2O3-SiO2
system could account for the molten glassy
deposits, but its corrosive ability is not known.
Laboratory corrosion tests of the cooling passage
powder on NiAI did not exhibit any corrosion, but
CaCO3 and CaSO 4 powders did cause accelerated
oxidation at 1200 °C. This type of attack on
actual helicopter vanes has yet to be seen. The
major problem appears to be cooling hole plug-
ging and associated overheating. The current use
of external inlet filter bags is expected to consid-
SEM micrograph of glassy silicate deposit on helicopter turbine
vanes (200x).
erably reduce sand ingestion, erosion, and
deposition.
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Approach Defined for Modeling Continuous-
Fiber Chemical Vapor Deposition Processes
Structural fibers are currently being considered
for the reinforcement of both ceramic and inter-
metallic material matrices to improve their
mechanical reliability and high-temperature
strength for aeropropulsion applications. Cur-
rently only a few commercially available fibers
can be considered for this purpose. These and
newly developed fibers will probably require spe-
cific coatings to make them compatible with the
matrix and thus allow optimum composite mate-
rial performance.
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is an excellent
technique for fabricating new and novel materi-
als. However, the control and scaleup of con-
tinuous CVD processes require a sufficient
understanding of the complex physicochemical
phenomena involved in CVD and their effects on
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the resulting coating's properties. Fundamental
thermodynamic and kinetic information is neces-
sary to develop high-fidelity mathematical models
that can guide further experimental efforts and
provide predictive capabilities important to pro-
ducing a useful coated fiber.
An effort is under way at NASA Lewis to model a
continuous-fiber CVD process. A computational
fluid dynamics code, FLUENT, was adopted to
initially simulate the batch (short fiber lengths)
CVD reactor built in house. This model is based
on silicon deposition from silane in a hydrogen
carrier gas because this system is much better
studied in terms of its gas and surface chemical
reaction mechanisms and rates. Also, correct
analysis of this system is essential to subsequent
CVD studies of other silicon-based materials that
are of current interest to NASA.
The model can predict measured absolute CVD
rates and trends within experimental accuracy.
Two major findings are crucial to modeling fiber
CVD processes: (1) gas phase transport by Sorel
diffusion is extremely important and may greatly
alter predicted deposition rates, and (2) chemical
kinetic parameters must be known as accurately
as possible because small differences in values
dramatically alter model predictions. These find-
ings apply to both batch and continuous modes
of fiber coating. Their importance increases as
the substrate fiber diameter gets smaller. The
model also predicts nonuniform growth rates
along the fiber length with respect to temperature
and fiber diameter as they would change in a
continuous process. The axial nonuniformity of
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the growth rate for the batch process implies
radial nonuniformity in the continuous process.
The model will be extended to a continuous-fiber
CVD process by linking the series of batch runs
describing the evolution of temperature and
diameter along the fiber. It can then be utilized
for the in-situ control of CVD process to achieve
controlled deposition rates for desired microstruc-
tures. Such models are invaluable tools for devel-
oping efficient and reliable methods of growing
and coating fibers for advanced composite
systems.
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Application - Critical Engineering Properties
Determined for PM212, Self-Lubricating High-
Temperature Composite
Engine efficiency can be improved by operating at
higher temperatures. Higher operating tempera-
tures, however, may preclude the use of conven-
tional liquid and solid lubricants. Therefore,
high-temperature solid lubricants are needed for
advanced space and aeronautics applications
where temperatures can greatly exceed the
capabilities of current lubricants and bearing
materials such as oils, graphite, and polytetra-
fluoroethylene (Teflon). Potential applications
include seals for hypersonic vehicles (NASP), face
seals and variable stator vane bushings for
advanced gas turbine engines, and cylinder wall/
piston ring lubrication for space power and
terrestrial-based Stirling engines. In order to
address these needs, a new high-temperature
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In terms of mechanical strength, PM212 at tem-
peratures to about 500 °C is approximately two to
five times as strong as other comparable solid
lubricating materials, such as porous bronze or
graphite. Even at 750 °C, where these conven-
tional materials degrade and are no longer useful,
PM212 retains sufficient strength for many bear-
ing and seal applications. The results of the
thermal properties evaluation indicate that
PM212 is a practical engineering material. Its
thermal expansion coefficient is similar to that of
some stainless steels, and its thermal conductiv-
ity is higher than that of many ceramics.
This unique combination of adequate mechanical
strength, good thermophysical properties, and
high-temperature capabilities along with low
friction and wear makes PM212 a viable candi-
date material for a wide variety of high-
temperature bearing and seal applications.
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solid lubricating composite material, PM212, is
being developed.
PM212 is a composite material made by powder
metallurgy techniques that contains a hard,
wear-resistant chromium carbide matrix with
silver and fluoride eutectic solid-lubricant addi-
tions. PM212 has been shown to provide low
friction and wear from 25 to 900 °C in both
reducing and oxidizing environments. Before it
can be used as a component of an advanced
engine or other application, however, its engineer-
ing properties, such as compressive strength,
thermal expansion coefficient, and elastic modu-
lus, must be known.
A study to determine these and other critical
engineering properties of PM212 has been
recently conducted at NASA. In addition to the
properties previously mentioned, PM212's tensile
strength, thermal conductivity, specific heat, and
thermal diffusivity were also measured.
Techniques Developed To Lubricate Ceramics
With Solid -Lubricant Films
Current research efforts related to hypersonics
(NASP), advanced heat engines, and space power
generation have emphasized the need for light-
weight, high-temperature materials. Ceramics
show promise for fulfilling many of these needs
because of their low density, high hardness, and
relatively high degree of thermal and chemical
stability. However, many anticipated applications
for ceramics include rubbing or sliding contacts.
Recent research indicates that the friction and
wear performance of unlubricated ceramics is
poor. Therefore, the lubrication of ceramics is
critical to their successful implementation in
these advanced applications.
Coating the ceramic surface with a thin solid-
lubricant film, such as silver, is a proven tech-
nique for reducing friction and wear. However,
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achieving sufficient adhesion and coverage of the
film to the ceramic surface is a challenge. Two
techniques are being developed at NASA Lewis to
apply adherent solid-lubricant films of silver to
aluminum oxide (Al 203 ) ceramic surfaces.
One technique involves applying an active bond
layer of metal film (titanium) between the ceramic
and the silver. The titanium bond layer aggres-
sively adheres to the ceramic surface and also
bonds well to the silver. The films are deposited
by conventional sputtering techniques. Using
these techniques without the bond layer results
in a film that exhibits poor adhesion and friction-
and-wear performance. The silver films deposited
on top of the titanium films, however, display
remarkably good friction-and-wear behavior. The
titanium layer also prevents the silver film from
dewetting, or "balling up," on the aluminum oxide
surface at elevated temperatures.
Another technique being developed produces
adherent films without the bond layer. Screen
cage ion plating (SCIP) is a modification of ion
plating (evaporative coating). The specimen to be
coated is placed into a silver screen that is electri-
cally coupled to the coating source. During coat-
ing, the silver atoms are electrically accelerated
toward the screen. Many of these atoms pass
through the screen and impinge on the ceramic
substrate, where they become strongly adhered.
The SCIP technique has the additional benefit of
coating the entire substrate surface, including the
side not facing the coating source. The tech-
nique's high throwing power produces three-
directional coverage that allows the coating of
intricate shapes and geometries.
These two techniques produce solid-lubricant
films that significantly reduce friction and wear.
The development of lubricating methods for
ceramics may make it possible to include them in
future engineering applications. Future work in
this area may include combining the benefits of
the SCIP process with the bond layer concept to
produce adherent, long-life, solid-lubricant films
on ceramics.
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R&D 100 Award
High-Temperature Nitrogen Postcure
Developed for Polymer Matrix Composites
A major goal of aeronautics research is to improve
the performance and operating efficiency of air-
craft engines. A greater reliance on lightweight,
high-strength materials is necessary to achieve
this goal. Where possible, the use of fiber-
reinforced, high-temperature, polymer-matrix
composites has resulted in substantial weight
savings in aircraft turbine engines. However, the
use of these materials is limited by thermal-
oxidative stability and glass transition tempera-
ture to operating temperatures no higher than
290 °C (600 'F). Current research in the develop-
ment of new high-temperature polymers, such as
NASA Lewis' PMR-II-50 and V-CAP polyimides,
has led to improvements in the thermal-oxidative
stability of these materials to the point where
they can operate for thousands of hours at tem-
peratures as high as 371 ^C with minimal weight
loss. However, these improvements in thermal-
oxidative stability have been achieved at the
expense of glass transition temperature. The
glass transition temperature of a polymer is the
temperature at which it transforms from a glassy
to a rubbery state and loses mechanical integrity.
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Design requirements for the use of polymer-
matrix composites in any load-bearing application
call for a glass transition temperature at least
25 deg C (50 deg F) higher than the intended
upper use temperature. A new postcure treat-
ment recently developed at Lewis raises the glass
transition temperature of these polymers and
fiber-reinforced composites prepared with them.
This postcure treatment received a 1991 R&D
100 Award from Research & Development
magazine.
Typical manufacturing practices for components
fabricated from high-temperature polymer-matrix
composites require that after fabrication the parts
be baked (postcured) in an oven in air at tem-
peratures above the glass transition temperature.
This postcure is intended to completely react any
groups that have riot been polymerized during the
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initial fabrication procedure. As these groups
react or crosslink, the glass transition tempera-
ture of the polymer, the composite, or both
should increase. However, because these post-
cures are performed in air at high temperatures,
the polymer chain often undergoes some amount
of oxidative degradation, which can lower the
glass transition temperature.
The NASA Lewis treatment performs these
postcures in nitrogen rather than in air. In the
absence of oxygen, oxidative degradation is no
longer a problem, and the maximum glass transi-
tion temperature for these systems can now be
achieved. For example, the glass transition tem-
perature of Celion-6000-reinforced PMR-15 lami-
nates can be increased from 310 °C upon
fabrication to 500 °C with a 16-hr postcure in
nitrogen at 427 °C. Air postcures of the same
laminates produced glass transition temperatures
of only 365 °C. These increases in glass transi-
tion temperature are accompanied by better high-
temperature mechanical properties (e.g., flexural
strength). A 371 °C nitrogen postcure of a Celion-
6000-reinforced PMR-15 laminate produced a
flexural strength nearly 2.5 times higher than
that of the same laminate postcured at 371 °C in
air.
Ongoing research is aimed at optimizing this
process for other high-temperature polymers and
composites.
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Structures
New Equations Show Oil Filtration Effect on
Bearing Life
Particles found in lubricating oil reduce bearing
life when they enter the contact area between the
rolling elements and the raceway. The number,
size, and material properties of these particles
determine their relative effect. Typical particle
size distributions vary in different mechanical
systems.
In general, rolling-element bearing life increases
with improved oil filtration. However, the
industry's standard methods of calculating esti-
mated bearing life do not consider the effect of oil
filtration. The results of NASA research and an
independent investigation were used to develop a
method of adjusting bearing-life estimates based
upon oil filter ratings. From these test results,
equations were developed for calculating life fac-
tors (LF) that account for oil filtration effects on
the fatigue life of both roller and ball bearings.
For roller bearings
LF = 3.5 (FR)-0.55
where FR is the filter rating in micrometers. For
ball bearings
LF = 1.8 (FR)`0.25
These life factors can be used to adjust the calcu-
lated bearing L 10 (or catalog) life for the degree of
filtration.
LIFE ADJUSTMENT FACTOR BASED ON
FILTER RATING
Filter rating,
FR
Life factor,
LF
Roller bearing Ball bearing
3 1.9 1.4
6 1.3 1.2
8 1.1 1.1
10 1.0 1.0
12 .9 1.0
25 .6 .8
40 .5 .7
49a .4 .7
60a .4 .6
105 a .3 .6
aFor filter ratings exceeding 40 µm or with no
filtration, it is not recommended to use a life
adjustments factor less than 0.5.
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Hot Composites Assessed for Adverse Thermal
and Structural Loads
In the pursuit of efficient use of materials, tech-
nology must develop material combinations that
are light and strong, yet able to survive in adverse
environments. Research has over the years led to
such materials. Innovative ways are necessary to
keep these materials cool at elevated tempera-
tures. Therefore, there is a need to assess the
high-temperature endurance of these materials.
Intricate computer codes are required to appro-
priately model the complex behavior of such
materials.
Over the past two decades NASA Lewis research-
ers have developed HITCAN (HIgh Temperature
Composite ANalysis). With a focus on aggressive
environments this computer code analyzes and
designs structures made of advanced composite
materials. HITCAN is ageneral-purpose code
that predicts the global structural and local
stress-strain response of hot multilayered metal-
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matrix structures both at the constituent (fiber,
matrix, and interphase) and the structure level,
including the fabrication process effects. The
thermomechanical properties of the constituents
are considered to be nonlinearly dependent on
several parameters including temperature, stress
and stress rate. The code's computational proce-
dure is based on an incremental iterative nonlin-
ear approach utilizing a multifactor interaction
model.
The code has been used to analyze several typical
aerospace components including actively cooled
hot composite structures. The many features and
analysis capabilities embedded in HITCAN make
it a powerful tool for analyzing aerospace
structures.
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Acoustic Fatigue of Hot Composite Structures
Simulated
High-pitched noise has been known to break
glass bottles. Noise can similarly damage struc-
tures made of ductile materials. Noise capable of
causing damage in an aircraft's structural mate-
rial emanates from the components of aircraft
engines. The repeated exposure of aircraft struc-
tures to this noise can lead to fatigue cracks. The
aircraft engine structures must then be designed
to avoid the problem of acoustic fatigue. Acoustic
fatigue becomes even more important in future,
high-speed transport systems involving high-
intensity acoustic excitation from engine combus-
tion processes and complex thermomechanical
loads due to hypersonic flow as well as high-
temperature composites. Normal human conver-
sation is at 70 dB, a truck horn sounds at
110 dB, an airplane propeller is at 120 dB, and
the noise in scramjet engines can reach 185 dB.
The experimental study of acoustic fatigue is
generally expensive; therefore, computer codes for
simulating acoustic fatigue are needed. A
multidisciplinary approach toward developing the
appropriate codes is required to account for the
complex composite material behavior, the effect of
the environment, and physical modeling of acous-
tic noise. Over the past two decades NASA Lewis
has been developing methods and multi-
disciplinary computer codes for computationally
simulating the structural behavior of composite
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structures subjected to hygrothermomechanical
loadings. Select NASA codes from various disci-
plines were integrated for simulating the acoustic
fatigue response and resistance of hot polymer-
matrix composite structures excited by the acous-
tic noise generated from an adjacent vibrating
component, including a propulsion environment.
The integrated simulation was demonstrated for a
hot composite panel acoustically excited by an
adjacent vibrating panel. A substantial increase
in acoustic fatigue life was obtained (1) by keep-
ing the off-axis plies on the outer surface of the
laminate; (2) by adding moisture and increasing
the use temperature of the excited panel; and
(3) by increasing the temperature of the vibrating
panel.
The simulation methods and codes developed for
assessing the acoustic fatigue life of hot propul-
sion components provide information useful in
designing structurally sound aircraft. Other
considerations will, of course, be necessary for an
all-inclusive design.
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Effects of Interply Damping Layers Simulated
on Dynamic Response of Composite
Structures
Static damping is the capacity built into a
mechanical object or device to prevent unwanted
vibration and instability caused by oscillatory
conditions. In aerospace applications mechanical
damping is a useful parameter for controlling
vibration and noise, for accurate positioning, and
for fatigue endurance and impact resistance.
Many structural applications require physical
damping. For example, large space stations re-
quire it for dynamic stability and accurate posi-
tioning. Jet engine blades require high fatigue
resistance and thus excessive vibrations must be
controlled. A further consideration for aerospace
damping is that such applications require light
weight and high dynamic performance; therefore,
passive damping should add minimal weight and
should be compatible with the structural
configuration.
NASA Lewis researchers have developed inte-
grated damping mechanics for composite lami-
nates with constrained interlaminar layers of
polymer damping materials. These mechanics
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Laminates with interlaminar damping layers: (a) typical
laminate configuration; (b) kinematic assumptions of discrete
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include discrete layer damping for composite
laminates with damping layers, combined with a
semianalytical method for predicting the modal
damping in simply supported specialty composite
plates.
Damping predictions using these methods dem-
onstrate that graphite-epoxy composite plates of
various laminations have the potential for higher
damping than geometrically equivalent aluminum
plates. These predictions are made by investigat-
ing the effects of thickness aspect ratio, damping
layer thickness, composite fiber volume ratio, and
similar factors on the dynamic response (i.e.,
modal damping, natural frequency, and static
deflection).
Research into the damping mechanics of compos-
ite laminates and structures has shown that
composite damping is anisotropic and highly
tailorable and depends on an array of microme-
chanical, laminate, and structural parameters. It
has been further demonstrated that optimal tai-
loring may significantly improve the damped
dynamic performance of composite structures.
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behavior (ref. 1). In tensile tests conducted on
the SiC/Ti laminates, the observed stress-strain
behavior could not be rationalized. Photomicro-
graphs of the test specimens revealed localized
damage (plastic slip) zones in the titanium
matrix. The experimental evidence of matrix
plasticity inspired the idea of performing nonlin-
ear finite element analyses to establish its feasi-
bility for simulating composite micromechanical
behavior.
In conducting the finite element analyses the
silicon carbide fibers were presented as elastic
material and the titanium matrix as elastic-
plastic material. The weak fiber-to-matrix inter-
face that forms during the composite fabrication
process was modeled with "gap" finite elements to
transmit only compressive loads. Thermal and
mechanical boundary conditions were imposed to
represent the fabrication process and the test
conditions. The information obtained from the
finite element analyses demonstrated behavior
nearly identical to that observed in the tensile
tests. Areas in the titanium matrix where local-
ized damage was revealed in the photomicro-
graphs corresponded to areas in the finite
element model where maximum shear strains (a
plastic damage mechanism) were computed.
Lewis contact: Dr. Christos C. Chamis, (216) 433-3252
Headquarters program office: OAST
Nonlinear Finite Element Analysis Proves
Viable for Investigating Composite Materials
Behavior
The interest in applying metal-matrix composite
materials in engines increases the importance of
understanding their behavior on a micromechani-
cal (constituent) scale. One approach recently
demonstrated at NASA Lewis for investigating
damage mechanisms in composites is a three-
dimensional, nonlinear, finite element analysis.
A finite element model of laminated (cross-ply)
silicon-carbide-fiber-reinforced, titanium-matrix
(SiC/Ti) composite was used to correlate
nonlinear finite element analyses with experimen-
tal observations of this composite's stress-strain
55
The study established credibility in using
nonlinear finite element analyses for investigating
composite micromechanical behavior. Additional
studies are under way to examine the effects of
ply orientation for the same SiC/Ti composites.
Similar studies are planned to investigate the
plasticity and creep behavior of tungsten-fiber-
reinforced copper composites. To facilitate future
studies, a computer program has been created
(ref. 2) that automatically generates intricate
finite element models of laminated fiber compos-
ites. The program, which rapidly generates mod-
els from a basic set of user-specified parameters,
will substantially shorten the time required in the
overall process.
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Artificial Neural Networks Simulate Composite
Hygrothermal Properties
Artificial neural networks can improve computa-
tional efficiency relative to existing methods when
algorithmic description of functional relationships
is either totally unavailable or complex. The
amount of computational effort (CPU time) saved
is naturally a function of the complexity of the
relationships between the various input and out-
put variables of interest in a given problem. Sig-
nificant reductions in elapsed computation time
are possible. These concepts are currently being
investigated at NASA Lewis for material charac-
terization, which includes both the nonlinear
hysteretic response of conventional high-
performance materials and advanced polymer-
matrix composites operating in an adverse
hygrothermal environment.
The artificial neural network program selected for
this study was NETS 2.0, which was developed at
NASA Johnson Space Center. This program was
modified at NASA Lewis under a summer faculty
fellowship program and now resides on NASA's
Cray X/MP, VAX, Sun Micro, and IBM PC/AT
systems. The significant modifications to the
code include automatic scaling of input and
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output variables, a capability that permits cre-
ation of neural networks that work with real
user-supplied data. The resulting code has been
shared with NASA Johnson. The future release
of the NETS code will incorporate these
modifications.
The program chosen for providing the composite
mechanics data is ICAN (Integrated Composite
ANalyzer). ICAN is an in-house-developed com-
puter code that performs dedicated composite
mechanics analysis of polymer-based composites.
Three different composite systems were selected
for the study: S-glass fiber with an epoxy matrix;
graphite fiber with a low-modulus, low-strength
matrix; and P-75 fiber with a high-modulus,
high-strength matrix. The input variables are the
use temperature, moisture content, fiber volume
ratio, and void volume ratio. The output consists
of 37 ply-level properties (ply moduli, Poisson's
ratios, strengths, etc.) Most of the properties are
predicted within 1 percent of the target values.
These methods are innovative and have a high
potential for reducing computational time when
used in conjunction with other nonlinear struc-
tural analyses programs that require the compu-
tation of material properties repeatedly because of
the iterations involved in the analyses.
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changes in the global structural response that
result from changes in the material's properties.
NASA Lewis researchers have developed a sensi-
tive technique for detecting small changes in
material properties, such as those caused by
damage from thermomechanical loading. This
technique requires accurate measurements of the
vibration frequencies from an instrumented test
specimen (ref. 1). Recently, this approach was
extended to determine how damping properties of
SiC/Ti-15-3 composites are affected by heat
treatment.
Changes in matrix microstructure caused by heat
treatment stiffen the composite and reduce its
damping capacity. Heat treatment temperature
and exposure time determine the extent to which
these changes occur (ref. 2). Damping was found
to be more sensitive than stiffness to changes in
microstructure. These results indicate that both
frequency and damping measurements can be
used to nondestructively detect microstructural
changes in SiC/Ti-15-3 composites,
This approach is being used in a NASA-sponsored
Small Business Innovation Research contract
(ref. 3) to develop an artificial-intelligence-based
health-monitoring system for an actual aerospace
structural component. Results of this work show
that a pattern recognition algorithm can be
"trained" to recognize certain characteristic
changes in structural frequency response and to
infer from those changes the extent of damage in
the structure.
Lewis contact: Pappu L.N. Murthy, (216) 433-3332
Headquarters program office: OAST
Structural NDE Approach Used in Health-
Monitoring System
Thermal and mechanical loading introduce dam-
age into metal-matrix composites that can even-
tually lead to the failure of composite structures.
Extensive research has been aimed at developing
noninvasive techniques to detect damage-induced
changes in a material's microstructure. An alter-
native to these traditional local nondestructive
evaluation (NDE) techniques is to measure
Frequency, kHz
Neat treatment shtftsJrequency response.
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Computational Simulation of Metal-Matrix
Composites Verified
High-temperature metal-matrix composites
(HTMMC) have great potential for advanced aero-
space structural applications. The realization of
this goal, however, requires concurrent develop-
ments in fabrication techniques, experimental
measurement techniques, and computational
methods. In the development of HTMMC it is
beneficial to first simulate the composite's behav-
ior through computational methods. Besides
providing an initial assessment of the HTMMC,
this method helps to minimize the costly and
time-consuming experimental effort that would
otherwise be required.
NASA Lewis research into computational methods
for simulating HTMMC's nonlinear behavior has
led to the development of the METCAN (Metal
Matrix Composite ANalyzer) computer code.
METCAN incorporates various levels of composite
mechanics models along with a nonlinear consti-
tutive material model to perform a comprehensive
point analysis of composite behavior. The devel-
opment and verification (comparisons with ex-
perimental data) of METCAN are ongoing.
The latest METCAN verification activity indicates
that the code can be used with confidence to
predict the nonlinear behavior of HTMMC. Two
composites (SiC/Ti-15-3 and SiC/Ti-6-4) from
the Advanced High Temperature Engine Materials
Technology Program (HITEMP) were studied at
room and high temperatures. The verification
included comparisons of elastic modulus,
Poisson's ratio, strength, and stress-strain behav-
ior. For all cases examined, METCAN predictions
are in excellent agreement with experimental
data.
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Method Developed for Observing Matrix
Plasticity in Metal-Matrix Composites
Before metal-matrix composites can be used in
critical applications, their deformation behavior
must be thoroughly understood and accurately
modeled. Knowing the behavior of each constitu-
ent may not be sufficient because the constitu-
ents may behave differently in the composite,
especially the matrix material. The matrix may
exhibit plastic flow in the unreinforced state, but
because of the fibers in the composite, the matrix
may experience constrained flow or be incapable
of deforming plastically.
Testing of SiC/Ti composite specimens at NASA
Lewis has shown behavior that could be
explained by plastic flow in the matrix. For
instance, during unloading the stress-strain
behavior does not follow that of the loading por-
tion of the curve but traces a new path. Upon
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Slip bands in matrix ofSiC/Ti composite.
reaching zero load there remains a permanent
strain offset. During tension-tension fatigue open
hysteresis loops, strain ratchetting, and a
decrease in the secant modulus are evidence of
irreversible deformation. This nonlinear and
irreversible deformation could be attributed to
several damage mechanisms, such as cracking of
the fiber, the matrix, or both, debonding, or
matrix plasticity. Therefore, detailed investiga-
tions have been performed to determine which
damage mechanism or combinations of mecha-
nisms are operative.
Until now, conclusive metallographic evidence of
plastic deformation in the Ti matrix has been
unattainable. Chemical etchants fail to reveal
slip bands—indicators of plastic flow. NASA
Lewis has developed a method to reveal slip
bands in the composite matrix. The method uses
a post-test heat treatment to precipitate fine
particles on slip bands. The particles are subse-
quently revealed by a chemical etchant that pref-
erentially attacks this phase, thus highlighting
the slip bands. This method is used to investi-
gate deformation and damage development on
composite specimens of various SiC/Ti-15-3
system laminates.
Matrix slip bands were observed in specimens of
various layups that were strained until nonlinear
behavior was observed. The specimens were then
unloaded and examined by the aforementioned
technique. No fiber breakage was observed in the
specimens; therefore, the matrix can plastically
deform before the fibers crack. In a 190/012s
layup, the occurrence of slip bands spawned a
numerical analysis of deformation using a finite
element approach. Good agreement was observed
between the slip patterns predicted in the finite
element approach and those observed in metallo-
graphic sections. Work in using the finite ele-
ment method to predict the deformation response
of other layups continues.
Lewis contact: Dr. Bradley A. Lerch, (216) 433-5522
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Interphase Layer of Metal-Matrix Composites
Tailorerl With Fabrication Considerations
The ael ,pace industry's demand for advanced,
lightweight composites is increasing. However,
combining various composite materials to pro-
duce the required performance characteristics is
not always possible because incompatible combi-
nations often result in adverse effects. To yield a
cost-effective material while ensuring maximum
performance, compliant layers (interphase) must
be used and a suitable fabrication process must
be determined.
NASA Lewis researchers have developed a meth-
odology for reducing the matrix microstresses in
metal-matrix composites by concurrently tailoring
the interphase characteristics and the fabrication
process. Results indicate that these methods
produce significant reductions in the matrix's
residual stresses. The most important design
parameters are the interphase thermal-expansion
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coefficient and the fabrication consolidation pres-
sure. They must be concurrently optimized to
further reduce the microstresses to more desir-
able magnitudes.
The simulation methods and codes developed for
tailoring the interphase and fabrication processes
of metal-matrix composites will help in designing
composite structures with minimum residual
stresses, thereby extending their life.
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Aeroelastic Vibration of Rogue Blades in
Turbomachinery Demonstrated
In real turbomachinery rotors all the blades are
not identical. Differences caused by manufactur-
ing, material imperfections, or both disrupt the
symmetry of each blade's structural properties.
This phenomenon is known as mistuning.
Mistuning can markedly increase the size and
cost of the aeroelastic analysis of engine and fan
blade assemblies. To reduce computational
costs, it is frequently assumed that all blades are
identical. This assumption allows the equations
of motion to be uncoupled, thereby reducing the
problem size to that of only one blade. The diffi-
culty with this is that the response of the real
rotor may be qualitatively different, leading to
unanticipated blade failures. Even small
mistuning can lead to very high, localized stress
on the blades. This phenomenon is known as
mode localization.
NASA Lewis has conducted a study to demon-
strate analytically that mode localization can
occur in turbomachinery rotors because of aero-
dynamic coupling and to develop analytical mod-
els that clarify the effect of mistuning, which can
produce large vibrations in a small number of
blades. The approach was to model a representa-
tive rotor as an assembly of 56 beams with ran-
dom imperfections and then subject it to
unsteady aerodynamic forces.
The study showed that changes in aeroelastic
vibration modes can result from small imperfec-
tions in blade properties and that the vibration
energy tends to be localized to very few blades on
the rotor. This is the first time that an analytical
Blade number
Aeroelastic vibration of rogue blades in turbomachinery.
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demonstration has shown that aeroelastic vibra-
tion can cause high stresses and severe blade
fatigue. This analytical model will help prevent
catastrophic turbomachinery blade failures.
Lewis contacts: Durbha V. Murthy, (216) 433-6714;
George L. Stefko. (216) 433-3920
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Unified Motion Planning Approach Developed
for Redundant Manipulators
Traditionally, motion planning refers to the proc-
ess of generating a trajectory to accomplish a
desired manipulation motion. In many studies
the motion-planning problem has been solved
purely from the kinematics viewpoint. However,
this approach has major drawbacks. Besides its
difficulty in dealing with actuator constraints, it
does not provide any information regarding the
actual performance of a manipulator when a
closed-loop controller is used to execute the
trajectory.
NASA Lewis has developed a unified motion-
planning strategy for generating optimal (e.g.,
minimal time, minimal base reactions) trajecto-
ries for kinematically redundant and nonre-
dundant robots. The approach was to couple the
robot kinematics, dynamics, and controls to form
an integrated dynamic optimization problem.
Multicriterion optimization was then used to
determine optimal end effector and joint
trajectories.
The unified-trajectory-planning approach was
developed for both redundant and nonredundant
manipulators. Both motion planning and con-
troller synthesis were addressed simultaneously.
Multiple optimization criteria, such as minimal
trajectory time, minimal base reaction, and
actuator torque constraints, were included in the
framework. By using an original definition of
kinematic redundancy, the superior performance
of redundant manipulators was demonstrated.
The study was the first methodology to employ
multiple objective criteria and actuator con-
straints. As a result robot planning can be
accomplished in an integrated fashion. The
methodology is being integrated into the matrix
control design module (Integrated Systems Inc.), a
widely used controls software package.
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High -Temperature Ceramic -Wafer Seal Leakage
Assessed
High-temperature, flexible seals are required to
seal the many feet of sliding, structural-panel
interfaces of the National Aerospace Plane (NASP)
engine. The seals are needed to form an effective
barrier against leakage of the superheated
(>4000 °F), pressurized (up to 100 psi) flow path
gases and thus prevent catastrophic burn-
through of back-side articulation systems.
To solve this problem, NASA Lewis has developed
a high-temperature, flexible, ceramic-wafer seal.
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The seal will be used between the movable hori-
zontal engine panel and the adjacent splitter wall.
The seal uses a series of preloaded seal wafers
mounted in a channel in the movable engine
panel. Flexibility of the wafer stack is achieved
through relative sliding between adjacent wafers.
The wafers are preloaded against the adjacent
splitter wall by using a series of pressurized
Inconel metal bellows. The wafers can be made of
any of the high-temperature, engineered ceramics
including silicon carbide (SiC), silicon nitride
(Si3N4 ) 1 or aluminum oxide (Al203 ). Making the
wafers out of high-conductivity silicon carbide
ceramic will reduce the active coolant require-
ments, saving considerable weight and minimiz-
ing demands on engine coolant resources that are
already stretched to their limits. But to demon-
strate this concept in a timely manner, initial
tests used wafers made of aluminum oxide ce-
ramic, which is relatively inexpensive and easily
obtained.
Leakage measurements were made by using a
unique NASA Lewis panel-edge seal test fixture.
Key parameters, such as temperature, pressure,
wall condition, and preloads, were controlled and
varied. Ceramic wafer seal leakage rates were
measured at temperatures up to 1350 °F (the
typical temperature 1 to 2 in. forward of the com-
bustor) and at pressures up to 100 psi (the maxi-
mum normal engine pressure). By using
interchangeable front walls, the seal's ability to
conform to and seal against both flat and engine-
simulated distorted wall conditions was assessed.
The seal performed exceptionally well. Leakage
rates were below the tentative limit (established
by the NASP engine seal community) for the full
range of engine pressures. Seal leakage repeat-
ability was also demonstrated.
Lewis contact: Dr. Bruce M. Steinetz, (216) 433-3302
Headquarters program office: OAST
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.30Efficient Flutter Analysis Developed for
Cambered Compressor and Turbine Blades
Designers of turbomachinery for aircraft and
propulsion systems rely heavily on simplified
flutter analysis methods. These methods are
most commonly based on simple unsteady aero-
dynamic theories that disregard the effect of real
airfoil shape and off-design flow conditions. A
considerable data base of empirical correlations
has been compiled in order to adjust designs to
achieve aeroelastic stability. The primary motive
for using these empirical design systems is that
they are cost effective (in computer resources and
time) and fairly accurate for design analysis.
Research at NASA Lewis is focused on developing
advanced unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic
models to specifically address the flutter problem.
One of the tools that has been developed for
NASA Lewis is a linearized, unsteady aerody-
namic code (LINFLO) for calculating two-
dimensional flows due to airfoil oscillation and
wake passing in turbomachinery cascades. This
code has been developed under contract to NASA
Lewis by United Technologies Research Center.
The code is applied to airfoils having large thick-
ness and high camber and flow turning and oper-
ating within subsonic to transonic flow regimes.
A distinct advantage of LINFLO is that it assumes
harmonic airfoil oscillations, so that the unsteady
solution is performed in the frequency domain.
Subsonic flutter inception has been found experi-
mentally to be fully linear and to occur at a dis-
crete single frequency. The frequency domain
approach results in computation times that offer
several orders of magnitude reduction relative to
comparable CFD time domain methods.
A flutter prediction code has been developed that
uses LINFLO to compute unsteady aerodynamic
loads. The aeroelastic code is based on a classi-
cal two-degree-of-freedom, lumped-parameter
structural model that represents a "typical sec-
tion" of a full three-dimensional blade. An itera-
tive flutter search technique based on Newton's
method is used to pinpoint the conditions under
which a flutter instability may occur.
The method has been demonstrated by analyzing
a compressor cascade operating under subsonic
flows. The compressor blade was modeled as a
flat plate, and an NACA 0006 thickness distribu-
tion was applied over circular-arc mean camber
lines of various camber levels. In addition, a
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single airfoil case was analyzed over a range of
Mach numbers and steady flow incidence angles.
The results indicate that increasing the airfoil
camber stabilizes the rotor when considering
classical bending-torsion flutter. These results
also demonstrate the sensitivity and susceptibil-
ity of a cascade to airfoil shape, and in particular
to the airfoil camber. The same sensitivity has
been shown for variations in the inlet flow inci-
dence angle into the cascade. Neglecting the
effect of steady aerodynamic loading due to either
airfoil shape (thickness and camber) or steady
flow incidence can cause misleading estimates of
turbomachinery flutter behavior.
Lewis contact: George L. Stefko, (216) 433-3920
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Integrated Design Program Predicts Life of
Monolithic Ceramic Components
Ceramics are candidate materials for advanced
heat engine applications because of their ability
to sustain load at high temperatures and their
relatively low density. However, ceramics are
brittle and ceramic components fail because of
the unavoidable presence of preexisting flaws.
Designing with these materials requires knowl-
edge of the probabilistic nature of these flaws as
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well as the physics of crack growth. The Ceram-
ics Analysis and Reliability Evaluation of Struc-
tures Life Prediction (CARES/LIFE) computer
program, which is being developed at NASA
Lewis, characterizes this behavior to predict the
probability of a monolithic ceramic component's
failure versus its service life. CARES/LIFE
couples commercially available finite element
programs, such as NASTRAN, ANSYS, and
ABAQUS, to probabilistic design methodologies.
CARES/LIFE is the time-dependent extension of
the CARES code, which predicts fast-fracture
reliability of ceramic components. Fast-fracture
refers to uncontrolled crack growth from preexist-
ing flaws. Slow (subcritical) crack growth refers
to controlled growth until a critical crack size is
reached so that fast-fracture ensues. These phe-
nomena are accounted for by using fracture
mechanics relationships and Weibu11 statistics.
CARES/LIFE is the successor code to CARES and
includes new, user-friendly features and personal
computer capability.
CARES has been distributed to many companies
and research organizations worldwide. Applica-
tions include design of gas turbine rotors and
stationary parts, internal combustion engine
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exhaust valves, bearings, laser windows on test
rigs, radomes, spacecraft activation valves, cath-
ode ray tubes, rocket launcher tubes, and micro-
chip substrates. Engineers and material
scientists also use CARES to reduce data from
specimen tests to the fundamental statistical
parameters for a material. In this way a compari-
son of materials is achieved that is independent
of the specimen geometry and loading.
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nents fabricated from laminated CMC-material
systems. Component stress fields obtained from
finite element analyses are fundamental in pre-
dicting component reliability. The C/CARES
program is interfaced with two commercial finite
element codes, MSC / NASTRAN and MARC. In
general, the program uses a formatted neutral
data base, which allows C/CARES to be coupled
to any general-purpose finite element program
that supports laminated composite analysis.
A major advantage of designing components with
laminated CMC materials is the ability to tailor
the high-strength direction of plies in order to
maximize component reliability. Ply orientation
has a decided effect on a component's structural
integrity. Through the use of C/CARES the
design engineer can optimize component reliabil-
ity by exploring multiple ply layups and orienta-
tions for a given component.
Reliability Evaluated for Laminated CMC
Components
Structural components fabricated from laminated
ceramic-matrix composite (CMC) materials are
being considered for a broad range of aerospace
and industrial applications, specifically those
involving high-temperature environments. Al-
though CMC-material systems exhibit potentially
critical properties, such as strength retention at
high temperatures, chemical inertness, and low
density, the general variability in strength (espe-
cially in directions transverse to the fiber rein-
forcement) requires a rethinking of design
concepts. Traditional factor-of-safety design
procedures that are rooted in deterministic engi-
neering mechanics and commonly used for metal
alloys must be abandoned. Use of this class of
engineered materials will be aided by probabilistic
design methods that are under development.
In order to help establish this new philosophy,
the integrated design program C/CARES (Com-
posite Ceramics Analysis and Reliability of Struc-
tures) was developed with funding from the
Advanced High Temperature Engine Materials
Technology Program (HITEMP). This ongoing
project for developing probabilistic design meth-
ods is supported by personnel at NASA Lewis
working under a cooperative agreement with
Cleveland State University. The goal is to provide
design engineers with a computer program that
predicts reliability bounds for structural compo-
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Ultrasonic Test Determines Superconductivity
Variations Caused by Porosity Gradient
The last several years have seen the remarkable
development of a new class of ceramics that
exhibit superconductivity to unprecedentedly
high temperatures. The subject of work at NASA
Lewis is the yttrium-barium-copper-oxide (YBCO)
superconductor. Microstructural and composi-
tional variations have resulted in significant elec-
trical and magnetic property variations in YBCO.
Previous observations of ceramics show that such
microstructural and property variations may be
present within individual YBCO parts. Knowledge
and minimization of such spatial variation is
critical both to quantitative analysis (predictabil-
ity) of the superconductor's behavior and to
attempts at optimizing properties, such as
normal-to-superconducting transition tempera-
ture and critical current density.
In this study spatial variations in microstructure
and properties were investigated for YBCO speci-
mens from 75 to 90 percent of theoretical density.
The study comprised two experiments. In the
first, alternating current susceptibility measure-
ments were used to examine superconducting
behavior at edge and center locations of speci-
mens without prior knowledge of microstructural
or compositional differences at these locations.
In the second, an ultrasonic scan technique was
employed to locate within-sample microstructural
nonuniformity in a YBCO disk. Susceptibility
measurements were made at locations that ultra-
sonic images indicated as nonuniform. Micro-
structural analysis was performed on several
sample sections to determine the microstructural
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feature or features responsible for the variability
observed in ultrasonic images.
First, it was observed that the densest samples
(90 percent) exhibited significant differences in
superconducting transition temperature and
transition width at edge and center locations.
Second, an ultrasonic velocity image constructed
from measurements at 1-mm increments on a
typical sample revealed microstructural
nonuniformity from edge to center. The micro-
structural nonuniformity was not optically appar-
ent on the intact sample. However, the
nonuniformity was revealed to be a pore fraction
gradient from edge to center after cutting open
the sample and performing optical image analysis
measurements. Thus, the velocity image revealed
microstructural variations that correlated with
variations in superconductor behavior. The rami-
fications of this are that a room-temperature,
noninvasive technique (ultrasonic velocity imag-
ing) exhibited the ability to predict spatial varia-
tion in cryogenic behavior of superconductors.
Such a tool can prove invaluable in process con-
trol by reducing the need to test these materials
at cryogenic temperatures. Future testing in this
area will study spatial variations in these materi-
als in greater detail than just at edge and center
locations. An additional observation was that
less dense samples (75 to 85 percent) did not .
exhibit significant property or microstructural
nonuniformity at edge and center locations.
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Processing Changes in YBa2Cu307-x
Ultrasonically Evaluated
NASA Lewis is studying the yttrium-barium-
copper-oxide (YBCO) superconductor, one of a
remarkable new class of ceramics that exhibit
superconductivity to unprecedentedly high tem-
peratures. Oxidation (immersing the sample in
pure oxygen gas at elevated temperatures) is the
final and, arguably, the most important process-
ing step in the manufacture of YBCO. This step
increases oxygen content from the sintered state,
making the material superconducting. Loss of
oxygen (reduction) diminishes superconductivity
and can result from the chemical reaction be-
tween YBCO and water. In addition to oxygen
content changes during oxidation and reduction,
microstructural changes occur that can further
affect YBCO's superconducting and mechanical
behavior. (Mechanical behavior becomes an issue
if these materials are to be used in magnets that
will experience large stresses.) In its study NASA
Lewis evaluated changes in the oxygen content,
bulk density, stiffness, and microstructure of
YBCO occurring during oxidation and reduction.
The primary focus of this work was the use of a
nondestructive measurement, ultrasonic velocity,
as a means of evaluating the observed material
and property changes. More specifically, changes
in ultrasonic velocity were correlated with oxygen
content, density, and microstructural change and
used to calculate stiffness changes in order to
assess the feasibility of using velocity measure-
ments as a process control. YBCO samples rang-
ing from 70 to 90 percent of theoretical density
underwent oxidation and reduction treatments.
Qualitative agreement was obtained between
changes in velocity and changes in oxygen con-
tent and density. The ultrasonic velocity, bulk
density, and Young's modulus generally increased
with oxygen content upon oxidation; this behavior
Unoxidized Oxidized Reduced
Ultrasonic velocity proves feasible for monitoring oxygen content
in YBCO ceramic superconductor.
was reversible upon reduction. From previous
experience concerning the strong density effect on
velocity, it is likely that during oxidation and
reduction the velocity changes were most strongly
influenced by the density changes accompanying
the oxygen content changes. Thus, oxygen con-
tent changes may be interpreted, at least qualita-
tively, in terms of density and velocity changes.
The ramifications of this are that ultrasonic veloc-
ity measurements can help control oxidation
during processing and can help monitor oxygen
loss during service. In future tests NASA Lewis
hopes to improve the understanding of the rela-
tion between oxygen content and velocity by
working with single crystals to eliminate bulk
material effects.
Ultrasonic velocity images of a YBCO sample were
similar after oxidation and reduction treatments,
although the velocity value at any given point on
the sample was different after the treatments.
The unchanging velocity pattern correlated with
destructive measurements which showed that the
spatial pore distribution (fraction and size) was
not measurably altered after the treatments. It
also suggested that extended oxidation times
were sufficient for uniform oxygenation of high-
density samples.
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Combustion-Wave Ignition Demonstrated for
Multiple Engines
A combustion-wave ignition system is a device
that can be used to initiate ignition simulta-
neously in many rocket engines or, alternatively,
in many locations in a large engine. Tests of a
subscale prototype show excellent results.
The ignition system consists of a premixer and a
varying number of element tubes. The propel-
lants are mixed in the premixer and ignited by
electrical sparks. The element tubes allow the
flame to propagate to those locations requiring
ignition. The system is unique because it
requires only a few weak sparks to generate the
combustion wave, and once generated, the com-
bustion wave propagates through the tubes and
transforms into a powerful detonation that carries
energetic combustion products for ignition. A
complete set of tests have been performed on a
prototype system to demonstrate the theory of
combustion-wave ignition.
In the tests two propellant combinations were
used: oxygen/hydrogen and oxygen/methane,
both in the gaseous state. Straight and bent
tubes of various lengths and diameters were
tested in combination. In addition, a test engine
was installed to confirm the ignition system's
capability. For each of these apparatus configu-
rations the propellant mixture ratio was varied to
identify the conditions required for ignition and
their associated ignition timing. The test results
show that ignition is attainable over a wide range
of mixture ratios, that the ignition delay for all
apparatus configurations used is consistently
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Combustion-wave ignition system.
well under 10 msec, and that the ignition delay
difference across the tubes is below 1 msec.
In summary, the test results have shown that the
combustion-wave ignition system offers many
attractive characteristics that can be used to
simultaneously ignite multiple engines, such as
the clustered engines proposed for the National
Launch System.
Lewis contact: Larry C. Liou, (216) 977-7433
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Atomic Implants Investigated for
Spectroscopic Wear Detection
A common failure mode for the internal compo-
nents of liquid-propellant rocket engines is wear.
A technique utilizing "tracer" atoms is being
investigated for real-time detection of maximum
allowable component wear. This technique
involves implanting an atomic species into the
structure of a component and then making spec-
troscopic measurements of the engine plume.
The tracer species is implanted into the structure
to a predetermined depth that is based on the
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maximum allowable wear of the component. As
the component wears, the implanted species
surfaces and begins to erode. The eroded par-
ticulates are carried by the propellants into the
combustion chamber, where they are thermally
excited and emit their characteristic spectrum.
By spectroscopically monitoring the contents of
the plume, it is possible to identify the presence
of the implanted atomic species by its emissions
Detection of the implanted species in the plume
indicates that the component has worn down to
the maximum allowable level.
Implementing this technique requires that the
implanted species is not normally found in any of
the components in the propulsion system and is
spectrally observable upon thermal excitation. In
addition, it has to be metallurgically compatible
with the materials of the structure to be moni-
tored for wear.
Several implantation techniques have been identi-
fied. Implantation can be accomplished by accel-
erating the atoms in a particle accelerator and
allowing them to impact the component. The
depth of the penetration depends on the energy
gained by the atoms in the accelerator. An alter-
native approach is to sputter or evaporate the
species onto the structure and "implant" this
layer by coating it with a layer of the structure
material.
NASA Lewis is pursuing the development of this
technology for rocket engine wear detection.
Initial experiments have been performed with
tantalum implanted into the cathode of a magne-
toplasmadynamic engine. Further work is
planned with different material implanted into
components of hydrogen/oxygen-fueled engines.
Lewis contact: George C. Madzsar, (216) 977-7434
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Rocket Engine Advanced Cooling Techniques
Evaluated
High-pressure, reusable rocket engines, such as
the Space Shuttle main engine (SSME), are life
limited by cracks that form in the wall of the
combustion-chamber cooling jacket. During
engine operation the hot-gas-side wall tries to
expand but is constrained by the relatively cool
structural jacket. The resulting high plastic
strain in the hot-gas-side wall causes a progres-
sive thinning and roughening of the wall with
each thermal cycle, known as thermal ratcheting.
After repeated thermal cycles, cracks develop.
One way to reduce the strain and extend chamber
life is to lower the hot-gas-side wall temperature.
Analyses have shown that this can be done by
substantially increasing the coolant-side surface
area relative to the hot-gas-side surface area.
Increasing the number of cooling passages, for a
given total coolant flow area, requires the use of
high-aspect-ratio cooling passages (height/width).
The net result is an increase in the fin effect of
the cooling passage ribs.
In order to evaluate this concept, three subscale
rocket chambers were tested, all having the same
total coolant flow area, but each with a different
number of cooling passages and different aspect
ratios. The 72-cooling-passage chamber repre-
sents the baseline configuration (i.e., the maxi-
mum allowable hot-gas-side wall temperature).
The 400-cooling-passage chamber represents a
high-aspect-ratio configuration.
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The experimental results show that the hot-gas-
side wall temperature can be substantially low-
ered for a given coolant pressure drop as the
aspect ratio increases. Furthermore, the data
show that the pressure drop for the high-aspect-
ratio configuration can be reduced, while still
achieving a significant drop in wall temperature,
by decreasing the coolant weight flow.
The use of high-aspect-ratio cooling passages in
the design of high-pressure rocket thrust cham-
bers has the potential of significantly extending
chamber life and, because of the lower pressure
drop requirements, reducing the load on the
turbomachinery.
The tests were performed on subscale rocket
chambers with straight cooling passages. The
work will be extended to investigate the effective-
ness of high-aspect-ratio cooling passages in the
throat region of contoured chambers. There
secondary flow effects in the fluid going through
the curved cooling passages may change the
magnitude of the temperature reduction achieved
in straight cooling passages.
Lewis contacts: Julie A. Carlile, (216) 977-7432
Richard J. quentmeyer, (216) 977-7471
Headquarters program office: OAST
Tubular Copper Thrust Chamber Fabricated
and Tested
An ongoing focused-technology study in support
of the Space Chemical Engine Technology Pro-
gram has evolved into fabrication and hot-fire
testing of candidate tubular copper thrust cham-
ber configurations. Analysis of a tube bundle
configuration fabricated by electroform bonding of
the tubes has shown significant potential.
The thermal analysis showed that the tubular
thrust chamber configuration promised a 18- to
40-percent additional enthalpy extraction with a
coolant pressure drop approximately the same as
that for the state-of-the-art (Space Shuttle main
engine) channel chamber configuration.
Fatigue life analysis has shown a strain decrease
of 25 percent for a tube bundle configuration,
which results in a 100-percent increase in fatigue
life over an equivalent "milled liner" configuration.
In order to confirm these advantages, several
candidate configurations have been fabricated by
a cost-efficient electroform bonding procedure
and successfully leak tested at twice the design
pressure without failures or leaks. These con-
figurations are presently being hot-fire tested to
verify the fatigue life and heat transfer advan-
tages predicted by the analysis. Preliminary
Hot fire testing of tubular copper thrust chamber.
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results appear to confirm the analysis predic-
tions. Further testing will provide conclusive
evidence.
Lewis contacts: John M. Kazaroff, (216) 433-2473;
Robert S. Jankovsky, (216) 433-2471; Albert J. Pavli,
(216) 433-2470
Headquarters program office: OAST
Slush Hydrogen Experiments Conducted at
K-Site Facility
Slush hydrogen (SLH 2 ), a mixture of solid and
liquid hydrogen, has been selected to fuel the
National Aerospace Plane (NASP) (ref. 1). The
SLH2 is denser and has a higher heat capacity
than normal-boiling-point liquid hydrogen
(NBPH 2 ), thus potentially reducing the vehicle
size and weight. Previous testing (refs. 2 to 4) at
the K-Site facility provided the first large-scale
production and handling experience with SLH2.
The current test series was developed to address
specific NASP issues, such as tank pressure
control.
Slush hydrogen is produced and exists as a mix-
ture of solid and liquid hydrogen at 24.8 °R and
1.02 psia. Thus, sudden sharp decreases in tank
ullage pressure can occur with fluid motion, such
as mixing or sloshing. These decreases in tank
pressure could result in failure of a propellant
tank. The NASP SLH 2 technology program is
therefore investigating tank operation and specifi-
cally tank pressure control.
The SLH2 testing was conducted at the K-Site
facility, which is located at NASA Lewis' Plum
Brook Station. The testing included large-scale
production and transfer operations, as well as
specific tank pressure control testing. Pressur-
ized expulsion tests were conducted by ullage
injection, through the main pressurant line, of
gaseous helium (GHe) and gaseous hydrogen
(GH2 ), or GHe during pressurization followed by
GH2 during the expulsion. Recirculation tests
were also conducted with GH 2
 injected into the
SLH2 through a submerged recirculation tube.
Tank pressures were 35 and 50 psia, with the
pressurant at 540 and 250 °R. Most of the tests
included in-tank mixing of the propellant.
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Effect of pressurant gas type on mass of gas added. Tank
pressure, 35 Asia; gas temperature, 520 °R.
During the test series 75 batches of SLH 2 with
greater than 50-percent solid fraction (greater
than 5.11 lb/ft3 ), totaling approximately
48,000 gal, were produced. The average batch
size was 640 gal. After production and prior to
SLH2 transfer, the 1.5-in.-diameter transfer line
and the test tank were prechilled by using
NBPH 2 . The SLH 2 was pressure transferred from
the generator to the 5-ft-diameter spherical test
tank, which was located inside a 25-ft-diameter
vacuum chamber. Output from the transfer tests
included flow-rate-versus-pressure-drop charac-
teristics as well as solid fraction loss during
transfer.
Preliminary results from the pressurized expul-
sion tests show that pressurant gas type signifi-
cantly affected the pressurant gas requirements
during the expulsion process. The mass of gas
added was highest for the helium cases and
lowest for the helium/hydrogen cases. Initial
pressurization with helium may reduce the con-
densation, and hence pressurant gas require-
ments, during expulsion.
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Performance Characteristics of Liquid
Hydrogen Foil Bearing Demonstrated
NASA Lewis and AiResearch Division of Allied-
Signal Aerospace Company have jointly con-
ducted a test program to demonstrate the
load-carrying capacity and other performance
characteristics of a bending-dominated foil jour-
nal bearing in liquid hydrogen. Foil bearings are
candidates for use in small, high-speed cryogenic
turbopumps, offering the potential benefits of
long life and reliability. They have an admirable
service record in aircraft auxiliary power units
and in Earth-based machines. In those applica-
tions the bearing lives are on the order of
10,000 hours and they sustain many start-stop
cycles. But the radial bearing loads in those
machines range from only 10 to 40 psi (based on
projected bearing area). Space transfer vehicle
bearings require larger load capacities, ranging
from 40 to 200 psi. The problem was to develop a
small, high-speed bearing that could support
these loads via the hydrodynamic principle when
using an extremely low-viscosity fluid, liquid
hydrogen.
AiResearch developed a high-performance foil
bearing with a predicted load capacity of 280 psi
at 80,000 rpm. The 1.75-in.-diameter bearing
consists of five overlapping foils, each foil sup-
ported by an underspring optimized for load
capacity and stiffness. Foil coatings aid in
accommodating the journal's starts and stops.
Teflon-S and polyimide -bonded graphite fluoride
(PBGF) were tested in the program. The bearing
was tested in a liquid hydrogen test facility at
NASA Lewis' Cryogenic Components Laboratory.
The tester was driven by a gaseous hydrogen
turbine. Radial loads were placed on the test
shaft by a pneumatic loader, and a dynamometer
measured the frictional drag in the test bearing.
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Experimental results were very encouraging.
Load capacity was proportional to speed. At
80,000 rpm it was 240 psi—a 600-percent in-
crease over air bearing load capacity. At
80,000 rpm the bearing power loss was 2.2 hp, at
one-tenth of the flow for a similar size rolling-
element bearing. The Teflon-S foil coating sus-
tained 130 start-stop cycles. The PBGF foil
coating sustained 170 start-stop cycles. No wear
was detected in either coating. A minimum of
100 start-stop cycles is required for space trans-
fer vehicle turbopumps. The fluid film was stable
throughout the speed range of 10,000 to
97,000 rpm, showing very low subsynchronous
response.
The remaining technical issues to be determined
for this bearing in liquid hydrogen are separated
rotordynamic coefficients and performance in
turbopump configurations.
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Advanced Method Tracks Evolution of Fatigue
Damage in Reusable Space Propulsion Systems
A general method has been developed for tracking
the evolution of fatigue damage at preselected
locations in reusable space propulsion system
components. The method is suitable for use in
advanced diagnostic or prognostic health-
monitoring systems. The fatigue damage accrued
is calculated by using a state-of-the-art nonlinear
damage accumulation method. The accumulated
damage is a function of propulsion system perfor-
mance variables, some of which are measured
routinely to monitor system performance. The
proposed methodology computes the accumu-
lated damage in a three-step process. In the first
step the boundary conditions and the hot gas and
coolant characteristics are computed by using a
numerical engine model together with actual
measurements. In the second step detailed
structural response quantities of interest, such as
effective (Von Mises) stress, effective strain, and
plastic strain, are computed by using quick influ-
ence coefficient models. The coefficients for the
influence coefficient model are obtained from
state-of-the-art finite difference and finite element
detailed thermal and structural models. This
one-time effort need not be repeated for mission-
to-mission tracking. As a third step the detailed
damage computation module is used to compute
the accrued damage for a variety of options. The
entire procedure is in the form of two computer
codes for efficiently tracking the condition of the
Obtain independent system
load variables at selected
time slices
Numerical engine model
Compute dependent Compute for
performance variables next time slice
(component and location
specific)
Compute structural responses
at damage-critical locations
Compute accrued damage
Overview of methodology linking performance variables to
damage.
hardware after each test or flight. Furthermore,
with this method future engine operations can be
better planned so that the maximum damage
accumulated does not violate allowable criteria.
Lewis contact: Michael A. McGaw, (216) 433-3308
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Brush Seals for Cryogenic Turbopumps
Studied
Engineers at NASA Lewis are studying the appli-
cation of brush seals in cryogenic turbopumps for
rocket engine systems. Labyrinth seals in many
aircraft gas turbine engines are being replaced by
brush seals because brush seals are compliant,
reliable, and cost competitive. They have been
shown to leak less and to enhance rotor stability.
Hence, in cryogenic turbopumps, where long-life,
low-leakage, reliable seals are essential, brush
seals may be a good candidate.
A brush seal is simply a ring of wire bristles
sandwiched between a front and back washer.
The bristles usually have a 5- to 10-mil interfer-
ence fit with the shaft and are installed at a 30°
to 60° angle to the radius so that the bristles can
bend as cantilever beams during shaft perturba-
tions. The back washer is on the low-pressure
side of the seal and has an inside diameter just
slightly larger than the bristle bore diameter. It
supports the bristles, preventing them from blow-
ing downstream, and acts as a fixed clearance
seal should the bristles fail.
In a cryogenic turbopump brush seals may be
used to seal either liquid hydrogen or liquid oxy-
gen at locations near the pump or the bearings,
or they may be used to seal hot gaseous hydro-
gen, warm gaseous oxygen, or helium at locations
near the turbine or purge seals. In this environ-
ment large temperature gradients, oxygen com-
patibility, and hydrogen embrittlement are
concerns. Also, the shaft speeds attained in
cryogenic turbopumps for rocket engine systems
are high, up to 200,000 rpm for a liquid hydrogen
turbopump. Since brush seals are contact seals,
their wear rate under these conditions is
important.
In order to study these issues, a tester has been
fabricated to test brush seals in liquid nitrogen
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and liquid hydrogen at the Cryogenic Compo-
nents Laboratory. As many as five 2-in.-inside-
diameter brush seals can be tested at one time at
pressures to 150 psi per brush. Shaft speeds to
40,000 rpm, and with further modifications to
63,000 rpm, will be attained. After brush seal
performance has been demonstrated in liquid
nitrogen and hydrogen, several configurations will
be tested to measure the effect of bristle and
runner material combinations, brush and bristle
geometry, and staging on leakage rate, wear rate,
life, power loss, and stability. The data will also
be used to calibrate and update an analytical
computer code developed at NASA Lewis that
models brush seal performance.
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Advanced Concepts Program Studies High-
Energy-Density Propellants
A possible way to increase the performance of
chemical rocket engines is by using higher energy
propellants. Some of the most energetic chemical
compounds and atoms, however, are unstable
and have very short life. Atomic hydrogen is an
example of this type of atom. Upon recombining,
atomic hydrogen atoms release tremendous
energy. Studies have shown the great promise of
this atom as a rocket propellant. A specific
impulse of 1.5 to 4 times that of the highest-
performing chemical propellants may be attain-
able (ref. 1). However, creating, storing, and
using these atoms efficiently is not easy. NASA
Lewis is seeking ways to control these atoms for
useful rocket propulsion.
Ongoing theoretical and experimental work of the
Advanced Concepts Program is directed toward
basic research on methods of using atomic hydro-
gen and other highly energetic materials for
launch vehicle and upper stage propulsion. Re-
search continued this year at a university and
work began with two Department of Energy labo-
ratories. In-house studies of the rocket engines
and propellant storage systems are also
continuing.
At the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
the basic properties of atomic hydrogen were
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studied. This research seeks to improve the stor-
age density of atomic hydrogen to a level that is
useful for rocket propulsion. By using a small
glass microsphere of a hydrogen and tritium
mixture, the forming and recombining of hydro-
gen atoms was scrutinized. These experiments
were conducted at temperatures as low as 2 K
(-456 °F). Both heat and light energy is released
when the atoms recombine. The different energy
levels of this light and heat are being analyzed to
discover the basic nature of these atoms. Com-
puter modeling of atomic hydrogen in a solid
molecular hydrogen storage medium is also
under way at the University of Hawaii. Compar-
ing the experimental results with current theories
shows a marked difference between the density
predicted with two different measurements.
These discrepant estimates are under
investigation.
Other activities are a study of the engine perfor-
mance at NASA Lewis and work on powerful mag-
nets for the storage and propellant transfer of
atomic hydrogen and other free-radical propel-
lants at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
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Metallized Propellant Program Develops New
Technologies
In the Metallized Propellant Program the tech-
nologies for using metal additives in gelled liquid
fuels are being developed. These additives
increase the engine specific impulse, or the pro-
pellant density, or both, and thus can increase a
space vehicle's payload. Propellant handling is
also safer with gelled propellants. Fuel spills are
smaller with gelled liquids and the propellant is
less likely to combust during an accidental
release. Typically, aluminum particles are sus-
pended in gelled fuels such as hydrogen, RP-1, or
monomethyl hydrazine. Ongoing research will
quantify vehicle and engine performance, propel-
lant chemistry, and production.
Over the last year a series of vehicle systems
analyses and experimental programs were con-
ducted to identify the best applications for metal-
lized propellants and to demonstrate the
technologies of propellant formulation and com-
bustion. Both the Space Shuttle and the Titan 4
were studied. It was shown that the payload,
packaging, and safety of Earth-to-orbit vehicles
can be improved with metallized propellants
(refs. 1 and 2). With high-density RP-1 /alumi-
num fuel a liquid rocket booster fit into a smaller
volume than the current solid rocket booster for
the Space Shuttle. To send a 49,664-Ibm payload
into orbit, the metallized booster need only be
142 ft long, whereas the solid booster length is
149 ft. Further payload increases are possible
with a metallized booster that is as long as the
solid booster: up to 56,600 Ibm, or a 14-percent
increase. Alternatively, increasing the booster
diameter by only 1 ft raises the payload by
42 percent to 70,500 Ibm.
Other propellant combinations that were consid-
ered were nitrogen tetroxide/monomethyl hydra-
zine/aluminum (NTO/MMH/Al) and oxygen/
hydrogen/ aluminum (0 2 /H2 /Al). Even better
packaging of the liquid booster was possible with
the NTO/MMH/Al system. This booster need
only be 134 ft long. The maximum payload that
can be flown while staying within the length of
the solid rocket booster is 67,200 Ibm, a 35-
percent increase. A Shuttle external tank using
02 /H2 /AI propellants was also analyzed. The
volume of the tank increases significantly with
metallized H 2 /Al propellants. Although 02/H2/
Al in the external tank does not appear beneficial
for the Space Shuttle, future Earth-to-orbit
vehicles with different volume limits will be able
to benefit greatly from metallized propellants.
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A Titan 4 vehicle using metallized NTO/MMH/A1
can increase its payload by 11 to 12 percent. In
this example, only the liquid stages use metal-
lized propellants. If the solid rocket boosters
were also modified to metallized propellants, even
larger payloads to orbit would be possible.
Other related work is ongoing at the Pennsylvania
State University and TRW. Penn State is deter-
mining the "best" operating conditions for a
rocket engine using RP-1 /Al fuel. This research
will allow the most complete combustion of all of
the metallized propellant. At TRW cryogenic
gellants are being made to gel hydrogen. Alumi-
num particles will be suspended in it to make a
metallized fuel.
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Lunar Indigenous Monopropellants Formulated
and Characterized
The Space Exploration Initiative calls for the
exploration and eventual settlement of the solar
system. The production of propellants from the
resources available at the Moon and Mars has
been shown to offer significant mission benefits,
including lower launch costs, shorter trip times to
Mars, and larger payload capability. Although
the samples returned from the Moon were greater
than 40 wt % oxygen, traditional liquid propellant
fuel elements, such as hydrogen and carbon,
were not present to any appreciable extent. How-
ever, metals such as aluminum, silicon, iron,
titanium, and magnesium do exist on the Moon
in quantities ranging from 3 to 20 wt %. If these
metals could be used as rocket fuels, it would
eliminate the need to transport fuel from Earth
for near-lunar operations.
NASA Lewis has begun a technology program to
investigate the feasibility of using a powdered
metal/liquid oxygen monopropellant for rocket
combustion. The initial objectives of the program
are to evaluate potential hazards involved with
formulating and handling such a monopropellant,
to determine the proper formulation, and to
investigate the physical and chemical characteris-
tics of the monopropellant.
Two phases of the hazards evaluation have been
completed by NASA White Sands Test Facility.
Mixing tests in which small amounts of the pow-
dered metals were combined with liquid oxygen
and stirred at speeds up to 900 rpm resulted in
no reactions in any of the 63 tests. Mechanical
impact tests were also performed, and the results
from the monopropellants were compared with
data for pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN), which
is a known division I, class I, explosive. A tita-
nium powder mixture reacted when the weight
was dropped from the lowest height on the test
apparatus and is considered too sensitive for
formulation work to continue. Aluminum, sili-
con, and iron powder mixtures did not react when
weights were dropped from the highest height and
are considered safe to handle in the quantities
and manners necessary to begin formulation and
characterization of the monopropellant.
Preliminary formulation work has been completed
by Wickman Spacecraft and Propulsion. The
formulation experiments indicate that aluminum
and silicon can be stably suspended in liquid
oxygen with only 1 to 2 wt % gellant (amorphous
fumed silica). With this amount of gellant, very
little settling of the metal powder was observed
during the first 24-hr period, yet the measure-
ments indicate a satisfactory viscosity. The
monopropellant appears thick at rest and will
hold a shape, yet becomes fluid when subjected
to a shear force.
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Neural Networks Predict Critical Parameters
During SSME Startup Transient
Recent rocket engine condition monitoring activi-
ties at NASA Lewis have focused on both real-
time safety monitoring and post-test diagnostics.
These efforts have demonstrated the ability of
advanced algorithms to provide improved failure
detection capability during ground test firings,
thus reducing engine and test stand damage, and
to facilitate the post-test diagnostic process. Ef-
forts in advanced safety systems for the Space
Shuttle main engines (SSME) have emphasized
main-stage failure detection. Startup is difficult
to monitor because of the highly complex and
nonlinear nature of the SSME dynamics. Accu-
rate models of parameters during startup would
provide improved engine and sensor failure detec-
tion capability during the first 6 sec of engine
operation. The models would also provide addi-
tional information for fault detection and isolation
when used as part of an automated engine diag-
nostic system. For both applications the residu-
als between the actual and predicted values must
be analyzed to detect an anomalous engine condi-
tion or to identify an engine or sensor failure.
Feed-forward neural networks can uniformly
approximate any continuous function and are
well suited for problems in which the exact rela-
tionships between sensor measurements are
complex or unknown. Neural networks with a
single hidden layer were used to accurately model
three critical parameters during the first 6 sec of
SSME operation. The three parameters modeled
were the main combustion chamber pressure, a
controlled variable; the high-pressure oxidizer
turbine discharge temperature, a redlined param-
eter; and the high-pressure fuel pump discharge
pressure, a parameter cited in failure investiga-
tion summaries for providing early failure indica-
tions. Each parameter was modeled separately;
network inputs consisted of time windows of data
from nonredundant highly correlated engine
measurements.
A back-propagation algorithm was used to train
the feed-forward networks on SSME data from
two nominal ground test firings. Model prediction
accuracy was achieved by constructing the train-
ing sets to reflect important system conditions,
such as the prime times of the three combustion
chambers and the transition to complete closed-
loop control. Data from four additional nominal
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Actual and neural-network-predicted high-pressure oxidizer
turbine discharge temperature for a validation test firing.
firings were used to validate the trained networks.
The maximum errors on the validation sets were
all less than 5 percent. Furthermore, the neural
network predicted values that all fell within the
nominal two-standard-deviation envelopes cur-
rently used in SSME post-test data reviews.
Anomalous SSME data are being acquired to test
the trained networks on sensor and engine fail-
ures. Also, the modeling interval is being
extended to include main-stage operation and
power level transitions.
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Expert System Analyzes Chemical and Nuclear
Rocket Nozzle Performance
NASA Lewis' Rocket Engine Design Expert System
(REDES) is an interactive computer application
that uses a commercially available expert system
shell. It was developed to evaluate and design
liquid chemical rocket engines by using state-of-
the-art computational tools and heuristic design
methods. By automating the in-house expertise
for performing a comprehensive rocket engine
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analysis and design, REDES encourages proper
use of computer codes and maintains the avail-
ability of design expertise.
Recently, capabilities within REDES were devel-
oped to analyze the nozzle performance of chemi-
cal and nuclear rocket engines. Using an
iterative solution function that holds user-
selected geometric parameters constant while
varying others, REDES sizes a rocket nozzle to
deliver a specified level of thrust. It then predicts
rocket nozzle performance by using standardized
Joint Army-Navy-NASA-Air Force (JANNAF)
methodologies.
A parametric study of liquid chemical rocket
engines was performed to determine the specific
impulse efficiency factors that represent the two-
dimensional losses, kinetic chemistry effects, and
boundary layer losses encountered in a real liquid
hydrogen/liquid oxygen rocket engine. Results
from this study are of general interest as engi-
neering tools because they can be used to provide
quick estimates of real rocket engine performance
based on ideal specific impulse values and cover
a wide range of thrust levels, chamber pressures,
mixture ratios, area ratios, and nozzle lengths.
Engine geometry and operating conditions not
varied by the test matrix were based on the RL 10
liquid rocket engine.
Results of the nuclear rocket engine study con-
clude that although the performance of the
nuclear thermal rocket, based on infinite reaction
rates, looks promising at low chamber pressures,
finite-rate chemical reactions will cause the
actual performance to be considerably lower.
Parameters that have a major influence on the
delivered specific impulse value include the
chamber temperature and the chamber pressures
in the high-thrust domain. Other parameters,
such as two-dimensional and boundary layer
effects, kinetic rates, and number of nozzles,
affect the deliverable performance of a nuclear
thermal rocket nozzle to a lesser degree. For a
single nozzle, maximum performance of 930 and
1030 sec occurs at chamber temperatures of
2700 and 3100 K, respectively.
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Power Technology
Flight Hardware Developed for Mini-Dome
Fresnel Lens Photovoltaic Concentrator Array
Space power system designers are constantly
searching for ways to improve the performance of
photovoltaic arrays. Photovoltaic concentrator
systems offer the potential to significantly and
cost-effectively reduce the area and weight of
current arrays. They allow smaller photovoltaic
devices to be operated at much higher efficien-
cies. By replacing large areas of photovoltaic cells
with lower cost concentrator lenses (reducing cell
area by a factor of 50 to 100), cell cost can be
dramatically reduced. This attribute makes the
use of new tandem photovoltaic cell structures
(multijunction photovoltaic devices that respond
to different portions of the spectrum to make
more efficient use of the incoming light) feasible
and cost-effective alternatives to planar solar
cells. The mini-dome Fresnel lens concentrator is
a unique high-efficiency, lightweight photovoltaic
concept that significantly improves the perfor-
mance of space power systems.
The mini-dome Fresnel lens concentrator is a
point-focus refractive lens that was developed
under a Small Business Innovative Research
(SBIR) contract by Entech, Inc. of Dallas, Texas.
The concentrator lens has a smooth outer surface
with individually tailored Fresnel facets along the
inside of the domed surface. The combination of
the domed shape and the Fresnel facets provides
a unique geometry that minimizes reflection from
each Fresnel prism, thereby providing maximal
sunlight transmittance through the lens. During
the past year the SBIR portion of this program,
which emphasized concept demonstration, was
completed. A six-by-six prototype panel that
integrates a number of high-efficiency photovol-
taic concepts, was delivered to NASA Lewis. The
panel includes gallium arsenide (GaAs) concen-
trator cells with prismatic cell covers. These
covers eliminate reflection losses from the top
gridlines by refracting the light to the exposed cell
areas. The concentrator lenses were made from a
flexible silicone that was then bonded to a domed,
ceria-doped microglass superstrate. This lens
design was selected as a preliminary attempt to
fabricate a lens that would survive the space
environment and is expected to be fully space
qualifiable. The lenses and cells were integrated
into an improved honeycomb structure with in-
creased stiffness and lighter weight.
12-Element mini-dome Fresnel lens photovoltaic concentrator with Boeing GaAs/GaSb
cells (PASP PLUSJlight hardware).
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Under the current program NASA Lewis, Entech,
and Boeing Defense & Space Group have been
cooperating on an informal basis to continue
work on this concept. Boeing has integrated the
mini-dome concentrator concept with a gallium
arsenide/gallium antimonide (GaAs/GaSb) tan-
dem cell developed at the Boeing High Tech Cen-
ter. This new tandem cell has demonstrated an
efficiency higher than 30 percent (air mass zero).
Using this cell, a concentrator array with a per-
formance of over 300 W/m 2 (100 W/kg) could be
achieved in the near term—a significant improve-
ment over current photovoltaic arrays. As the
work on this concept continues, more emphasis
is being placed on lens manufacturability, the
integration of advanced photovoltaic devices, and
the durability and qualification of the array
within the space environment.
The mini-dome concentrator, with glass-domed
lenses and GaAs/GaSb cells, is one of the photo-
voltaic technologies that will be tested in the
PASP PLUS flight experiment. PASP PLUS, an Air
Force spaceflight experiment that is primarily
designed to study high-voltage plasma interaction
effects and radiation damage on advanced and
existing array technologies, is scheduled on a
Pegasus launch vehicle in late 1992. A 12-
element flight module, built by Boeing, was deliv-
ered to Lewis in July for integration and testing.
This first flight of the mini-dome Fresnel lens
concentrator and GaAs/GaSb cell technologies
will also test the applicability of the concept for
high-voltage array designs.
The mini-dome Fresnel lens photovoltaic concen-
trator technology has progressed from an initial
concept to flight hardware in a few short years.
With its distinction of integrating high-efficiency
components into a relatively lightweight struc-
ture, it has the potential to significantly impact
future civil and military space power systems.
The PASP PLUS flight experiment, in addition to
continued ground testing, will yield valuable
information and help verify the expected perform-
ance of this technology.
Lewis contact: Michael F. Piszczor, Jr., (216) 433-2237
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Mars Insolation Model Expanded
Missions to the Martian surface and activities
there will require electric power. Of the several
possibilities, photovoltaics can offer many advan-
tages, including a high power-to-weight ratio,
modularity, and a long history of successful ap-
plication in space—if the solar energy incident on
the Martian surface is sufficiently intense. Mars
is not only farther from the Sun than Earth but is
also known to have occasional intense dust
storms. As a result, there has been some skepti-
cism about the potential of photovoltaics for
application on Mars.
NASA Lewis is attempting to quantify the insola-
tion, including the effects of dust storms, at the
surface of Mars so that planners of Mars missions
can accurately determine if photovoltaics is a
viable power option. Diurnal and daily variations
of the global, direct-beam, and diffuse insolation
on a Martian surface were calculated from data
measured by the Viking Landers (VL1 and VL2)
for the sites visited. The global insolation was
derived from the normalized net solar flux func-
tion; the direct-beam component was determined
by using Beer's law, which relates the insolation
to the optical depth of the atmosphere; and the
diffuse component was obtained from the differ-
ence between the global and direct-beam
insolations.
The Mars insolation model has been expanded
and refined by using the available data from the
Viking Landers, and the model is now applicable
to a wider range of latitudes and to local as well
as global variation in atmospheric opacity caused
by storms. The analysis shows that there is suffi-
cient insolation, primarily from a large diffuse
component, to usefully operate a photovoltaic
system on the surface of Mars.
During the spring and summer the insolation on
a horizontal Martian surface at the two Viking
Lander locations is relatively high, varying from
about 2 to 4 kW-hr/m 2 -day because of the low
optical depth of the Martian atmosphere. During
autumn and winter, when dust storms typically
take place, the insolation is lower.
This Mars surface insolation model is being used
in Martian mission studies. For example,
AeroVironment, Inc., designer and builder of the
SunRaycer solar-powered car, has used this
80
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model to estimate the output of a flat-plate solar
array for a solar-powered Mars vehicle. This
model is also being used by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, NASA Lewis' Power Technology Divi-
sion and Advanced Space Analysis Office, and
others.
The research is performed partly in house and
partly under NASA contract at Tel Aviv University.
This work, which has established the feasibility of
using solar power on the surface of Mars, is ex-
pected to substantially affect the result of Martian
missions. The model will enable more accurate
engineering studies and estimates of solar array
size and performance than have heretofore been
possible.
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Advanced Induction Motor Developed
An advanced induction motor has been built
under a National Launch System (NLS) task man-
aged by NASA Lewis. General Dynamics' Space
Systems Division is the prime contractor;
Sundstrand Corporation is the subcontractor.
The motor is designed to meet the thrust-vector-
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control actuation requirements for gimbaling the
main engines of the NLS vehicle. NASA Lewis
identified the need to design an advanced induc-
tion motor, one that takes advantage of the
induction motor's inherent strengths, has a dif-
ferent method of control, and is specific to this
particular application. The induction motor has a
high peak-torque-to-current ratio, is capable of
high-temperature operation, and has a rugged
design that safely handles faults. With the recent
advances in power electronics the induction
motor is well suited for actuation applications
because it can be easily controlled as a servomo-
tor through field-oriented control techniques.
To meet the thrust-vector-control requirements of
the NLS vehicle, the new motor must deliver high
peak torques for short periods of time (seconds)
during a launch duty cycle. Servocontrol of the
new induction motor through field-oriented con-
trol techniques is required to meet the thrust-
oriented-control actuation performance specifica-
tions. Field-oriented control permits operation of
the motor at any torque and speed (motoring or
generating) at or near peak efficiency.
The current limitation of the power electronics
and the peak power requirements were the major
drivers in determining critical design characteris-
tics. A low-resistance rotor for efficiency, a high-
flux-density magnetic material for power density,
a low-inertia rotor for acceleration, and high-
temperature capability were selected as key
design issues.
The motor can deliver 70 hp peak (300 in.-lb of
torque at 14,600 rpm) at 2.6-percent slip, 86.3-
percent efficiency, 120 V (line to neutral), and
750 Hz. The electromagnet weighs 1 1 lb; the
total weight including the housing is less than
20 lb. The rotor outer diameter is 2.25 in., the
stator outer diameter is 3.75 in., and the rotor
length is 5.75 in. The rotor inertia is 0.02764
lb-ft2 . Hyperco-50 was used for both the rotor
and stator laminations.
The new motor, integrated with a General
Dynamics-built 40-hp pulse population motor
driver, is currently under test. The advanced
induction motor and driver will then be tested in
a complete electromechanical actuation (EMA)
system during 1992. This motor is critical to the
success of the NASA EMA demonstrations to be
completed under the NLS Program and the EMA
Technology Bridging Program. The objective of
these demonstrations is to show that EMA sys-
tems are a better alternative to the hydraulic
actuation systems used in today's launch ve-
hicles and aircraft. This type of motor is suitable
for any thrust-vector-control or flight-control
surface electric actuators for launch vehicles,
aircraft, electric or hybrid automobiles, and ad-
justable speed drives for heating, ventilation, and
cooling systems.
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R&D 100 Award
Fiber-Optic Sensor Measures Electrical
Current
NASA Lewis has received an R&D 100 Award
from Research & Development magazine for de-
veloping a sensor that can measure electric cur-
rent through optical fibers.
Because the sensor system uses only (noncon-
ducting) optical fibers and light, it has excellent
isolation, which means that it is possible to
measure current at one location and report the
measurement to another location when each
location is at a significantly different voltage. For
example, the current being measured may be
flowing through wires at hundreds or thousands
of volts, and the monitoring station has equip-
ment generally near ground potential.
The current sensor is also immune to electromag-
netic interference, such as electrical noise from
discharges in spacecraft, lightning flashes, or
nearby operating electrical machinery.
For Lewis aerospace applications the sensor was
developed to operate over the broad temperature
range of -65 to 125 °C. Frequencies that can be
covered are 60 Hz for terrestrial use, 400 Hz for
aircraft, and 20 kHz for high-frequency aerospace
power.
Sharing in the award are the National Institute of
Standards and Technology at Boulder, Colorado,
where the major portion of the aerospace sensor
was developed under contract to Lewis; the U.S.
Navy, which is developing the sensor for ship-
board use; and the 3M Corporation, which is
developing the sensor for commercial use by the
electric utility industry.
Lewis contact: Richard L. Patterson, (216) 433-8166
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Photovoltaic Power System Planned for Use in
Antarctica
The remote and hostile nature of the Antarctic
environment presents NASA with an opportunity
to test and verify proposed approaches to plan-
etary surface systems and operational techniques
for future planetary missions. The U.S. Antarctic
Program, run by the National Science Founda-
tion, could, in turn, benefit from NASA systems
Aerospace version of fiber-optic current sensor
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structure
that would increase efficiency, reduce cost, and
minimize environmental impact.
In support of the Antarctic Space Analog Pro-
gram, begun in December 1990, NASA Lewis is
currently involved in the design and construction
of a photovoltaic/battery power system for use at
a remote site camp in the Dry Valley region of
Antarctica. Research at this site is focused on
the study of life forms under the ice of Lake Hoare
through the use of a remotely operated vehicle
(ROV), a small submersible vehicle that moves
through the water collecting data which are re-
layed back to the researchers on the surface.
Both the ROV and the camp are currently pow-
ered by gasoline generators. Under the NASA
Lewis plan, silicon photovoltaic arrays will be
installed at the base camp to provide 1.5 kWe for
laboratory equipment operation. The arrays will
be modularized for ease of deployment and han-
dling by the research team. Each array will be
mounted on a turntable to provide Sun-tracking
capability. Portable battery modules will supply
approximately 3 kW-hr of power to the ROV. Fully
charged batteries will be taken daily from the
camp to the research site on the ice and returned
for recharging at the camp during laboratory off-
hours. Silver-zinc cells were chosen for this
application because of their low mass and
compactness.
The Antarctic power system will provide NASA
with important data on system-level deployment
and operation in a remote location by a minimally
trained crew as well as validate initial integration
concepts. The system will also serve as a precur-
sor demonstration for large-scale base power
augmentation, which would offload diesel fuel
consumption, resulting in significant fuel delivery
savings and a lessening of the environmental
impact associated with diesel fuels.
System development, design, assembly, and inte-
gration is being done in house at NASA Lewis
with delivery to the Antarctic scheduled for
October 1992.
Lewis contact: Lisa Kohout, (216) 433-8004
Headquarters program offices: OAST and OSSA
Photovoltaic panels
Stabilizing legs
Antarctic photovoltaic array.
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Small Free-Piston Stirling DIPS Being
Designed for Robotic Space Missions
Design of a multihundred-watt dynamic isotope
power system (DIPS) is being pursued as a poten-
tial low-cost alternative to radioisotope thermo-
electric generators. The DIPS is based on the
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) general-
purpose heat source (GPHS) and small (multi-
hundredwatt) free-piston Stirling engine with
linear alternator. The design is targeted at the
power needs of future unmanned deep space and
planetary surface exploration missions ranging
from scientific probes to robotic precursor mis-
sions. Power levels for these missions are consid-
erably less than a kilowatt. The incentive for any
dynamic system is that it can save fuel, reducing
cost and radiological hazard.
Unlike a conventional DIPS based on turbomach-
inery conversion, this small Stirling DIPS can be
advantageously scaled to multihundred-watt unit
size while preserving size and mass competitive-
ness with radioisotope thermoelectric generators
(RTG's). Stirling conversion extends the range
where dynamic systems are competitive to hun-
dreds of watts—a power range not previously
considered for these systems. The challenge for
Stirling will be to demonstrate reliability similar
to that experienced with RTG's.
Previous work focused on the feasibility of directly
integrating the general-purpose heat source
(GPHS) with the Stirling heater head. Thermal
modeling of various radiatively coupled heat
source/heater head geometries using data fur-
nished by the developers of the free-piston
Stirling engine and the GPHS indicated that, for
the 1050 K heater head configurations consid-
ered, GPHS fuel clad temperatures will remain
within safe operating limits under all conditions,
including shutdown of one engine on a twin-
engine unit. Subsequent characterization of this
unit, at multihundred-watt size, indicated that
the GPHS /small Stirling DIPS would be roughly
equivalent to the Mod RTG in size and mass but
require one-third the heat source or less.
Effort is currently under way to produce a refer-
ence conceptual design. The design addresses
system-level issues, such as mission environ-
ment, user vehicle integration, and launch and
transit for a typical planetary spacecraft, in addi-
tion to basic requirements associated with launch
safety, assembly and loading, ground handling,
and storage. Mission and user vehicle
Radiator
Dual free-piston Stirling engine (FPSE)
i	 with linear alternator
i
Heat source
assembly
(HSA)	 \ \
HSA outer shell
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GPHS
blocks
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250-We Unit Comparison
Power source
mass,
kg
Power source envelope Radiator
temperature,
K
Number of
GPHS blocks
required
Isotope fuel
required,
kgDiameter, Length,
cm cm
GPHS RTG 45.3 42 110 540 18 11
MOD RTG 31.2 38 70 598 12 7.3
Small Stirling DIPS 33.8 27 100 375 4 2.44
Small Stirling DIPS.
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requirements are furnished by the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory. Design of the integrated heat
source/heater head assembly containing GPHS
modules is being carried out in collaboration with
DOE's Mound Laboratory (a GPHS developer).
Present efforts at Lewis are focusing on engine
configuration and the thermal, mechanical, and
electrical integration of the free-piston Stirling
engine with linear alternator to other subsystems.
The emerging design will be the basis for showing
how mission and user vehicle requirements will
be met, will permit further specification of compo-
nents, and will enable potential users to indepen-
dently evaluate small Stirling DIPS as a low-cost
alternative to RTG's.
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Free-Piston Stirling Space Power Research
Engine Demonstrates Highly Efficient Linear
Alternator
Free-piston Stirling power converters for space
require low-mass, high-efficiency electromechani-
cal conversion devices that can function for 7 to
15 years at relatively high temperatures (525 K).
One technology with the potential to meet these
criteria is the permanent magnet (PM) linear
alternator using Sm 2Co 1 7 magnets. Early at-
tempts to integrate PM linear alternators in 12.5-
kWe free-piston Stirling machines with magnetic
support structures yielded disappointing alterna-
tor efficiencies of about 72 percent. Subsequent
development of system design codes with sup-
porting testing on a linear dynamometer identi-
fied the areas of high loss. New alternator de-
signs with nonmagnetic alternator support struc-
tures that have evolved from this process are
yielding efficiencies greater than 90 percent at
operating temperatures of 350 K. Early results
from the development of a 525 K alternator indi-
cate that a 90-percent-efficient alternator is
achievable even at these temperatures.
The following configurational changes were made
to transform the alternator structure of the
Stirling space power research engine (SPRE) from
magnetic to nonmagnetic:
• The power piston cylinder material was
changed from 4140 steel to beryllium.
• The joining ring and pressure vessel
material was changed from PH 13-8Mo
stainless steel to Inconel 718.
The alternator efficiency of greater than 90 per-
cent measured in SPRE tests at 150-bar pres-
sure, approximately 350 K temperature, a
temperature ratio of 2, and 10-mm piston ampli-
tude correlated well with a linear alternator com-
puter code and agreed closely with prior static
measurements made with the SPRE alternator.
The static measurements had been performed by
applying alternating voltage and current to the
alternator coil while fixing the plunger magnet
holder to prevent its movement. Magnetic flux
measurements were made to ensure that the
magnetic field produced by the applied alternat-
ing voltage was similar to that produced by the
moving magnets during engine operation. Power
consumed under these conditions is a measure of
alternator power loss. By measuring the differ-
ence in power consumed as various elements of
the alternator support system are changed, the
loss associated with each element is measured.
A new, high-temperature alternator has been
designed and fabricated for the component test
power converter (CTPC). The CTPC is being used
to develop components for the next generation of
power converters, and the alternator is designed
to operate at temperatures up to 525 K. Static
measurements have been performed in a similar
manner as for the SPRE. However, in this case
all nonmagnetic structural elements have already
been incorporated into the CTPC. Beginning with
the stator and the coil the difference in power
consumed was measured as the various elements
of the alternator (stator, power piston cylinder,
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the Stirling space power converter. The converter
is being developed under contract by Mechanical
Technology Incorporated and is scheduled for
completion in 1993.
Lewis contact: Donald L. Alger, (216) 891-2927
Headquarters program office: OAST
Hydrostatic Gas Bearings Successfully Tested
in Free -Piston Stirling Engine
Free-piston Stirling space power converters must
rely upon noncontacting bearings to eliminate
wear and thereby achieve long life. Several types
of noncontacting bearings have been considered,
including flexures, hydrostatic gas bearings,
hydrodynamic gas bearings, and magnetic bear-
ings. Flexures and magnetic bearings are being
studied for possible application to high-power
converters (>10-kWe/piston), but they are still
considered developmental at these power levels.
Testing at Mechanical Technology Incorporated
has successfully demonstrated that hydrostatic
gas bearings and hydrodynamic gas bearings are
feasible for high-power converters. New hydro-
static bearing designs have been demonstrated
with self-pumped operation over a power range of
50 to 100 percent with losses comparable to
those for the low-loss hydrodynamic gas bearing.
This technology has been demonstrated on both
the power piston and the displacer piston.
Although the hydrodynamic gas bearing may
have low losses, a complex electrical drive motor
is required to rotate each piston, impairing the
long-term reliability of the bearing system. In
comparison, the new, low-loss hydrostatic gas
bearing is a simple, passive system that relies
upon the piston gas springs to supply gas to
bearing plenums located within the pistons.
engine structure, etc.) were added. The measured
power losses resulting from these static tests
correlated well with linear alternator code calcu-
lations. On the basis of these loss measure-
ments, a CTPC alternator efficiency of greater
than 90 percent is predicted.
Development of the new high-temperature alter-
nator is an important step toward completion of
The pressure swing about the mean gas pressure
in the gas spring is kept as small as possible to
minimize the hysteresis power loss. Prior hydro-
static bearing systems required a pressure swing
of :t 10 bar because only half of the gas spring
pressure wave was used to charge the bearing
supply plenum. The new hydrostatic bearing
system is efficient because it uses the full gas
spring pressure wave to charge both the supply
and drain plenums. Because the full pressure
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wave is used, the pressure in the gas spring
needs to vary only ±5 bar about the mean, with a
correspondingly lower hysteresis loss. By imple-
menting this new bearing design, hydrostatic
bearing losses for a free-piston power converter
with an electrical output of 12.5 kWe have been
reduced from about 1700 W to 600 W.
The new hydrostatic bearing design has also
incorporated other mechanical improvements.
For example, bearing plenums were previously
placed in the cylinder and involved tortuous flow
paths that could neither be inspected nor
cleaned. The new design incorporates straight-
through passages that can easily be inspected
and cleaned.
Development of the new hydrostatic bearing sys-
tem is an important step toward completion of the
Stirling space power converter. The converter is
being developed under contract by Mechanical
Technology Incorporated and is scheduled for
completion in 1993.
Lewis contact: Donald L. Alger, (216) 891-2927
Headquarters program office: OAST
Model Predicts Focusing of Plasma Ions Into
Insulation Holes
As new technologies are developed and larger,
higher-power-level spacecraft are flown, interac-
tions with the space environment will cause new
problems. Space Station Freedom serves as an
example of this. As a result of interactions be-
tween the solar arrays and the ionospheric
plasma, the structure will float 100 V or more
negative relative to the plasma for about one-
third of its orbit. Conductive surfaces will there-
fore be slowly sputtered by 100-eV positive ions,
and nearby surfaces will be contaminated. Tools
need to be developed to assist in evaluating the
contamination rate for future mission planning.
One tool that is being developed is a model to
predict how ions are focused into holes and de-
fects in the insulative coatings on the structure.
The model estimates the thickness of the plasma
sheath near the hole (i.e., the thickness of the
region where electric fields can influence ion
trajectories). It then calculates the ion trajecto-
ries to determine which ions will fall into the hole
and which will harmlessly hit the insulation sur-
face. From these trajectories the enhancement of
the ion flux relative to the nominal ion flux to the
hole can be calculated. Typically, ion fluxes into
the hole are enhanced on the order of 16 times
for space conditions and millimeter-size holes.
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LEO Atomic Oxygen Undercutting
Documented at Protective Coating Defect
Sites on LDEF
The Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF)
exposed many types of spacecraft materials to the
harsh environment of low Earth orbit (LEO) so
that interactions of materials with the space envi-
ronment could be characterized. Over 10,000
samples were exposed to the LEO space environ-
ment for 5.8 years. Because exact simulation of
LEO atomic oxygen has not been achieved in
ground-based facilities, comparisons of ground-
based atomic oxygen exposure and LEO atomic
oxygen exposure are greatly desired. Assessment
of long-term exposure to LEO atomic oxygen can
now be accomplished with the materials retrieved
on LDEF.
Measured ion currents normalized to plasma conditions (2-eV
argon; 2 X10121 m3) and hole size (2.7-mm radius) and com-
pared with model.
Model predictions have been compared with ex-
perimental observations obtained at Marshall
Space Flight Center. The agreement is excel-
lent—well within the uncertainty in the plasma
conditions.
The model can be used to predict ion current
enhancements to conductive spacecraft surfaces.
These surfaces may be part of the design or
created during normal operation from handling
accidents, micrometeor or debris impacts, or
breakdown of the thin dielectric coatings on the
structure. Coupled with sputter yields, the model
can be used to determine contamination source
rates that are needed for evaluating possible
problems.
Lewis contacts: David B. Snyder, (216) 433-2217;
Joel L. Herr, (216) 433-8771
Headquarters program office: OAST
Materials that are susceptible to oxidation must
be protected when used in LEO, but protected
materials are still vunerable to atomic oxygen
damage due to undercutting at protective coating
defect sites. Undercutting (oxidation below the
defect site that can exceed the original defect
area) can occur from sweeping ram atomic oxygen
exposure if the spacecraft rotates with respect to
its direction of travel. Undercutting can also
occur if the spacecraft is oriented with a fixed
direction and receives direct ram atomic oxygen
exposure. Scattering also allows the atomic oxy-
gen to get underneath the protective coating and
contributes to undercutting. The potentially
devastating damage that can occur due to scat-
tering and the thermal effects of atomic oxygen is
not widely understood. Although atomic oxygen
undercutting is expected to occur in LEO, it has
not been observed previously and has not been
documented on prior spaceflight materials.
Analysis of an aluminum-coated Kapton multi-
layer insulation sample that was flown on the
leading edge of LDEF has allowed documentation
of atomic oxygen undercutting of oxidizable mate-
rials in LEO. After erosion of a 3-mil Kapton
cover sheet (aluminized on the back side), the
sample was exposed to an atomic oxygen fluence
of approximately 5.77 x 10 21
 atoms/cm 2 . Cracks
in the aluminum coating (caused by punching
vent holes during fabrication) allowed atomic
oxygen to attack the underlying Kapton. Under-
cutting of the Kapton was observed with a scan-
ning electron microscope. The degree of atomic
oxygen attack beyond the original defect site was
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Current in-house research efforts at NASA Lewis
include developing a Monte Carlo model that can
predict undercutting profiles for ground-based
and LEO atomic oxygen exposures. The model
will be adjusted on the basis of ground exposures
and further analyses of spaceflight coupons. The
Monte Carlo model will be used to predict long-
term LEO atomic oxygen durability of Space Sta-
tion Freedom power system materials, such as
photovoltaic array blankets.
Lewis contacts: Kim K. de Groh, (216) 433-2297;
Bruce A. Banks, (216) 433-2308
Headquarters program office: OAST(a)
LEO direct ram atomic oxygen undercut profiles at protective
coating defect sites: (a) Monte Carlo prediction, (b) LDEF
aluminized-Kapton multilayer insulation.
extensive considering that LDEF was in a fixed
orbital orientation. Undercut widths exceeded
crack widths by up to 16.6 times—evidence of the
potential damage atomic oxygen can cause at
defect sites in protective coatings. This documen-
tation provides evidence that atomic oxygen will
scatter off spacecraft surfaces and may react with
hidden unprotected oxidizable materials. There-
fore, these materials should be considered for
protection as well.
Many oxidizable spacecraft components, such as
the photovoltaic array blanket material Kapton,
will be exposed to sweeping ram atomic oxygen as
the solar cells track the Sun during orbit. Sweep-
ing ram atomic oxygen attack (the main impact
direction moves across the surface in a sweeping
movement, instead of impacting from one direc-
tion) will cause more severe undercutting than
direct ram exposure.
Experiments Will Evaluate Oxygen-Material
Interactions
The Evaluation of Oxygen Interactions with Mate-
rials Experiment (EOIM-III) is scheduled for a
June 1992 launch. This experiment will expose
various Space Station Freedom materials to ram
atomic oxygen for 40 hours. The objectives of the
experiment are to obtain material erosion yields,
to evaluate protective coatings, and to test the
durability of various materials. NASA Lewis will
play a major role in determining which materials
are to be exposed and how they will be evaluated.
The accompanying figure shows the totality of the
EOIM-III, which includes a mass spectrometer.
NASA Lewis has two passive trays (92 test
samples). There are also 58 samples on the
heated trays, 16 samples on variable atomic oxy-
gen exposure trays, 12 samples on controlled
ultraviolet exposure trays, a pin-hole camera to
measure atomic oxygen directionality, two reflec-
tometers to measure atomic oxygen first-bounce
effects on materials, 12 mechanically stressed
materials to measure atomic oxygen interaction
with tensile-stressed solar array blanket materi-
als, and the Space Station Freedom Array Materi-
als Erosion Experiment (SSFAME). The results
will be very valuable in predicting material life
and in selecting materials for Space Station
Freedom.
Lewis contacts: Bruce A. Banks, (216) 433-2308;
Michael J. Mirtich, (216) 433-5616
Headquarters program office: OAST
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EOIM configuration.
Fabrication Techniques Developed for All-
Metal Advanced Solar Concentrators
A solar dynamic power system requires a highly
accurate concentrator to focus thermal energy
into a heat receiver that heats the working fluid of
a power conversion system (e.g., Brayton or
Stirling). NASA Lewis defined the primary goal of
an advanced solar concentrator panel as optical
efficiency. The concentrator must be lightweight,
scaleable, long lived, and survivable during
launch loads and in the low-Earth-orbit environ-
ment. An all-metal concentrator resists the ef-
fects of atomic oxygen. Fabrication techniques
were recently developed for a high-quality, all-
metal advanced solar concentrator.
The Advanced Manufacturing Center (AMC) of
Cleveland State University recently developed an
all-metal panel for a 2-m-diameter concentrator.
The panel is of honeycomb sandwich construction
with aluminum front and back sneets and an
aluminum honeycomb core bonded together with
a two-part epoxy fillet. Cure shrinkage and ther-
mal contraction at the fillet can cause the
facesheet to deform, resulting in panel dimpling
or "print through." This effect can be reduced by
increasing the facesheet thickness. The AMC
panel includes a 0.25-in.-thick honeycomb sand-
wich between a 0.003-in.-thick back sheet and a
0.012-in.-thick front sheet. The finished panel
weighs 2.2 kg/m 2
 and has a facet slope error of
0.6 mrad. Preliminary thermal cycling of the test
coupons from room temperature to 150 ^C for
50 cycles shows no apparent degrading effect.
The AMC is investigating two levelizing polymers
to produce a high-quality optical surface accept-
able for further coating with vapor-deposited
reflective films. The polymers include Emerson &
Cumings Eccocoat EP-3 and Shell Epon 826.
Solar Kinetics Inc. (SKI) has recently developed
an all-metal aluminum honeycomb sandwich
concentrator panel similar to that of the AMC.
The SKI panel includes a 0.25-in.-thick
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All-metal solar concentrator panel.
honeycomb with a 0.012-in.-thick front sheet and
a 0.005-in.-thick back sheet bonded by a two-
part epoxy fillet, combining to produce an overall
weight of 1.8 kg/m 2 . A high-quality, 3-µm-thick
polyimide levelizing layer is applied by spin coat-
ing to produce a facet slope error of 0.94 mrad. A
reflective laver of aluminum, including a protec-
tive layer of aluminum oxide, is then deposited on
top of the polyimide coating. The overall solar-
weighted reflectance within a full cone angle of
4 mrad is 85.8 percent. The completed panel was
unaffected by being thermally cycled over
4000 times from 37 to 90 'C. A thermal gravimet-
ric analysis of the polyimide levelizing coating
showed near zero weight loss up to 300'C—well
above the operating temperature of 80 'C.
Both AMC and SKI have demonstrated that an
all-metal concentrator can be fabricated to be
lightweight, highly reflective, accurate, scaleable,
and long lived. The AMC and SKI panels that met
the required goals were fabricated and delivered
to NASA Lewis. The all-metal solar concentrator
concept holds promise for achieving the objectives
of future solar dynamic power systems for the
growth of Space Station Freedom and other po-
tential spacecraft missions.
Lewis contact: Scott W. Richter, (216) 433-6118
Headquarters program office: OAST
Thermal Control Concepts Selected for
Advanced Space Power Electronics
Advanced space electronics for power condition-
ing and control produce a significant amount of
waste heat. Present state-of-the-art technology
requires large radiators to transfer this heat to
space. With the development at NASA Lewis of
advanced electronics, which operate at high tem-
peratures (300 to 500 K) and new thermal control
techniques for these electronics, it is possible to
reduce this radiator requirement by a factor of
approximately 20.
Four thermal control concepts: a direct-
immersion heat pipe, two micropump concepts,
and a vapor-pressure-pumped-loop concept were
selected for study. These concepts have the po-
tential to significantly reduce temperature drops
between electronic components and their heat
sinks.
The direct-immersion heat pipe concept calls for
burying the electronic components in the wick
structure of a heat pipe. The working fluid of the
heat pipe is dielectric. Experiments to evaluate
the heat flux capability of this concept are being
performed.
This work, which originated at NASA Lewis, is
being pursued on research grants by the Univer-
sity of Kentucky and the University of California,
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San Diego, and on contract with Research Inter-
national, Incorporated.
Lewis contact: Karl W. Baker, (216) 433-6162
Headquarters program office: OAST
Space Electronics
Breadboard Testing of Ka-Band MMIC
Microstrip Subarray Completed
Ka-band technology is being incorporated into
new commercial and military satellite communi-
cations systems for increased channel capacity,
improved security, and interference-free opera-
tion. The Advanced Communications Technology
Satellite (ACTS), to be launched in 1993, repre-
sents an important commercial application of the
Ka-band technology. In a recent technology
assessment of alternative communications sys-
tems for NASA's Space Exploration Initiative
(SEI), Ka-band communications technology has
also been identified as meeting mission require-
ments for telecommunications, navigation, and
information management. Ka-band microstrip
antenna arrays with monolithic microwave inte-
grated circuit (MMIC) amplifiers and phase
shifters are particularly attractive for these appli-
cations. These planar, electronically steerable
arrays, whether used as direct radiating phased
arrays or as array feeds for high-gain reflector
antenna systems, offer significant size and mass
reduction as well as better system reliability.
NASA Lewis, under a contract with Texas Instru-
ments, is developing a 16-element Ka-band MMIC
microstrip subarray module. The contract empha-
sizes MMIC insertion (not MMIC device) technol-
ogy development in the design and fabrication of
a 4 x 4 electronically steerable subarray. The
30-month contract began in March 1990. The
subarray features a multilayer "tile" architecture.
This approach reduces the depth of the array and
exploits the performance capabilities of microstrip
patch radiators. In the hybrid assembly technique
individual MMIC chips are separately tested and
then integrated into the microstrip beam-forming
network by using wire bonds. The subarray
measures 1.3 by 1.3 by 0.3 in. and consists of 16
cavity-backed circular patch elements, 16 MMIC
power amplifiers, 16 MMIC phase shifters, 2 cus-
tomized application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) chips for phase shifter control, switches for
remotely turning amplifiers on and off, a planar
16-way radiofrequency (RF) power divider, and 2
multilayer direct current/logic distribution
boards. The patch element is excited by an
aperture-coupled microstrip line, and the phase
shifter is a four-bit switched line that uses
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gallium arsenide P-type intrinsic N-type diodes as
control elements. The subarray is designed to
radiate 75 W of effective isotropic radiated power
and scan over ±30° in azimuth and elevation. The
subarray has vertical polarization and is designed
to operate over 5-percent bandwidth centered at
29.3 GHz.
Significant progress has been achieved this year.
Breadboard testing of the RF distribution net-
work, the radiating elements, and the mechanical
test pieces has been completed. Results indicate
that the radiating element provides more than
5-dB gain over 8-percent bandwidth, that the
four-bit MMIC phase shifter has an insertion loss
of less than 6 dB, and that amplitude variation as
a function of phase state is within ±0.5 dB. Car-
rier plate level testing with a new phase shifter
and new amplifiers from previous contracts has
demonstrated low coupling between adjacent
channels and very good operational stability.
Fabrication and testing of the new amplifier is in
progress. The ASIC specification control drawing
has been released to the vendor. After the suc-
cessful completion of tasks involving the bread-
boarding of key components and assemblies,
approval for fabrication was given at the final
design review in August 1991. The current sched-
ule shows contract completion in May 1992, four
months ahead of schedule.
The contract has been augmented with funds
from the ACTS Project Office to fabricate a second
16-element subarray for use in the ACTS
aeroterminal experiment. Plans are proceeding for
integration of both arrays into the Lewis Learjet.
Lewis contact: Dr. Richard 9. Lee, (216) 433-3489
Headquarters program office: OAST
Optical Control Designed for Phased-Array
Antennas
Phased-array antennas are presently being devel-
oped that use monolithic microwave integrated
circuit (MMIC) amplifiers and phase shifters that
enable space-based communications antennas to
be electronically steered and pointed. This mini-
mizes the amount of fuel the spacecraft would
require to physically position a large microwave
antenna in space. At microwave frequencies in
the Ka band the antennas must be larger than
10 ft in diameter in order to collect enough of the
communications signal. A phased-array antenna
of this size will require hundreds, perhaps thou-
sands, of MMIC-based antenna elements. In
order to coordinate the settings of the MMIC
devices, a small, lightweight, low-loss control
distribution network that links the antenna ele-
ments to a controller is needed. Fiber optics is
being investigated for this network.
A requirement for optical control of arrays is an
opto-electronic interface circuit (OEIC) that can
take a serial optical input signal and demultiplex
it into a parallel electrical output signal which is
compatible with the MMIC digital signal inputs.
Fabrication and experimental verification of OEIC
devices are the objectives of a contract with
Honeywell's Sensor Research Center.
The initial design and fabrication cycle produced
proof-of-feasibility hybrid devices. The present
cycle incorporates several additional state-of-the-
art features in a fully monolithic chip. Data
transmission to 300 Mbps is available with data
encoding to provide built-in clock recovery. The
OEIC also features on-chip addressability and
on-chip diagnostics. The OEIC has been designed
to meet the requirements of future advanced
phased-array antenna systems and is compatible
with optical local area network requirements.
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Circuit design has been completed, fabrication
has begun, and delivery of OEIC devices is sched-
uled for January 1992.
Lewis contact: Richard R. Kunath, (216) 433-3490
Headquarters program office: OAST
Packaging Developed for Monolithic
Microwave Integrated Circuits
The technology for packaging monolithic micro-
wave and millimeter-wave integrated circuits
(MMIC's) has not kept pace with the development
of the chips themselves. Although gallium
arsenide (GaAs) MMIC's can operate at frequen-
cies higher than 40 GHz, packaging technology
presently limits operation well below 25 GHz,
thereby inhibiting the insertion of these devices
into systems. NASA Lewis is expending much
effort, particularly in the 18- to 44-GHz frequency
range, to develop approaches for packaging high-
performance MMIC devices. The successful
development of MMIC packaging will allow the
capabilities inherent in MMIC devices to be
exploited in a variety of space, airborne, and
terrestrial communications systems.
The Lewis packaging technology development
program is supported by two industry contracts
that examine various approaches to MMIC pack-
aging. A contract with Hughes Aircraft Company
deals primarily with the development of a generic,
or universal, package and the attendant test
fixturing that supports single MMIC chip packag-
ing concepts. This type of package offers full
hermeticity, mechanical device protection, heat
removal from the device, and frequency coverage
through 44 GHz. The second packaging contract,
with Holz Industries, a Small Business Innovative
Research (SBIR) phase II contract, specifically
addresses the use of low-loss fused quartz as a
substrate material. This contract has successfully
demonstrated the use of fused quartz for device
packaging and has examined its feasibility for
multielement or multicircuit packages as they
would be applied to advanced phased-array
antenna systems. One such proof-of-concept
package, the multielement, multilayer millimeter-
wave package module, permits several radio-
frequency (RF) MMIC devices to be placed in close
proximity to one another in a single package to
allow close spacing of radiating element in array
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applications. Each MMIC is installed in an indi-
vidual compartment to eliminate crosstalk
between chips and to suppress electrical moding.
RF signals are distributed from a single micro-
strip input to each of four MMIC devices by using
a thin-film power divider network.
In a typical phased-array application four multi-
bit phase shifters are installed into the recesses
in the module. The diagram indicates how the
challenging bias and control line interconnect
problem is addressed. Two places are provided for
application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC's) in
the module to demultiplex a single serial data
stream sent from a system controller. The ASIC
and the RF MMIC's are interconnected through
multiple layers of metalized lines printed on sub-
strates below the RF ground plane and connected
vertically by filled vias. Direct-current bias inter-
connection is done in a similar manner. Overall
module size is approximately 1 by 1 by 1/ 16 in.
This and other packages produced by the Holz
and Hughes contracts will be fully evaluated in
the Lewis MMIC characterization testbed in 1992.
Lewis contact: Kurt A. Shalkhauser, (216) 433-3452
Headquarters program office: OAST
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High-Efficiency Traveling Wave Tube
Amplifiers Demonstrated for Deep-Space
Communications
The traveling wave tube amplifier (TWTA) effi-
ciency enhancement programs ongoing at NASA
Lewis continue to provide the technologies needed
for high-efficiency millimeter-wave communica-
tions amplifiers for planned NASA missions to
deep space. A current objective of this effort is to
develop a very high-efficiency TWTA operating in
the Ka band (32 GHz) for the Cassini mission to
the environment of Saturn, scheduled for launch
in late 1995. This work is being conducted in
contractual and cooperative effort with the Elec-
tron Dynamics Division of the Hughes Aircraft
Company.
The required radiofrequency (RF) output for the
Cassini traveling wave tube is 10 W; the direct-
current power input to the electronic power con-
ditioner is limited to about 30 W. Achieving this
performance goal, representing a sharp increase
in efficiency relative to Ka-band TWTA's now
available at this power level, will permit the trans-
mission to Earth of all the data produced in the
mission. Several Lewis-developed efficiency-
enhancing technologies are applied throughout
the TWTA to accomplish this, including
computer-aided design and experimental develop-
ment efforts. A major Lewis contribution is the
design of an advanced helix dynamic velocity
taper (DVT) to significantly improve the interac-
tion between the electron beam and the electro-
magnetic wave. Lewis also supplied the design of
a spent-beam refocusing section and a multistage
depressed collector (MDC) and will provide
in-house treatment of the electrode surfaces to
suppress secondary electron emission. All of this
will enhance energy recovery in the spent electron
beam. Other features intended to improve travel-
ing wave tube performance are the reduced-
interaction-section magnet period, to improve
beam quality, and the more efficient cathode
support assembly, to reduce required heater
power. Results of tests performed recently with a
development TWT having a Lewis-designed MDC
and a short-pitch body magnet stack indicated a
measured saturated RF output power of 9.44 W
at a beam current of 13 mA and a helix voltage of
5200 V. The overall TWT efficiency at that condi-
tion was 39.5 percent. With further planned elec-
tron gun modification and other changes, the
objective efficiency of 43 percent is expected to be
32-GHz Cassini traveling wave tube.
readily achieved. Importantly, the MDC design
was experimentally demonstrated.
As currently planned, the program will conclude
with the delivery of four fully functional engineer-
ing model TWT's along with one breadboard
model electronic power conditioner integrated and
tested with one of the TWT's. Coordination with
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has produced
packaging and testing requirements for the hard-
ware delivered from this research and develop-
ment program to be an immediate predecessor for
the development of a final flight model TWTA for
the Cassini mission.
Lewis contact: Arthur N. Curren, (216) 433-3519
Headquarters program office: OAST
60-GHz Traveling Wave Tube Designed for
Intersatellite Communications
The frequency band near 60 GHz is ideally suited
to communications between spacecraft. This
frequency is strongly absorbed by the atmos-
phere, and therefore interference from transmit-
ters on the ground will be minimized. However,
amplifiers needed for 60-GHz transmitters tend to
be inefficient and generally unsuitable for use in
space. With the application of efficiency enhance-
ment techniques developed at Lewis, a vacuum
electronic device called the traveling wave tube
(TWT) shows considerable promise for use in this
application.
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60-GHz TWTA.
A dual-mode (75/30 W), 59- to 64-GHz TWT for
intersatellite communications is being developed
for NASA Lewis by Hughes Aircraft Company.
The TWT, designated the 961 HA, employs a
coupled-cavity, slow-wave structure with a two-
step velocity taper and a NASA Lewis-designed
isotropic graphite multistage depressed collector
(MDC). Two TWT's will be fabricated and tested
under the contract, with an option to purchase
two more. An earlier development model (961 H)
demonstrated both the high power and broad
bandwidth required. The emphasis of the current
effort is on achieving high overall efficiency, dual
power mode capability in the required operating
band, and a substantial reduction in the MDC
size and weight.
The design effort has been completed with prom-
ising results. Computer modeling indicates that
the radiofrequency performance of the TWT
should be more than adequate. Computed MDC
efficiencies in the 94-percent range indicate that
the objective of a 40-percent overall TWT effi-
ciency should be readily achievable.
Fabrication of the first of two TWT's was recently
completed. A minimum saturated output power of
75 W was achieved over 4 GHz of bandwidth
under low-duty operation. The estimated collector
efficiency of 93.9 percent was in close agreement
with the computer-predicted value of 94.3 per-
cent. However, with an 11-perent beam intercep-
tion (possibly caused by small misalignments),
continuous-wave operation could not be achieved.
If the beam interception design goal of 2 percent
can be obtained with the second TWT, currently
under fabrication, it is expected that the overall
efficiency will exceed the 40-percent goal. Fabri-
cation of the second TWT is well under way. A
third model is being purchased on the contract
option.
Lewis contact: Peter Ramins, (216) 433-3521
Headquarters program office: OAST
Submillimeter-Wavelength Backward-Wave
Oscillator Designed
The submillim eter -wavelength, backward-wave
oscillator is an electron beam device with poten-
tial application as a voltage-tunable local oscilla-
tor for heterodyne receiver spectrometers
deployed above Earth's atmosphere. The submilli-
meter wavelength region is of interest to radio
astronomers because it is coincident with the
rotational spectra of many molecules. The
backward-wave oscillator appears to be the best
device for supporting this application. In addition
to being voltage tunable, it can be phase locked
and can provide sufficient power for almost any of
the envisioned systems, including arrays of detec-
tors for imaging and for quick data recovery. The
project goal is to reach an operating frequency of
2000 GHz. A number of successful design inno-
vations have been produced. These include a
microfabricated circuit on a diamond substrate,
an optical output coupler, and a high-impedance,
slow-wave structure. The microfabrication tech-
nique, which was developed at MIT Lincoln Labo-
ratory, has enabled the use of an interdigital line
circuit. This fundamental backward-wave struc-
ture has a higher impedance than the vane struc-
ture that is usually used at high frequencies. The
circuit is etched onto a diamond substrate to
diminish the problem of passive cooling in space.
Wideband operation is achieved through use of a
quasi-optical output coupler. A tapered-slot line
antenna, with a cover plate to confine the radia-
tion, feeds the radiation to a sapphire lens colli-
mator and then transmits it through a window
(quartz or sapphire) in the vacuum envelope.
A lanthanum hexaboride (La13 6) cathode was
installed into the experiment at NASA Lewis. This
cathode has been cycled to operating temperature
about 40 times and has been operated for nearly
300 hr without noticeable degradation in emis-
sion. The life of this cathode appears to be limited
by the evaporation rate of the La13 6 crystal. The
cathode is capable of the high emission densities
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required to overcome the severe losses occurring
at terahertz frequencies.
At this time the backward-wave oscillator has
demonstrated a continuously tunable bandwidth
of 78 percent (137 to 311.5 GHz). A measurement
made at Lewis with a Golay cell detector cali-
brated against a carbon-dioxide-pumped far-
infrared laser indicates that the output power is
21.5 mW.
Lewis contact: Norbert Stankiewicz, (216) 433-3674
Headquarters program office: OAST
Cryogenic High-Electron -Mobility Transistor
Studied
Studies for future NASA missions project that
communications systems will require receivers
with noise figures that cannot be achieved in
room-temperature electronics. Although cooling
will improve the performance of most electronic
systems, a device that has been optimized for
operation at cryogenic temperatures promises
even greater enhancements. Passive cooling in
space will enable the use of these optimized de-
vices in spacecraft without the problems
encountered in active cooling. In addition, such
devices would be useful in systems that contain
high-temperature superconductors as these will
also require more conventional semiconductor
circuitry as a complementary feature. The objec-
tive of the cryogenic High-Electron-Mobility Tran-
sistor (HEMT) Program is to develop basic
three-terminal devices whose structure (materials
and geometry) has been optimized for operation
at cryogenic temperatures. Improvement is meas-
ured primarily by gain as measured over fre-
quency and temperature and the maximum
frequencies of operation that are obtained from
those measurements. Incorporating such devices
in microwave circuitry should result in lower
noise systems. The lower noise is a direct result
of the higher gain and higher frequency of
operation.
NASA Lewis is using an active channel of indium
gallium arsenide with extremely high indium
content (up to 70 percent) on indium phosphide
(InP) substrates. The high indium concentration
produces relatively small band gaps and therefore
provides exceptionally good charge confinement
when a quantum well is fabricated. During the
last year, in collaboration with the University of
Michigan, 0.1- and 0.2-µm gate devices were
fabricated by using indium concentrations of 53
to 70 percent. S-parameters characterizing the
device performance have been measured over
both frequency and temperature, and equivalent
circuit parameters for the devices have been
extracted from these data. In conjunction with
this effort, a probe-based cryogenic test station
has been developed that will permit testing of
devices at controllable, variable cryogenic tem-
peratures on a wafer without bond wires. This
capability is unique in the United States.
This work can be commercialized, as the main
component of the device is the molecular-beam-
epitaxy-grown indium gallium arsenide/indium
phosphide, which can be ordered from QED, Inc.
However, at the present time, only the 53 percent
indium is commercially available. Field-effect
transistors from the Michigan work have been
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supplied for evaluation to the Princeton Univer-
sity research group for possible application in the
Cosmic Ray Background Experiment (COBS)
satellite.
Lewis contact: Dr. Samuel Alterovitz, (216) 433-3517
Headquarters program office: OAST
High-Temperature Superconducting Space
Experiment Begins Development
High-temperature superconductivity (HTS) offers
the potential for extremely low-loss interconnects
and transmission lines at frequencies below
approximately 60 GHz. This in turn makes fea-
sible the implementation of a number of compo-
nents, such as filters and oscillators, in planar
(microstrip or coplanar waveguide) technologies
whose losses would have been prohibitive in nor-
mal metal. In addition, the reduced losses in
interconnects and matching circuits have the
potential for significantly lowering the losses and
hence the system noise figures for ultra-low-noise
communications receivers.
NASA Lewis is working to design, fabricate, eval-
uate, and deliver a superconducting receiver
module for space testing on the Naval Research
Laboratory's (NRL's) High-Temperature Supercon-
ducting Space Experiment (HTSSE-II) satellite, to
be launched in 1994. NRL's host satellite will
perform radiofrequency testing of a limited num-
ber of superconducting subsystems or advanced
components in space for a period of approxi-
mately 6 months. The ultimate goal is the early
demonstration of superconducting components
that have been designed and packaged under the
restrictions imposed by the space environment. In
the course of fabricating the NASA module,
numerous problems associated with the integra-
tion of semiconductor devices and HTS materials
will be explored.
The circuits presently under development repre-
sent a joint effort of NASA Lewis and the Jet Pro-
pulsion Laboratory. The low-noise receiver to be
built will accept 7.25-GHz radiofrequency input,
will provide low-noise amplification, and will
downconvert to 1-GHz intermediate frequency.
The local oscillator will be contained within the
module. Input matching and filtering circuitry
will utilize HTS materials, as will the local oscilla-
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tor. The active elements in the low-noise ampli-
fier, the mixer, and the oscillator will all be con-
ventional semiconductor devices.
A proposal describing the proposed experiment
has been submitted to NRL and has been tenta-
tively accepted. Responsibilities for component
development have been assigned. JPL will be
responsible for the input circuitry and the low-
noise amplifier; Lewis will provide the mixer and
the local oscillator. JPL will be responsible for
module integration and space qualification.
Lewis contacts: Dr. Kul B. Bhasin, (216) 433-3676;
Robert R. Romanofsky, (216) 433-3507
Headquarters program office: OAST
Four-Element Array Tested for Ka-Band
Superconducting Microstrip Antenna
Phased-array antennas offer the potential for
enabling large electronically steered phased
arrays. Such antennas eliminate the need for
large, heavy, mechanically noisy, and potentially
unreliable mechanical steering devices presently
used in conjunction with any highly directive
antenna. The number of elements (and therefore
the size) of a phased-array antenna is limited,
however, by the losses incurred in the complex
feed structures encountered in large arrays. Cal-
culations indicate that at least to frequencies of
32 GHz the use of superconducting materials in
the phased-array feed network will significantly
reduce such losses and make higher gain anten-
nas possible.
NASA Lewis is working to design, fabricate, and
test a superconducting array antenna and to
demonstrate its advantages in terms of feed net-
work losses. This work is being carried out in
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collaboration with Ball Aerospace. Ball is actively
engaged in estimating the cooling requirements of
a Ka-band phased array, as well as in designing
prototype antenna modules. NASA Lewis' contri-
bution to the effort has been the fabrication and
testing of a 2 x 2 element array using Ball's de-
sign. As a critical part of this effort a cryogenic
antenna test facility has been developed, and
preliminary radiation patterns for the first four-
element array have been measured. Calculations
indicate that approximately 16 elements (4x4)
are needed before a reduction in feed network
losses can be observed.
Lewis contact: Dr. Kul B. Bhasin, (216) 433-3676
Headquarters program office: OAST
Flexible High-Speed Codec Designed
Future processing satellites with tens of gigabits
per second throughput, multiple-beam time-
division multiple-access/frequency-division
multiple-access (TDMA/FDMA) hybrid uplinks,
and multiple-beam, high-data-rate time-division-
multiplexed (TDM) downlinks will require high-
speed burst data encoding, decoding, and error
correction. Planned NASA missions, such as the
evolutionary Space Station, will require high-
reliability voice, data, and video communications
with several hundred megabits per second
throughput. High-performance coding can
reduce the transmitting power requirements and
the size, weight, and costs of the antenna and
radiofrequency subsystems for a given bit-error-
rate performance and bandwidth conservation
requirement.
Coding may also be used to adaptively compen-
sate for rain attenuation on a burst-by-burst
basis. Further advancement of the implementa-
tion of flexible, high-speed coding technology is
required to enhance the performance and effi-
ciency of existing and future communications
systems and to reduce both the development risk
and the costs for Government and commercial
space communications applications.
NASA Lewis has contracted the Harris Corpora-
tion to develop and demonstrate advanced high-
speed coding technology that provides substantial
coding gains with limited bandwidth expansion
relative to the uncoded bit-error-rate performance
of several common modulation techniques. The
scope of the contract is to analyze, design, fabri-
cate, test, and demonstrate advanced technology
in the form of a flexible high-speed codec (FHSC)
consisting of a Bose -Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem
(BCH) hard-decision, complementary- metal-
oxide-semiconductor, application-specific inte-
grated circuit (CMOS ASIC) codec coupled with a
Chase algorithm applique for soft decision. This
advanced technology will have applications in
space and ground segments of communications
systems in the 1990's and beyond.
The FHSC system design and the chosen imple-
mentation provide a highly flexible architecture
and components that can be applied in other
systems. A stand-alone, 300-Mbps, triple-error-
correcting, hard-decision BCH codec is
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implemented on a single CMOS ASIC chip. This
chip contains all functions necessary to operate
in both burst and continuous modes. A discrete
implementation of a Chase algorithm is provided
to augment the hard-decision codec chip and to
enhance the gain by adding soft-decision infor-
mation. This feature demonstrates the first use of
soft-decision information with block codes for
higher coding gain.
The FHSC system is well suited for bandwidth-
efficient communications systems. It provides a
flexible, high-performance codec with high coding
gain, high code rates, and high data rates. The
FHSC provides coding gains as high as 5.3 dB at
a bit error rate of 10 -8 . The FHSC can handle
code rates of 7/8 to 15/ 16 (i.e., low band spread-
ing) depending on block size. It can also handle
data rate requirements up to 300 Mbps (uncoded)
over a 200-MHz (at 3 dB) bandwidth radiofre-
quency channel. The FHSC also interfaces to the
M-ary alphabet.
Over the past year FHSC chassis designs were
completed. Checkout of the input/output
formatter card was completed for the test and
demonstration equipment. Also, interfaces
between personal computers and the test demon-
stration equipment as well as noise generator
card designs were completed. Wire wrap and
component assembly of the BCH card cage
assembly was completed. Generation of the wire
wrap files for the Gardner Denver machine was
completed for noise generator # 1 card cage
assembly. BCH ASIC chip design layout and
simulation was completed. Detailed design of the
FHSC soft-decision (Chase) circuits were com-
pleted. Design and simulation of the receiver
formatter card for the Chase circuits were
completed.
Lewis contact: Robert E. Jones, (216) 433-3457
Headquarters program office: OAST
Design of Programmable Digital Modem Nears
Completion
A modulator and demodulator pair (modem) con-
verts communications signals, such as voice,
video, and computer data, into a format suitable
for free-space transmission and reception.
Modems are similar in function to radios and
cellular telephones. NASA Lewis and Comsat
Laboratories are applying advanced digital
computer-like technologies to satellite modems to
make significant reductions in cost and improve-
ments in performance. Such digital modems can
be easily reprogrammed to suit the needs of a
variety of communications systems with no addi-
tional engineering design or hardware modifica-
tion costs.
Comsat Laboratories is under contract with NASA
Lewis to develop a demonstration model of a
digital modem that is externally programmable
for modulation technique and data rate. The
programmable digital modem will support BPSK,
QPSK, offset QPSK, 8-PSK, and 16-QAM modula-
tion formats for data throughput from about 2 to
300 Mbps. The modem is designed for burst
acquisition and continuous modes of operation.
Comsat is sharing the cost of developing and
implementing an application-specific integrated
circuit (ASIC) that is critical to several functions
of the demodulator. In this second year of the
three-year contract, design simulation studies
were completed that dictate the detailed hardware
design. The detailed designs of the programmable
digital modem, the preaverager ASIC, and the
test demonstration equipment are near comple-
tion. A paper entitled "Programmable Digital
Modem" was presented by Comsat at the NASA-
sponsored Second Communications Technology
Conference in November 1991.
Lewis contact: James M. Budinger, (216) 433-3496
Headquarters program office: OAST
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Flexible Trellis Modem and Codec Being
Developed
Redundant information embedded in a data
stream can significantly improve the chances of
recovering the original data without any errors
after its 44,000-mile journey through atmosphere
and space. When co-designed with the modula-
tion technique, powerful error-correcting codes
can be used to reduce the amount of power and
bandwidth required to convey the information.
NASA Lewis, Sverdrup Technology, and Ohio
University are applying state-of-the-art digital
signal processing to the modulation and coding
function to offer flexible operation and improved
performance through combined hardware and
software.
An in-house project at NASA Lewis is developing
a testbed model of a digital flexible trellis modem
and codec (FTMC). Its operation is based upon a
pragmatic approach to trellis-coded modulation
that emphasizes both power and spectral effi-
ciency. The development incorporates program-
mable modulation formats, variations of trellis
coding, and advanced digital signal processing
techniques for baseband pulse shaping and chan-
nel precompensation.
During the past year the FTMC transmitter was
built and tested. A number of modulation and
coding schemes have demonstrated the sound-
ness of flexible digital waveform synthesis. Under
grant Ohio University generated the pulse-
shaping data patterns necessary for programming
Digital modulator/ encoder hardware
.fit
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the FTMC. The application of digital channel
precompensation techniques is well under way
A paper entitled "Flexible Digital Modulation and
Coding Synthesis for Satellite Communications"
was presented at the NASA-sponsored Second
Communications Technology Conference in
November 1991.
Lewis contacts: James M. Budinger, (216) 433-3496;
Mark J. Vanderaar, (216) 433-8656
Headquarters program office: OAST
Neurocomputing Pursued for Space Communi-
cations
Artificial neural networks are brain-like models
for computation that attempt to capture the flex-
ibility and power of biological information-
processing systems. Applied to problems in
satellite telecommunications engineering, neural
networks appear to offer significant benefits in
the routing, scheduling, control, and reliability of
global communications traffic. As NASA's lead
center for satellite communications research and
development, NASA Lewis is actively pursuing the
application of neural networks to satellite com-
munications technology.
This year saw the completion of a proof-of-
concept neural computer, an in-house develop-
ment based on the Microdevices MD 1220 neural
chip and designed to run in a Sun 4/330  work-
station environment. This hardware was devel-
oped for use as a flexible neural platform for two
research efforts in teletraffic processing and con-
trol by satellite. The first effort addresses the use
of self-organizing neural networks to estimate and
predict the statistical behavior of traffic flow
through a communications satellite by combining
the advantages of self-organization with those of
classical stochastic control theory. The second
effort is the optimization of the burst time plan
for satellite-switched, time-division multiple-
access traffic switching, with the goal of enhanc-
ing the efficient utilization of satellite resources.
During the past year The Ohio State University
completed grant research in neural network vec-
tor quantization for video data compression and
in advanced very-large-scale-integration architec-
tures for neural computing. The New Jersey
Institute of Technology completed their grant
research in neural network-based control of satel-
lite communications networks. The Ohio State
University is on the verge of demonstrating a real-
time hardware implementation of their neural
network video compression scheme. The grants
resulted in the significant publications listed in
the bibliography.
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Lewis contact: Eric A. Bobinsky, (216) 244-3497
Headquarters program office: OAST
Advanced GaAs Monolithic Switch Matrix Built
and Tested
The monolithic implementation of the microwave
switch matrix is attractive for communications
satellite systems primarily for its reduced size
and weight, low power consumption, and poten-
tially lower costs. High reliability is obtainable
with the ultra-large-scale-integration switching
monolithic microwave integrated circuits (MMIC).
The potential exists for affordable manufacturing
of large switch matrices for future switching
applications.
NASA Lewis has made advancements in the
development of microwave switch matrix technol-
ogy for use in satellite-switched, time-division,
multiple-access communications systems.
Present switch matrix designs rely on advanced,
hybrid, microwave integrated circuit fabrication,
such as the type to be flown on NASA's Advanced
Communications Technology Satellite. The next
generation of switch matrix technology is being
developed under contract with Microwave Mono-
lithics, Inc., of Simi Valley, California. A 6 x 6 (six
input by six output) microwave crossbar switch
matrix operating over 3 to 6 GHz is being fabri-
cated by using gallium arsenide (GaAs) MMIC
technology. High-speed switching and routing of
multiple microwave signals without interference
between channels is obtainable. A significant
feature of the MMIC approach is the large-scale
integration of many GaAs field-effect transistor
switches in close proximity on a single chip while
maintaining high isolation for minimal channel-
to-channel crosstalk. Preliminary chip testing
has resulted in isolation performance better than
60 dB. The addition of fixed-gain amplifiers
around the periphery of the switch matrix chip
will yield a device with an overall insertion loss of
0 dB. A modular design combined with a unique
packaging concept will allow for the cascading of
these zero-insertion-loss switch submodules into
larger MMIC switch matrices with little or no
performance degradation.
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All major components of the switch matrix (6 x 6
chip, controller, amplifiers, and housing) have
been fabricated and tested. Delivery of the pack-
aged MMIC switch matrix with fully integrated
control electronics is scheduled for the first quar-
ter of 1992.
Lewis contact: Gene Fujikawa, (216) 433-3495
Headquarters program office: OAST
SITE Space Communications System
Simulator and Testbed Expanded
The SITE space communications system simula-
tor and testbed provides an integrated test,
evaluation, and development capability for high-
frequency, space-based communications systems.
The facility is used to evaluate components, sys-
tems, and networks by using real hardware inte-
grated into a realistic communications link with
computer control and monitoring. Components
and subsystems, in frequency ranges up to
Ka band and beyond, can be evaluated and com-
pared. Their effect on system performance can
also be evaluated in the presence of noise, inter-
ference, satellite range variation, rain attenuation
at high frequencies, amplitude and phase imper-
fections, and other link and system effects. The
SITE facility has three bursted Earth terminals
operating at data rates up to 200 Mbps, allowing
experimental evaluation of networking techniques
and algorithms, timing and synchronization of
the Earth terminals, satellite and network con-
trol, and the effects of various system perturba-
tions on network performance.
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Ka-band multibeam three-channel transponder.
Within the past year a third hardware channel
has been added to the SITE facility. This channel
allows a full 3X3  intermediate-frequency-matrix-
switched, time-division, multiple-access (TDMA)
network to be simulated. The third channel also
contains variable local oscillators and switchable
frequency translation sections that allow compo-
nents over the entire range from direct current to
22 GHz to be inserted into the SITE simulator for
evaluation.
Significant progress has been made in software
development for experiment and network control.
The experiment control software base has been
completed, and measurement sequences allowing
complete measurement of bit error rates as a
function of signal-to-noise ratio have been com-
pleted. These sequences allow fully automated
testing, from the time the first digital data are
transmitted from an Earth terminal to the time a
complete bit-error-rate curve is plotted, all occur-
ring while the satellite network simulation is
functioning autonomously. Network control soft-
ware has progressed to the point where acquisi-
tion of the satellite timing by the master control
Earth terminal, synchronization of two Earth
terminals through the satellite matrix switch in a
dynamic switching environment, and the trans-
mission of random digital data or video and audio
data have been accomplished. This will lead to
the next set of experiments involving acquisition
and synchronization in the presence of satellite
range variation, noise, interference, and rain
attenuation, followed by experiments with three
Earth terminals in a dynamically switched TDMA
network.
Future development of the SITE facility will
include a second transponder operating in either
a time-division or frequency-division uplink envi-
ronment, including onboard switching and proc-
essing. An intersatellite link will connect the two
transponders for investigation of component,
system, and network aspects of the intersatellite
link systems technology. The application of vari-
ous modulation and coding techniques to space-
based communications systems will also be
investigated in greater detail through the develop-
ment of a flexible Earth terminal.
Lewis contact: Robert J. Kerczewski, (216) 433-3434
Headquarters program office: OAST
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ACTS High-Burst-Rate Link Evaluation
Terminal Being Developed
In support of the Advanced Communications
Technology Satellite (ACTS) Project, NASA Lewis
is developing a high-burst-rate link evaluation
terminal. This versatile and adaptable experimen-
tal test facility will support various technology
experiments such as adaptive uplink radiofre-
quency power control and characterization of the
multibeam communications package onboard the
ACTS satellite.
During the past year the antenna, receiver, digi-
tal, upconverter, high-power amplifier, loopback,
calibration, switching, and beacon receiver sub-
systems were completed and checked out on an
individual basis. The subsystems were then suc-
cessfully integrated to form the link evaluation
terminal. The terminal is now undergoing char-
acterization and final systems testing.
The entire terminal can be operated under com-
puter control through IEEE 488 or RS 232 inter-
faces. In addition, software is being developed at
NASA Lewis to assist end users. This software
employs artificial intelligence techniques and will
be delivered with the terminal in 1992. It will
provide user-friendly assistance in operating the
terminal, documentation about the terminal, and
an intelligent tutor to provide initial training on
the system.
Lewis contact: Gerald J. Chomos, (216) 433-3485
Headquarters program office: OAST
Earth terminal and antenna for link evaluation terminal.
Flexible-Rate High-Definition Television Study
Completed
In 1991, Comsat Laboratories, under a contract
with NASA Lewis, completed the study phase of a
flexible-rate (codec) development. The activity,
funded under the Space Communications Appli-
cations Research Program, is directed toward
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digital transmission of high-definition television
by satellite and thus toward maintaining the
technical leadership of the United States in satel-
lite communications technology. Because of their
point-to-multipoint nature, satellites are the most
cost-effective means for video distribution, includ-
ing HDTV. Considering the advantages of digital
transmission and the inevitable trend toward all-
digital satellite communications, development of a
digital HDTV codec at cost-effective data rates is
very important.
The digital HDTV codec will operate at data rates
between 27 and 55 Mbps. The quality of the
HDTV signal thus coded will be sufficient for
distribution between studio and terrestrial
broadcasting stations. Results obtained during
the study phase indicate that the bit rate can be
lowered to less than 20 Mbps at somewhat
reduced quality. Because of its variable bit rate
the digital HDTV signal may be transmitted in a
wide range of satellite channels, including those
for the Advanced Communications Technology
Satellite and the Intelsat system. A substantial
effort was made during the study phase to mini-
mize the complexity of the digital HDTV coding
algorithm so that the codec could be implemented
cost effectively. As much scanning-raster flexibil-
ity as possible will be incorporated into the proto-
type hardware so that the developed technology
can be adapted to the U.S. advanced television
signal format, which is yet to be selected.
The next phase of the flexible-rate HDTV codec
activity will focus on breadboard development of
critical technology components. The subband
codec and a simplified vector quantization (SVQ)
codec will be implemented and integrated with
motion estimation circuits.
Lewis contact: Wayne A. Whyte, (216) 433-3482
Headquarters program office: OSSA
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Subband Coding Improved
NASA Lewis has an ongoing research activity that
is focused on developing video data compression
technology for transmitting image data over space
communications links in a bandwidth-efficient
manner. These developments should result in
greater orbit and spectrum capacity and lower
space segment costs. To this end, subband cod-
ing is being investigated as a strategy for perform-
ing compression to reduce the transmitted data
rate. Subband coding can be used to implement
a lossless or lossy compression system.
A subbanding analysis filter bank takes a data
signal and splits it into two or more subbands.
These subbands can then be coded separately. A
subbanding synthesis filter bank, designed in
concert with the analysis bank, reconstructs the
signal from the subbands in such a way that the
filtering process does not distort the signal.
Subband coding is being used in a flexible-rate
high-definition television coder-decoder (codec)
that is currently being designed by Comsat
Laboratories under contract with NASA Lewis.
Compression is achieved by coarsely quantizing
the high bands and by applying a simplified vec-
tor quantization code. Prof. S.C. Kwatra of the
University of Toledo provides subband coding
expertise as a subcontractor to Comsat. Doctoral
research by University of Toledo students in
subband coding is also being directly supported
by NASA Lewis.
A novel hardware implementation for subbanding
at video rates with simple filters is being devel-
oped in house by using computer simulation for
initial investigation and refinement. A very-large-
scale-integration implementation of the key parts
of the system is planned. The hardware performs
only subbanding and reconstruction; designers
insert their own coding schemes. If no compres-
sion or lossless compression is performed, the
signal can be reconstructed perfectly.
Subband coding is very promising as a data
archiving tool. Because the low-frequency band
is a low-resolution version of the original signal, it
provides a smaller research data set for browsing.
Subbanding in a tree structure (cascading stages)
can also provide progressive-resolution transmis-
sion. This makes subbanding attractive for data
storage and retrieval for programs such as the
Earth Observing System (EOS).
Lewis contact: Daniel R. Glover, (216) 433-2847
Headquarters program office: OAST
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Tank Pressure Control Experiment Flies on
Shuttle
The Tank Pressure Control Experiment (TPCE),
which flew aboard the Space Shuttle Atlantis in
August 1991, was designed to provide data on the
fluid dynamics and thermodynamics of jet-
induced fluid mixing for controlling tank pressure
in low gravity. Initial review of the results indi-
cates that all objectives were met. It also appears
that a substantial amount of data was acquired
that may provide an early insight into pool-boiling
mechanisms during extended low-gravity
conditions.
The experiment simulated the behavior of cryo-
gens in a low-gravity environment by using
Freon 113 at saturated conditions. Using Freon
as the test fluid and fabricating the test tank out
of Plexiglas allowed the low-gravity fluid dynamics
of the mixing to be video taped, a dye was added
to enhance the optical characteristics of the
Freon.
The experiment was mounted in a Get Away Spe-
cial (GAS) canister and ran for 26 hr. Prior to the
first astronaut sleep period, in which distur-
bances would be minimized, the Shuttle Atlantis
was maneuvered into a tail-to-wind orientation
for 1 1 hr. The TPCE was designed so that this
orientation would provide just enough accelera-
tion to position the liquid over the mixer outlet
and center the vapor at the opposite end. This
fluid positioning simplified the comparisons of the
flight results with analytical models.
The experiment consisted of a 0.5-ft 3 Plexiglas
tank filled to 85 percent with Freon 113. Two
separate heaters were activated alternately for
specified times to create thermal gradients in the
liquid and a subsequent tank pressure rise prior
to mixing. Once the specified conditions had
been achieved, the liquid was drawn out through
a liquid acquisition device and fed to one or two
pumps prior to exiting through the nozzle that
Tank Pressure Control Experiment mounted in a GAS can.
created the mixing jet. The pumps provided a
range of flow rates to cover the pertinent low-
gravity fluid mixing regimes established by drop-
tower testing at Lewis in the 1970's. The liquid
jet eliminated the thermal gradient and reduced
the tank pressure.
Pressure, temperature, and flow data were col-
lected throughout the tests along with 4 hr of
high-quality video data. Initial review of the video
indicates that the fluid mixing patterns were
similar to those predicted with developmental
versions of the ECLIPSE computer code. The
next step will be to compare fluid mixing times
(for pressure equilibration) with those predicted
from existing semiempirical correlations and then
make the necessary improvements to these
correlations.
Lewis contact: Richard H. Knoll, (216) 433-2419
Headquarters program office: OAST
Cryogenic Component Characterized
With Liquid Hydrogen
Designers of space systems work to increase
system reliability by minimizing the number of
moving parts in system components. Program
cost and risk can also be decreased by reducing
component development. This second objective
often can be met for cryogenic fluid systems by
using components developed for noncryogenic
applications and characterizing their performance
with cryogenic fluids. An effort that combines
both objectives was completed in a NASA Lewis
facility in 1991.
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ResultsJrom Visco-Jet tests with liquid hydrogen.
In the Cryogenic Components Laboratory, cell 4,
a simple yet versatile rig has been developed to
test components with liquid hydrogen or liquid
nitrogen. The first component tested was a
multiple-orifice Joule-Thomson device called a
Visco-Jet. It was developed by The Lee Company
for use as a hydraulic flow control component.
Multiple orifices increase the minimum diameter
required to achieve the desired pressure drop for
flow control, reducing the risk of clogging. If the
devices are found to be suitable for cryogenic
applications, they would eliminate the need for
low-reliability components such as needle valves
and pressure regulators.
The primary objective of the test program was to
characterize the mass flow rate for subcooled
liquid hydrogen inlet conditions with either liquid
or two-phase flow at the outlet. Inlet and outlet
temperatures were varied over a range of typical
operating conditions. The data were first com-
pared with the manufacturers equation developed
for hydraulic fluid flow. As anticipated, this
equation was found to overpredict the flow rate
for a given pressure drop across the devices:
Lewis-developed modifications to the equation
resulted in a data correlation that predicts single-
and two-phase flow across the Visco-Jets.
The first modification was a theoretical reduction
of flow rate by the factor 1—X, where X is the flow
quality of the two-phase fluid at the outlet based
on an isenthalpic expansion across the device.
Next, an empirical modification was made with a
10-percent correction term. The two modifica-
tions resulted in the correlation of 90 percent of
all data points to within a :t 10-percent scatter
band.
Results indicate that Visco-Jets will be suitable
for cryogenic applications. The new correlation
can now be used to select the appropriate size for
specific applications.
Lewis contact: Joseph D. Gaby, (216) 433-3852
Headquarters program office: OAST
Lunar Thermal Environment Simulated
for Cryogenic Storage Tests
The ability to store cryogenic fluids for long peri-
ods of time is a major requirement for future
space exploration missions. Recent mission
analyses indicate that storage durations will
range from 135 to 168 days for a lunar mission to
more than 2 years for a Martian mission. The
liquid loss due to boiloff must be limited to
between 5 and 10 percent of the total propellant
loading, at a rate as low as 0.03 percent per day,
to ensure a vehicle's return to Earth. Higher
boiloff rates will result in severe cost penalties
and may preclude manned missions to Mars.
This storage capability requires a lightweight,
high-performance thermal protection system.
Specific designs will be mission dependent, but
most vehicles will require some type of multilayer
insulation (MLI) system containing between 50
and 200 layers of radiation shields with low-
conducting spacers. The insulation systems for
lunar or Martian missions will be subjected to
warm-side boundary temperatures between 200
and 650 °R.
NASA Lewis is implementing a ground-based test
program to completely characterize the perform-
ance of thick MLI systems (up to 200 layers) over
warm-side boundary temperatures from 140 to
650 °R. In 1991, tests were conducted on a
34-layer MLI system applied to a 175-ft 3 tank in
the K-Site thermal vacuum chamber at Plum
Brook Station.
Steady-state thermal performance data were
obtained at warm-side boundary temperatures of
150, 530, and 630 °R. The steady-state heat
input results for the three boundary tempera-
tures translate to liquid hydrogen losses of 0.2,
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175Jt3 tank with 34-layer MLI blanket.
1.3, and 2.3 percent per day, respectively.
This same tank and insulation system was previ-
ously tested in the mid-1970's at a 530 °R warm-
side boundary temperature. When the K-Site
facility was deactivated after the test, the insu-
lated tank remained within the vacuum chamber
for 17 years until the facility reactivation in 1989.
The present test showed only a 13-percent
performance degradation of the insulation during
that 17-year period. This demonstrates the dura-
bility of MLI systems under extended space
vacuum conditions.
Another test was performed to characterize the
insulation system as it was subjected to a warm-
side temperature profile that simulated a partial
lunar day from sunrise until noon, the equivalent
of seven Earth days. The test used data gathered
by the Surveyor mission and demonstrates
K-Site's capability for conducting transient ther-
mal control testing.
Future technology tests will characterize the
effects of seams and penetrations for thick MLI
systems over the required temperature range.
Tests will also be performed on subscale, tank-
applied MLI systems designed to meet lunar and
Martian storage requirements.
Lewis contact: Robert J. Stochl, (216) 433-5403
Headquarters program office: OAST
Vented-Tank Resupply Experiment Being
Designed
Future space missions will require new technolo-
gies for managing fluids in the absence of gravity.
Two critical operations are tank venting to reduce
pressure and resupplying fluids consumed during
mission operations. The state of the art for tank
venting requires the operationally complex and
costly procedure of propulsive settling to position
the liquid away from the vent. The resupply of
cryogenic fluids has never been demonstrated in
space. The Vented-Tank Resupply Experiment
(VTRE) currently is being designed as a Space
Shuttle experiment that will provide low-gravity
data critical to the development of these
technologies.
The VTRE will investigate how well special devices
that are designed to exploit the dominance of
capillary forces in space prevent liquid loss dur-
ing direct venting and vented resupply opera-
tions. It is being funded under the In-Space
Technology Experiments Program (IN-STEP).
The VTRE will use Freon as the test fluid to simu-
late the behavior of a liquid propellant and to
allow the use of transparent tanks for the collec-
tion of visual data by video cameras. Two tanks
will be configured with capillary devices so that
the Freon can be transferred between them in
either direction. The devices will be evaluated on
their ability to position the liquid in the absence
Vented-Tank Resupply Experiment mounted on a Hitchhiker-G.
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of gravity, after an acceleration-induced upset,
during bulk boiling, and during pressurant evolu-
tion, as well as during inflow and outflow. Key
performance criteria are the conditions of accel-
eration, inflow and outflow rates, and vent rates
at which liquid-free venting can be ensured;
achievable receiver-tank liquid fill level; and fluid
repositioning times.
The experiment is being designed for manifesting
as part of the NASA Hitchhiker Program, so that
standard Shuttle services and interfaces will be
provided. The use of tanks approximately 1 ft in
diameter and the extended low-gravity test times
will significantly add to the knowledge previously
gained through low-gravity testing in drop towers
and on a KC-135. The data obtained will be used
to validate capillary device design criteria and
low-gravity fluid dynamic correlations. This
knowledge could then be used on a larger-scale,
in-space experiment for designing future space
systems.
Lewis contact: Donald L. Bresnahan, (216) 433-2844
Headquarters program office: OAST
No-Vent Fill Method Modeled for Orbital
Propellant Transfer
Many future space missions call for the transfer
of cryogenic propellants between tankage systems
while on orbit. In the absence of gravity, venting
during tank filling is likely to result in large liquid
losses. Therefore, NASA Lewis is developing
no-vent fill technology. The ability to model this
process is critical for the design of future space-
craft because the inability to sufficiently fill a
liquid propellant tank could jeopardize future
missions.
We have developed and implemented an analyti-
cal model of the no-vent fill process in the NVFILL
computer program. The no-vent fill process relies
on condensing the vapor generated in a tank
being filled rather than venting the vapor con-
tinuously as is commonly done on the ground. A
simple thermodynamic model of the process
based on the principles of conservation of mass
and energy has been developed. The NVFILL
program implements this model for a spray con-
figuration that injects liquid droplets through the
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Comparison of analytical model results and test data for 1.2 ft3
tank.
vapor region to promote condensation before the
droplets impinge on the walls. The program's
primary outputs are the fill level of the tank, the
liquid temperature, and the tank pressure.
The no-vent fill process is being investigated as
part of an extensive ground test program at NASA
Lewis. Tests have been performed with liquid
hydrogen in receiver tanks having volumes of 1.2,
5.0, and 175 ft 3 . The NVFILL program has been
used to model the tests conducted with the two
smaller tanks at cell 7 of the Cryogenic Compo-
nents Laboratory. For example, the 1.2-ft 3 tank,
initially at 53.6 K, was filled to 98 percent (by
volume) with liquid hydrogen subcooled to 19.7 K
at a rate of 0.32 kg/min. The model was found to
provide a good representation of the test data
until the spray system became submerged in the
rising liquid; this is a known limitation of the
code.
Efforts to validate the model will continue when
the model results are compared with test data
from the 175-ft3 tank at Plum Brook's K-Site
facility. The model also will be revised to accom-
modate alternative liquid injection configurations
and low-gravity effects on the liquid-to-vapor heat
and mass transfer. Additional ground testing will
include larger-scale tank-to-tank liquid transfer
with greater control of fluid conditions and higher
transfer rates.
Lewis contact: William J. Taylor, (216) 433-6568
Headquarters program office: OAST
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Tank Chilldown Demonstrated
at K-Site Facility
Space-based cryogenic fluid systems will play a
critical role in future NASA missions for space
propulsion and life support systems. The neces-
sary technologies to support these missions are
under development at NASA Lewis. Tank
chilldown will be required for many applications
in which a warm cryogenic tank is to be filled
when venting is neither possible nor desired. The
combination of tank chilldown and nonvented fill
minimizes the risk of liquid loss during venting
operations in a low-gravity environment when the
fluid position is not controlled.
The charge-hold-vent (CHV) tank chilldown tech-
nique has been proposed because of its synergis-
tic use of tank filling components and its efficient
use of cryogens. A large-scale, normal-gravity
test of this technique was conducted at Plum
Brook's K-Site facility in February 1991. A light-
weight, 175-ft3 tank was used in the large
vacuum chamber, which simulates a near-Earth
space environment.
An unmetered "charge" of liquid hydrogen was
injected into a warm (440 °R) tank through top
and bottom sprays with all vents closed. During
this phase the liquid hydrogen impinged on the
tank wall and evaporated, causing partial tank
wall cooling. In the hold phase the resulting
vapor continued to provide cooling by natural
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Tank wall temperature data (mass averaged).
convection. When the vapor warmed and
approached thermal equilibrium with the tank
wall, the vents were opened to remove the warm
vapor and allow for the next liquid charge. Dur-
ing venting, additional cooling was realized as the
remaining vapor expanded and cooled. Six CHV
cycles were run in succession until the tank was
chilled to 60 °R.
The results of this test are being compared with
portions of the analysis done for the CRYOCHIL
computer model developed at Lewis in the late
1980's. The model predicts the transient profiles
for tank pressure, tank wall temperatures, and
vapor temperatures.
Further testing will be required before the model
can be fully validated for normal-gravity cases.
Because there will be little or no free convection
in space, new ground tests will be required in
which the liquid injection method creates a
forced-convection field that dominates the natural
convection. Ultimately, in-space experimentation
with a cryogenic fluid will be required.
Lewis contact: Naseem H. Saiyed, (216) 433-8350
Headquarters program office: OAST
Cryogenic Fluid Management Technology
Benefits Quantified for Lunar Transfer
Vehicles
The performance and cost advantages of
hydrogen/oxygen chemical propulsion and
hydrogen-propelled nuclear thermal rockets dic-
tate their use for most future space missions
including the proposed Space Exploration Initia-
tive (SEI). Therefore, an aggressive program for
developing cryogenic fluid management (CFM)
technologies has been established as a priority for
NASA. CFM technology is enhancing or enabling
to all known, viable transportation scenarios for
the SEI. Cryogens also will play critical roles for
life support and as reactants and coolants.
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The current state of the art for CFM technology is
based on Centaur and Saturn upper-stage tech-
nology, which is already 15 to 20 years old. Con-
tinued use of existing state-of-the-art technology
imposes prohibitive cost and performance penal-
ties on future missions. In 1991, the magnitude
of these penalties was assessed for a typical lunar
transfer vehicle (LTV) concept.
A typical LTV concept, developed by Martin
Marietta, was selected to demonstrate the ben-
efits of advanced CFM technology. Baseline
system characteristics and operations were com-
pared with technology advancements in the areas
of thermal control, pressure control, and liquid
transfer (tank topoff and complete tank fueling).
Mass savings were then calculated by using
Earth-to-orbit mass multipliers to account for net
changes in total propellant and tankage mass.
Cost savings were calculated by assuming a
$2500 per pound Earth-to-orbit launch cost and
were then projected over 25 missions.
The analysis included a nominal 30-day stay on
the lunar surface, an additional 45-day hold
contingency prior to departure from low Earth
orbit, and an extended 6-month lunar stay. The
results of this analysis indicate that the develop-
ment of advanced thermal control technology is
required for current LTV concepts and operating
scenarios. Similar results were found for
advanced pressure control technology, both pro-
viding significant reduction in Earth-to-orbit
mass transportation requirements. When liquid
transfer technology was included to enable space
basing of LTV's, the total estimated cost benefits
were $13.1 billion plus $10 billion for reusability.
This represents approximately 25 percent of pro-
jected LTV life-cycle costs.
Lewis contact: Rafael Sanabria, (216) 433-2332
Headquarters program office: OAST
Nuclear Propulsion
Common Lunar/Mars Space Transportation
System Is Based on Nuclear Thermal Rocket
Technology
The Stafford Report has identified the nuclear
thermal rocket (NTR) as a key technology for
implementing the Space Exploration Initiative.
Thrust, power, and hydrogen exhaust tempera-
ture levels required for piloted missions to Mars
were successfully demonstrated in the Rover/
NERVA (Nuclear Engine for Rocket Vehicle Appli-
cation) programs of the 1960's and 1970's. Inte-
grated system and mission studies are being
performed to better characterize engine and stage
design features for lunar and Mars NTR-powered
vehicles and to help focus technology develop-
ment efforts.
Performance projections have been made for
current NERVA-derived reactor systems utilizing
higher temperature uranium carbide (UC)-
zirconium carbide (ZrC)-graphite composite and
UC-ZrC pure carbide fuel forms and state-of-the-
art nozzle and turbopump technologies. The
projections indicate substantial improvements in
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both specific impulse and engine thrust-to-weight
ratio over the 1972 NERVA reference design
engine. In addition to NERVA-type systems a
variety of other solid-core NTR concepts are also
being studied. Examples include a uranium
oxide (UO2)-tungsten-fueled cermet reactor con-
figuration with tungsten-rhenium fuel cladding
and a particle-bed reactor (PBR) system. The
PBR concept would directly flow hydrogen propel-
lant over small (500- to 700-µm diameter), coated
fuel microspheres in an effort to improve heat
transfer characteristics and to reduce engine
mass. Modeling efforts are also under way in
house and in cooperation with other NASA cen-
ters and Department of Energy national laborato-
ries in the areas of nozzle and turbopump
performance, thermal hydraulic analysis, and
reactor core neutronics.
With its potential for high specific impulse (--825
to 1000 sec) and high engine thrust-to-weight
ratio (-4 to 20), the NTR can provide the basis for
an efficient space transportation system capable
of supporting both piloted and cargo lunar and
Mars missions. For lunar missions the use of
NTR technology enables a fully reusable,
aerobraked chemical system having comparable
outbound and return payloads. The lunar NTR
stage consists of a propulsion module and a core
propellant tank having liquid hydrogen propellant
capacities of 3.9 and 127.5 tons, respectively. An
aluminum-lithium alloy is used for tank
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CHARACTERISTICS OF 75,000-lbf NERVA-TYPE ENGINE
Parameter 1972 NERVA State-of-the-art NERVA derivativesa
enginea
Engine flow cycle Hot bleed/expander Expander
Graphite Composite CarbideFuel form Graphite
Chamber temperature, K 2350-2500 2500 2350-2500 2700 2700 3100
Chamber pressure, psia 450 500 1000 500 1000 1000
Nozzle expansion ratio 100:1 200:1 500:1 200:1 500:1 500:1
Specific impulse, sec 825-850/ 875 850-885 915 925
845-870 1020
Engine weight, kg 11,250 7721 8000 8483 8816 9313
Engine thrust-to-weight ratio 3.0 4.4 4.3 4.0 3.9 3.7
'Engine weights contain dual turbopump capability for redundancy.
construction and a thermal protection system
combining foam multilayer insulation with a
vapor-cooled shield is used to minimize boiloff.
By developing an additional modular propellant
tank (having a liquid hydrogen capacity of
--70 tons), a variety of single and multiengine
lunar and Mars vehicles can be configured. The
Mars vehicles shown assume a split/sprint mis-
sion mode with separate piloted and cargo
vehicles delivering the crews and Mars landing
vehicles, respectively.
A common lunar/ Mars space transportation
system is expected to have a number of mission
benefits. These include enhanced mission flex-
ibility and safety, reduced development and
procurement costs though standardization, Sim-
plification of design and in-space assembly, and a
shortened development schedule.
Lewis contact: Dr. Stanley K. Borowski, (216) 433-7091
Headquarters program office: OAST
Nuclear Electric Propulsion Vehicle Studied
for Piloted Mars Mission
An integrated system and mission study of a
nuclear electric-propelled vehicle for a Mars
piloted application has been performed. The
study shows that critical figures of merit such as
trip time and initial mass in low Earth orbit can
be minimized with nuclear electric propulsion by
leveraging existing space nuclear reactor and
thruster technology programs.
Safety and cost considerations for a piloted Mars
mission place requirements on transit time to and
from Mars, as well as on the amount of initial
mass that would need to be launched into low
Earth orbit at the beginning of a mission. Two-
way transit times on the order of 400 days are
desirable, with an initial mass in low Earth orbit
of 500 metric tons or less.
A nuclear electric propulsion system has been
proposed that uses an SP-100 derivative reactor,
potassium-Rankine power conversion, carbon-
carbon heat pipe radiators, high- temperature-
compatible power management and distribution,
and ion electric thrusters. The reactor and the
power conversion system produce 10 MWe of
power to drive argon ion thrusters having
5000-sec specific impulse at an efficiency of
70 percent. A system mass breakdown (in kilo-
grams) is as follows:
Reactors	 ......................... 7,000
Shield	 ........................... 12,200
Power conversion	 .................. 19,100
Radiators	 ........................ 8,320
Power conditioning and distribution 	 .... 20,000
Ion propulsion	 .................... 6,000
Total	 ............................ 72,000
The resultant power/ propulsion specific mass of
7.3 kg/kWe enables a safe piloted journey to and
from Mars with a total transit time of 382 days
and an initial mass in low Earth orbit of 360 met-
ric tons, including a chemically propelled "crew
taxi" for rapid transfer through Earth's radiation
belts. A cargo mission is assumed to deliver a
Mars ascent/descent vehicle prior to crew depar-
tures from Earth.
This study has the following implications for the
development of nuclear electric propulsion tech-
nology:
No new space reactor program would need to
be started, as the applicable nuclear fuel and
reactor systems technologies have been or are
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being developed under the existing SP-100
program.
• A new development program in potassium-
Rankine technology would have to return to
where the United States left off in the 1960's
• Semiconductor technology for high-
temperature power management and distribu-
tion would need to be developed.
• Carbon-carbon (or equivalent lightweight)
radiator technology would be required.
• Existing technology programs in ion electric
thrusters would be augmented for high-power
performance.
Lewis contacts: Jeffrey A. George, (216) 433-7108;
Kurt J. Hack, (216) 433-7060; Michael P. Doherty,
(216) 433-7092; Leonard A. Dudzinski, (216) 433-7107
Headquarters program office: OAST
Space Experiments
GaAs Crystal Growth Experiment Flown on
Shuttle
Gallium arsenide (GaAs) substrates and devices
are considered a leading contender for a new
generation of electronics technology offering
greater speed and durability than existing silicon-
based systems. High-quality GaAs crystals are
difficult to produce and the commercial crystal
growth of this material is of significant interest.
The effect of gravity-induced, buoyancy-driven
convection on the types and distribution of
defects in GaAs is the focus of a study being con-
ducted by GTE Laboratories, Inc., of Waltham,
Massachusetts. The work is cost shared by GTE,
the Air Force Materials Laboratory, and NASA.
NASA Lewis manages the project, has imple-
mented numerical modeling of the furnace and
fluid flow, and will characterize selected samples
from the study.
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The study, as proposed by GTE (the principal
investigator is Dr. Brian Ditchek), consists of a
systematic investigation of how buoyancy-driven
fluid flow affects GaAs crystal growth. It includes
GaAs crystal growth in the microgravity environ-
ment of the Space Shuttle. The program also
involves a comparative study of crystal growth
under a variety of Earth-based conditions with
variable orientation (to change the direction of the
gravity vector) and applied magnetic field (to par-
tially damp flow). Earth-based growth will be
performed under stabilizing as well as destabiliz-
ing temperature gradients. The boules grown in
space and on Earth will be fully characterized to
correlate the degree of convection with the distri-
bution of impurities. Both macro- and micro-
segregation of dopant will be determined.
In June 1991 the experiment was flown on the
Space Shuttle Columbia as part of STS-40. The
experiment was a qualified success. The hard-
ware, software, electronics, and control routines
all performed as designed; however, there was
insufficient power in the primary battery supply
to get the second furnace to operating tempera-
ture. At year's end the shortfall in total energy
was under investigation. The thermal environ-
ment of the battery pack on orbit was a few
degrees colder than predicted, and it appears that
the batteries exhibited significantly reduced out-
put during warmup of the second experiment.
The crystal grown in the first experiment appears
to be one of the finest grown in the program.
Detailed analysis of the crystal was in progress at
year's end.
Conclusion of the ground-based science and
consideration of a reflight of the payload are
planned for 1992.
Bibliography
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Sell-contained dualfurnace payload for GaAs Crystal Growth
Experiment.
Apparatus Being Fabricated for Isothermal
Dendritic Growth Experiment
The Isothermal Dendritic Growth Experiment
(IDGE), to be conducted onboard the Space
Shuttle beginning in 1993, will test fundamental
theories that describe dendritic freezing of liquid
metals on Earth. Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
scientists proposed the experiment to NASA.
NASA Lewis then designed and is fabricating and
testing the spaceflight apparatus.
The IDGE spaceflight apparatus will acquire data
needed to correct current theories that predict
metal dendrite growth kinetics during the freezing
process. Experimentation on Earth has had
limited success because gravity-driven convective
effects cannot be separated from conductive and
diffusive effects. Because steel, aluminum, and
superalloys freeze dendritically, IDGE results
should lead to improvement of their Earth-based
production.
Three flights are planned for 1993 to 1997 on the
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center-managed
United States Microgravity Payload experiment
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Dendrite photographed in IDGE engineering unit during a
mission simulation. (Scientifically relevant data are annotated
on each photograph as it is taken with specially designed
cameras.)
carrier. Two will involve succinonitrile (a trans-
parent material having a crystal structure similar
to iron), and one will involve pivalic acid (a trans-
parent material having a crystal structure similar
to nickel).
The unique spaceflight apparatus will automati-
cally carry out 25 dendritic growth experiments
per flight. During each experiment it will main-
tain growth temperatures accurately to within
0.002 kelvin, automatically detect growing den-
drites by analyzing slow-scan television images,
and acquire 20 dendrite photographs. In addi-
tion, slow-scan television images of growing den-
drites and over 100 other data items will be
continuously communicated to Earth. Should a
problem arise, the apparatus can be commanded
from the payload operations control center on
Earth.
Fabrication of the IDGE spaceflight apparatus
began in 1990 and will be completed in 1992.
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Design Completed for Critical Fluid Light-
Scattering Experiment
The Critical Fluid Light-Scattering Experiment
(dubbed Zeno by the principal investigator in
honor of the ancient Greek philosopher noted for
descriptions of paradoxes of infinity) will use
dynamic light-scattering spectroscopy and corre-
lation analysis to study the density fluctuations
of xenon at temperatures very near (within 100
microkelvin) the critical temperature for the
vapor/liquid phase transition of this ideal fluid.
These data will provide a test of theories describ-
ing such phase changes in realms that are theo-
retically interesting (very strong divergence of
dynamic properties such as compressibility, ther-
mal conductivity, heat capacity, and viscosity are
predicted) but inadequately tested to date at the
temperatures of most interest. Such measure-
ments are severely limited on Earth owing to large
density gradients created by normal gravity acting
on the fluid as the compressibility of the sample
increases (diverges) near the critical temperature.
The ultimate effect of such theories will be far-
reaching because the theories provide "universal"
descriptions of many transitions, such as
ferromagnetization, superconductivity, and binary
fluid miscibility limits.
The principal investigator is Professor Robert W.
Gammon of the Institute for Physical Science and
Technology at the University of Maryland, College
Park. Professor Gammon has assembled a team
of 10 at the university including graduate
research assistants, postdoctoral scientists,
project engineers, and program/contract admin-
istrators. This team has responsibility, under
NASA contract, both for defining the science
requirements and developing the flight instru-
ment. The flight hardware engineering, fabrica-
tion, integration, and testing is subcontracted to
the Ball Aerospace Group of Boulder, Colorado.
Although the implementation of the experiment is
fully contracted, a significant team of NASA Lewis
personnel support the effort in project manage-
ment and scientific oversight, engineering over-
sight, product assurance support, and contract
management and financial management.
During 1991 the detailed design was completed
and the critical design review was held. The
engineering model of the instrument was built
and testing began; however, technical difficulties
slowed progress and the test program was not
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completed as scheduled. Flight hardware fabrica-
tion was in progress at year's end, and integra-
tion and testing of the flight instrument is
scheduled for early 1992. Flight acceptance test-
ing should be complete by mid-1992.
The flight instrument is currently identified on
the manifest for STS-67 in August 1993 as part
of the second United States Microgravity Payload
mission.
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Surface-Tension - Driven Convection
Experiment Nears Flight-Readiness
Materials processing that involves solidification
and crystal growth is generally expected to be
dramatically improved in the microgravity envi-
ronment of space because natural convection and
buoyancy effects are eliminated. However, con-
vection currents due to surface tension forces are
still present. These thermocapillary flows result
from the fluid motions generated by the surface-
tractive force that is caused by surface tension
variations due to the temperature gradient along
the free surface.
Changes in the nature and extent of these
thermocapillary flows can cause deleterious fluid
oscillations. Numerical modeling is not adequate
to predict the parameters for which these
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oscillations occur because of the complex three-
way interaction between the imposed thermal
signature, the surface flow, and the surface defor-
mation. In order to complete an understanding of
the physical process and develop an accurate
numerical model, experimental data must be
obtained in an extended low-gravity environment.
Therefore, the Surface-Tension-Driven Convection
Experiment (STDCE) was proposed for the Space
Shuttle.
The STDCE consists of a copper test cell, 4 in. in
diameter by 2 in. deep, filled on orbit with silicone
oil to provide both a flat and a curved free surface
that can be centrally heated either externally by a
carbon dioxide laser or internally. The cross
section is illuminated by a 1-mm-thick sheet of
light, which scatters from small aluminum oxide
particles mixed into the oil, allowing observation
of the axisymmetric flow velocities.
The design and development of the STDCE for the
United States Microgravity Laboratory (USML-1)
mission in June 1992 was an in-house project at
NASA Lewis. Major components were developed
under contract: an infrared thermal imager for
mapping the surface temperature gradients, a
carbon dioxide laser for surface heating, and a
laser diode system for illumination. These com-
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portents were integrated with the mechanical,
optical, electrical, electronic, and structural
systems that were designed, fabricated, and
tested at NASA Lewis.
Significant milestones were achieved during
1991. The STDCE team resolved many difficult
problems during the final testing of the flight
hardware. The flight hardware was shipped to
NASA Kennedy Space Center in June 1991.
Mechanical integration of the hardware into a
double rack of the Spacelab module was com-
pleted in August 1991. In March 1991 the sec-
ond crew training session was conducted at
Lewis, and an engineering model of the STDCE
was shipped to the Payload Crew Training Com-
plex at NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. Dur-
ing August 1991 this engineering model was used
for additional crew training proficiency and mis-
sion simulation. Training was also started for
several STDCE team members at the Payload
Operations Control Center at Marshall. During
the USML-1 mission, which will be managed by
Marshall, real-time data and videotapes will be
obtained and analyzed to assist in determining
results and in uplinking new experiment param-
eters for two additional test sequences.
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Space Acceleration Measurement System
Flown on Two Shuttle Missions
Many experiments are flown on the Space Shuttle
to utilize the reduced levels of gravity during the
orbital operations. The actual levels of accelera-
tion and vibration experienced by the experi-
ments quite often need to be measured to clarify
the experimental results. The Space Acceleration
Measurement System (SAMS) Project has de-
signed and fabricated an instrument to measure
acceleration at or near experiments on the
Shuttle. The data are provided to the experi-
menter after the mission or, in some cases, in
near-real time at a payload operation center. A
data base of this acceleration environment will
also be developed and maintained to facilitate
future analyses and predictions of expected
environments.
The SAMS project in 1991 delivered one flight
unit to NASA Kennedy Space Center (KSC) for
integration into a 1992 shuttle mission. The
integration aspects of three other flight units
delivered in 1990 were also worked with KSC in
1991. These efforts culminated in the first flight
of a SAMS unit on STS-40 in June 1991 as part
of the first Spacelab Life Sciences Mission. The
second flight occurred in the middeck on STS-43
SAMS installed in SLS-I module.
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in August 1991. The engineering unit was com-
pleted in 1991 for a second configuration of
SAMS units to be installed in the Shuttle cargo
bay. Two additional flight units of this configura-
tion were fabricated in 1991. These six flight
units will be flown on numerous Shuttle missions
in the coming years.
The SAMS project has developed a general-
purpose instrument for measuring and recording
the very low levels of acceleration (e.g., from grav-
ity, vibrations, and thrusters) experienced
onboard the Shuttle, both to document what the
experiments experience and to help predict the
expected acceleration environment prior to mis-
sions. The SAMS instrument is flexible in several
ways to meet the needs of various types of experi-
ments (e.g., fluid physics, crystal growth, and
combustion) that will be located in the Shuttle
middeck and cargo bay and the Spacelab module.
Each SAMS main unit can have up to three
remotely positioned three-axis sensor heads that
are mounted in, on, or near the experiment appa-
ratus and connected to the main unit by cables.
Each of the three sensor heads may be indepen-
dently set to one of six low-pass-filter frequencies
depending on the requirements of the experiment.
One style of main unit is configured for installa-
tion in the habitable areas of the Shuttle (the
middeck and the Spacelab module). The other
style of main unit is designed for installation in
the Shuttle cargo bay.
Data are acquired and stored continuously dur-
ing a typical mission of 7 to 13 days. Because
gigabytes of data may be generated by a typical
mission, a high-density storage medium is
needed. The data recording is performed by opti-
cal disks that have a capacity of 400 megabytes.
When filled with data, these disks can be changed
by the crew, provided that the SAMS is installed
in the middeck or the Spacelab module. Addi-
tional disk drives and data downlinking are uti-
lized in the cargo bay configuration to increase
the data capacity for the mission, since crew disk
changeout is not possible.
The work is being performed at NASA Lewis by a
team composed of NASA and Sverdrup Technol-
ogy, Inc., engineers and NASA technicians. The
component parts have been fabricated by
commerical companies. Missions involving inter-
national participation with the European, Japa-
nese, and Canadian space agencies are also
supported.
SAMS is expected to support approximately three
or four flights per year. This flight rate is
expected to continue until Space Station Freedom
is operational. A SAMS type of system will be
among the first user experiments aboard
Freedom.
Lewis contact: Richard DeLombard, (216) 433-5285
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Glovebox Experiments Being Developed for
USMIrl
As part of the first United States Microgravity
Laboratory (USML-1) mission scheduled for flight
in 1992, five small-scale experiments in micro-
gravity combustion and fluid physics are in final
development at NASA Lewis.
The Interface Configuration Experiment (ICE)
is designed to determine the preferred orienta-
tion that fluids will take in a specially
designed transparent chamber as the effect of
gravity is reduced. The unique shape of the
chamber was conceived and built by the
investigators, Paul Concus of the University of
California at Berkeley, Mark Weislogel of
NASA Lewis, and Robert Finn of Stanford
University. The experiment will be of critical
importance to engineers and scientists
designing equipment to store and transfer
cryogenic fuels for use on Space Station
Freedom.
The Smoldering Combustion in Microgravity
(SCM) experiment is designed to determine
the potential effects of low gravity on the
smoldering of common materials. Several
samples of polyurethane foam will be used in
this experiment. The investigators are Carlos
Fernandez-Pello of the University of California
at Berkeley and Dennis Stocker and Sandra
Olson of NASA Lewis.
• The Wire Insulation Flammability Experiment
(WIFE) is designed to determine the
offgassing, flammability, and flame spread
characteristics of overheated wire in a low-
gravity environment. The investigators are
Paul Greenberg and Kurt Sacksteder of NASA
Lewis and Takashi Kashiwagi of the National
Institute for Science and Technology.
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The Candle Flames in Microgravity (CFM)
experiment is designed to determine and
demonstrate the unique burning characteris-
tics of candles in low gravity. The investiga-
tors are Howard Ross of NASA Lewis, James
Tien of Case Western Reserve University, and
Daniel Dietrich of Sverdrup Technology, Inc.
The Oscillatory Thermocapillary Flow Experi-
ment (OTFE) is designed to determine if fluid
flows driven by surface tension variations can
be made to oscillate in low gravity. The inves-
tigators are Simon Ostrach and Yasuhiro
Kamotani of Case Western Reserve University
and Alexander Pline of NASA Lewis.
These experiments will be conducted in the
"glovebox," otherwise known as the glovebox
experiment module (GEM), which is being de-
signed and built by the European Space Agency
in a cooperative agreement with NASA. Twelve
other experiments in crystal growth and fluid
physics under development at NASA Marshall
Space Flight Center and the Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory will also be conducted in the glovebox
during the USML-1 mission. The glovebox can be
opened through a front port to install and remove
each experiment. Before each experiment is
started, the front port is sealed and an internal
ventilation system for the glovebox is switched
on. After an experiment has been installed inside
the glovebox, a crew member can still access the
experiment by using rubber gloves attached to
two airtight ports on two sides of the glovebox.
Several video cameras viewing through the trans-
parent top of the chamber will record each experi-
ment. Experiments that generate temperature
data through thermocouples will have that data
indicated on liquid-crystal displays, light-emitting
diodes, or both. The data can then be recorded
on videotape.
The glovebox experiments differ from most other
Space Shuttle experiments in that they are sim-
pler and therefore less expensive and can be built
and approved for flight in only 2 years instead of
the usual 5- to 10-year cycle.
Lewis contact: John B. Haggard, Jr., (216) 433-2832
Headquarters program office: OSSA
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Pool Boiling Experiment Prepared
The Pool Boiling Experiment (PBE) is scheduled
to fly onboard the Space Shuttle in 1992 in a Get
Away Special canister. This experiment for
studying nucleate boiling under microgravity
conditions was conceived by Dr. Herman Merte,
Jr., of the University of Michigan and built by
NASA Lewis. Its objective is to improve under-
standing of the fundamental mechanisms that
constitute nucleate pool boiling. These mecha-
nisms include nucleation, or the onset of boiling;
dynamic growth of vapor bubbles near the heater
surface; and subsequent motion and collapse of
the vapor bubbles. A pool of liquid that is ini-
tially at a precisely defined pressure and tem-
perature will be subjected to a step-imposed heat
flux from a semitransparent thin-film heater that
forms part of one wall of the container. This will
allow boiling to be initiated and maintained for a
defined period of time at a constant pressure
level. Transient temperature measurements of
the heater surface and the fluid near the heater
surface will be made, noting especially the condi-
tions at the onset of boiling. Motion photography
will record the boiling process in two simulta-
neous views, one from beneath the heater sur-
face, and one from the side. The control of the
experiment and data acquisition will be com-
pletely automated.
This experiment will provide an understanding of
how heat flux, initial subcooling, and time affect
the growth and motion of vapor bubbles; will
correlate the liquid-vapor behavior with observed
heater surface temperature variation; will use
initial liquid temperature distribution at nucle-
ation to compute vapor bubble growth rate for
comparison with observations; and will measure
delay time to nucleation for correlation with
nucleation theory by using heat flux, surface
temperature, and liquid temperature distribution.
The PBE hardware includes a test chamber with
two sections, one filled with degassed Fluorocar-
bon R-1 13 (Freon), and the other with gaseous
nitrogen. The two sections are separated by a
metal bellows. Constant pressure can be main-
tained within the Freon-filled section by introduc-
ing additional nitrogen into the nitrogen-filled
section of the test chamber from a pressurized
nitrogen storage bottle. Solenoid valves auto-
matically increase the nitrogen pressure or vent it
as required by the experiment. Thermistors
Pool Boiling Experiment test chamber showing instrumentation.
monitor the fluid temperature, and pressure
transducers monitor the Freon and nitrogen pres-
sure. The Freon will be heated by applying power
to two thin-film heaters built into the bottom wall
of the test chamber. These heaters are produced
by sputtering 400 A of gold onto a quartz sub-
strate. The test chamber is sized so that vapor
bubbles with a maximum diameter of 2 in. can be
viewed. Two windows permit photographing the
bubbles from beneath the heaters and from one
side wall. Two additional windows are used for
chamber illumination. The PBE hardware also
includes a pressurized nitrogen storage bottle, a
film camera and optical mirrors, a data acquisi-
tion and control system, and a power control unit
and batteries.
Design engineering, qualification testing, and
scientific support for the PBE have been fur-
nished by NASA Lewis with assistance from
Sverdrup Technology, Inc.
The information obtained from this experiment
will be invaluable in designing equipment for use
in Space Station modules and on space platforms
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for temperature control, power generation, energy
dissipation, and the storage, transfer, control,
and conditioning of fluids, including cryogenic
fluids.
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Solid Surface Combustion Experiment
Analyzed
The Solid Surface Combustion Experiment
(SSCE) was flown for the second and third times
during 1991 aboard the STS-40 (SLS-1) and the
STS-43 Shuttle missions. The SSCE is the first
combustion experiment to fly in the Shuttle, and
the first such experiment in the NASA spaceflight
program since Skylab. It was conceived by Pro-
fessor Robert A. Altenkirch, Dean of Engineering
at Mississippi State University, and built by NASA
Lewis.
The purpose of the SSCE is to study the physical
and chemical mechanisms of flame spread over
solid fuels in the absence of gravity-driven buoy-
ant or externally imposed airflows. The control-
ling mechanisms of flame spread are different in
low gravity and normal gravity; thus the results of
the SSCE experiment have a practical application
in the evaluation of spacecraft fire hazards. In
these first three flights the fuel sample—ashless
filter paper instrumented with three thermo-
couples—was mounted in a sealed chamber filled
with a 1:1 mixture of oxygen and nitrogen at
pressures of 1.5, 1.0, and 2.0 atm and ignited
with an incandescent wire. Two 16-mm motion-
picture cameras photographed the experiment
from perpendicular perspectives, and thermo-
couple temperature and chamber pressure meas-
urements were recorded with a digital data
acquisition and control system. The SSCE is self-
contained and battery operated and can be flown
either on the Shuttle middeck or in the Spacelab
module. For safety and simplicity, only one
specimen is burnt in the test chamber during
each mission. Reference 1 provides more infor-
mation concerning the hardware configuration.
NASA Lewis designed and built the SSCE payload
and also performed engineering, qualification
testing, scientific support, and flight operations
functions. The SSCE project was supported in
some way by nearly every major element of the
Lewis organizational structure.
SSCEfiight hardware in middeck configuration.
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The SSCE hardware was activated and performed
without incident on the first two flights, igniting
the test specimen and recording transducer and
imaging data precisely as designed. Following the
example of the first crew (STS-41), the STS-43
crew attached a video camera to the experiment
for a welcome early downlinking of preliminary
results. All three crews verbally reported evi-
dence of a flame sustained for about 70 sec. The
motion picture films showed that the initial
spreading of the flame occurred during the first
20 to 27 sec and that fuel not consumed during
the spreading burned sporadically thereafter.
The flame spread rates were larger at the higher
atmospheric pressures. Preliminary assessments
of the thermocouple data indicate that pyrolysis
models widely used in ground-based test analysis
must be altered to account for microgravity
behavior. An integrated analysis of the tempera-
ture, pressure, and imaging data has been per-
formed and is being prepared for publication.
The principal investigator, Professor Altenkirch,
has developed a numerical simulation of the
flame spreading process from first principles (of
fluid mechanics, heat transfer, and reaction
kinetics). The spread rates, flame shape, and
thermodynamic data from the SSCE flight are
being compared directly with the results of the
computational model. The flight temperature
data indicate that the solid-phase kinetics param-
eters commonly used to model normal-gravity
flame spread do not reproduce the flame struc-
ture observed. The results from these three tests
will be used to formulate an improved solid-phase
pyrolysis model.
The SSCE project is currently scheduled for a
total of eight flights. Ashless filter paper will be
tested on the next two flights in different mixtures
of oxygen and nitrogen and pressure; the final
three tests will use polymethylmethacrylate. The
SSCE is currently manifested aboard the USML-I
Spacelab mission (June 1992).
Reference
1. Vento, D.M., et al.: The Solid Surface Combustion Space
Shuttle Experiment Hardware Description and Ground-
Based Test Results. AIAA Paper 89-0503, Jan. 1989.
Lewis contacts: John Koudelka, (216) 433-2852;
Kurt Sacksteder, (216) 433-2857
Headquarters program office: OSSA
Solar Array Module Plasma Interactions
Experiment Being Developed
Until now space power systems in low Earth orbit
(LEO) have operated at low voltages and have not
suffered from the effects of plasma interactions.
High-power photovoltaic-based systems now
under development for space applications will
operate at higher voltages in order to increase
system efficiency. Unfortunately, high-voltage
systems suffer from adverse interactions with the
LEO space plasma. The interactions, which are
incidental results of power system operation,
include arcing, which occurs when exposed metal
surfaces attain a negative potential, and parasitic
current collection, which occurs at a positive
potential level. These interactions can cause
damage to power system components and lower
power system efficiency.
The Solar Array Module Plasma Interactions
Experiment (SAMPIE) is a Space Shuttle-based
flight experiment with a scheduled launch date of
October 1993. SAMPIE will determine the effects
of the LEO space plasma environment on state-
of-the-art solar modules that are biased to high
potentials relative to the plasma. In addition,
specially modified solar cell modules will be
tested to demonstrate the possibility of arc sup-
pression during operation at highly negative
potential levels. Finally, several metal test speci-
mens will be included to study the basic nature of
these interactions and for computer model valida-
tion. The experiment is being developed at NASA
Lewis.
SAMPIE will consist of an enclosed metal con-
tainer with an experiment plate fixed to the top
surface. The entire package will mount directly to
one of the top plates of a Hitchhiker-M carrier. A
programmable, high-voltage power supply will
bias the test specimens to direct-current voltages
ranging from 300 V to -600 V with respect to the
Space Shuttle ground. The transient current
detector will detect the occurrence of arcing and
measure the arc rate as a function of negative
bias voltage. An electrometer will measure para-
sitic current collection versus voltage for both
positive and negative bias potentials. A set of
plasma diagnostic instruments will collect data
on the plasma environment during experiment
operation. A Sun sensor will measure the degree
of insolation. An onboard data acquisition sys-
tem will record and store the information to a
solid-state, nonvolatile memory device.
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The experiment plate will measure 41 by 61 cm
(16 by 24 in.). Solar cell samples will include
standard silicon cells to provide a baseline, Space
Station Freedom cells with copper interconnects,
very thin (--60 µm), advanced photovoltaic solar
array cells, and cells modified for arc suppression
tests.
Various metal samples will be tested to investi-
gate the effects of both current collection and
arcing in the LEO plasma. The information from
these tests will be used to help validate computer
modeling codes that have been developed at
NASA Lewis.
The SAMPIE flight experiment will be the most
ambitious space power system plasma interaction
experiment to date. SAMPIE has recently com-
pleted a preliminary design review and is pro-
ceeding with the buildup of the engineering
model. It will be designed and built in a highly
modular way that will facilitate refurbishment
and reflight capability.
Lewis contacts: Lawrence W. Wald, (216) 433-5219;
Dr. Dale C. Ferguson, (216) 433-2998
Headquarters program office: OAST
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Reliability Computer Program Developed
NASA has extensive experience in the develop-
ment of highly reliable spacecraft. Very few of
these spacecraft, however, have been maintained
by scheduled resupply flights from Earth.
Because of the unique challenges of maintenance
support for Space Station Freedom, NASA Lewis
has developed a computer program called ACARA.
ACARA can assess performance (in terms of avail-
ability), reliability, maintenance, and life-cycle
costs for a space-based power system subject to
constrained resources.
ACARA uses a statistical Monte Carlo method to
simulate component failures and repairs, as well
as capacity states of the subsystems throughout
the life of a system. Component failures are mod-
eled with multiple exponential and Weibull prob-
ability distributions. Resources are scheduled
with the objective of maximizing system perfor-
mance while complying with production, trans-
portation, storage, crew, and equipment
constraints. The scheduling method used was an
approximate optimization approach that was
verified by using an integer linear programming
theory. The constraints are specified on a user-
defined periodic basis over the life of the system
and can thus be nonuniform over time. The life-
cycle cost analysis is performed at the end of the
simulation and presents the costs by time period
in terms of hardware, transportation, crew, and
equipment costs.
Because of the integrated approach of the ACARA
analysis, many types of analyses and tradeoff
studies can be performed. ACARA characterizes
system performance in terms of both state and
equivalent availability. The state availability is
the probability that the system is in a particular
capacity state (e.g., power level). The equivalent
availability is a capacity-weighted average of the
state availabilities. ACARA's ability to simulate
partial capacity states is significant and not
widely available in industry-standard reliability
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modeling tools. ACARA can also determine the
probability of exceeding a capacity state. This is
useful in assessing reliability and loss-of-load
probability requirements. Other types of analyses
include evaluation of critical spares and the effect
of resource constraints on system availability and
life-cycle costs.
Although written to assess space-based power
system designs, ACARA is quite general and can
be used to model any system that can be repre-
sented by a block diagram of components in
series or parallel combinations. ACARA's system
assessment capabilities can be applied through-
out the life of the system to influence the design
and the logistics of a staged assembly, as well as
aiding during the mission planning and
operations phase.
ACARA incorporates a user-friendly, menu-driven
interface with full-screen-input data entry and
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editing. It is written in the programming lan-
guage APL and runs on 386- and 486-based
microcomputers.
Lewis contact: Dr. Larry A. Viterna, (216) 433-5398
Headquarters program office: OSF
Computer Code Analyzes Electric Power
System Performance
SPACE is a computer code developed at NASA
Lewis to model the performance of the Space
Station Freedom electric power system (EPS).
SPACE is used to predict the amount of power
that the EPS can produce on orbit throughout its
life. It was originally developed to assist in verify-
ing the contractor's predictions of EPS perform-
ance but has evolved into a multipurpose tool for
assessing EPS performance under a wide variety
of orbital conditions and on-orbit configurations.
The model includes an orbital mechanics section,
which calculates the parameters of the orbit,
including the sunlight and eclipse times. Models
of the solar arrays and the nickel/hydrogen bat-
teries predict the amount of power that can be
produced during the sunlight and eclipse por-
tions of the orbit. These are coupled with a
detailed load-flow model of the power manage-
ment and distribution system (PMAD) to deter-
mine the amount of power that can be delivered
to the housekeeping and user loads. SPACE uses
a numerical iteration procedure to predict the
highest power level that can be sustained
throughout the specified orbit, taking into consid-
eration any hardware constraints.
SPACE also contains a model of the photovoltaic
thermal control system. This model predicts the
temperatures of the batteries and other compo-
nents under active thermal control and can
assess the thermal environment.
In the past year SPACE has been used to assess
the EPS performance under some severe off-
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Results of hypervelocity impact test.
Space Station Freedom
normal operating modes. These include docking
with the Space Shuttle orbiter and reboost of the
Space Station. During each of these conditions
the photovoltaic arrays must be turned so that
they are not fully pointing at the Sun. SPACE
has also been used to assess the performance of
the EPS with some of the batteries removed to
reduce the Shuttle launch weight, in order to
ensure that the batteries achieve their required
life.
Efforts are under way to expand the capabilities
of SPACE by adding the ability to assess the per-
formance of the EPS given a defined set of user
and housekeeping loads. Also, SPACE is continu-
ally being updated with the latest information on
the performance of various EPS components as
the design progresses and higher fidelity informa-
tion becomes available.
Lewis contact: Jeffrey S. Hojnicki, (216) 433-5393
Headquarters program office: OSF
The protective bumpering designed for the solar
dynamic radiator was tested by firing simulated
debris particles at representative radiator panels
from a light gas gun at NASA Johnson's Hyper-
velocity Impact Research Laboratory. Tests were
conducted over a range of particle size, particle
density, impact angle, and impact velocity. Dam-
age to the samples was extensively analyzed.
Testing showed that analytical penetration pre-
dictions overestimated the actual damage
incurred by the radiator panel samples.
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Hypervelocity Impact Testing Performed on
Solar Dynamic Radiator
One of the hazards Space Station Freedom will
encounter in low Earth orbit is impact from
micrometeoroids and orbital debris. Micromete-
oroids are naturally occurring particles in orbit
about the Earth; orbital debris arises from man-
made material left in orbit. Both types of par-
ticles travel at hypervelocities, averaging between
10 and 20 km/sec. Even very small particles
traveling at these speeds can cause a great deal of
damage to space hardware.
Over the past 3 years NASA Lewis engineers
teamed with scientists at NASA Johnson Space
Center and engineers at LTV Missiles and Elec-
tronics Corp. have studied the effects of hyper-
velocity impact on the performance of Freedom's
solar dynamic radiator. The radiator is designed
to reject excess heat from the solar dynamic
power module by pumping a liquid heat transfer
fluid through a series of tubes embedded in
radiator panels. The liquid fluid loop must be
protected with a bumpering or armoring system
because it could be damaged or ruptured if
struck by a micrometeoroid or orbital debris
particle.
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Photovoltaic Power
Module
Plasma Testing Performed on Solar Array and
Structure
Plasma theory for low Earth orbit suggests that
high-voltage arrays on Space Station Freedom will
interact with space plasma and may "float" the
entire structure to large negative potentials
(-140 VDC relative to space plasma ground is
predicted). This large potential could result in
structural arcing and possible damage to thermal
control surfaces.
NASA Lewis has begun a system-level test pro-
gram to investigate the vulnerability of Freedom
and to measure the effectiveness of a plasma
contactor in mitigating these effects. The test
program used instrumented photovoltaic array
environmental protection (PAEP) development
hardware. This hardware consists of two panels
that make up one complete solar array circuit
(there will be 492 such circuits in the final Free-
Operations engineers make final checks on solar array panels
suspended in vacuum tank.
dom configuration). Each circuit consists of
400 solar cells arranged on a Kapton blanket in a
manner similar to the present Freedom solar
array design. The panels were connected to a
variety of simulated structural components and
subjected to an environment similar to that found
in space (i.e., high vacuum, solar illumination to
1/3 sun, a plasma density of 1.66 x 106 ions/
cm3 , and an electron temperature of 0.18 eV).
Tests performed to date have demonstrated that
floating potentials, although not as large as pre-
dicted, are still sufficient to allow structural
arcing. Chromic-acid-process-anodized alumi-
num arced readily on the face of the samples.
Sulfuric-acid-process-anodized aluminum was
more resistant to arcing. Arcs that did occur on
those samples were confined to the edge areas
(edge arcing is not expected to affect bulk thermal
control properties). Further tests are planned.
Tests using a plasma contactor showed it to be
highly effective in eliminating large station poten-
tials. Floating potentials were reduced from
— 120 VDC (measured relative to plasma ground)
to near ground potential. Structural arcing was
eliminated. Parasitic currents resulting from use
of the device were less than 1.5 mA.
Lewis contacts: Marian Felder, (216) 433-8310;
Bernard L. Sater, (216) 433-5291; Phillip E. Paulsen,
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Nickel/Hydrogen Cells Tested
NASA Lewis and its contractors are responsible
for designing and fabricating the electric power
system for Space Station Freedom. Freedom will
circle the Earth every 90 min in a low Earth orbit
(LEO), spending approximately 55 min in sunlight
and 35 min in the Earth's shadow (eclipse). In
order to supply continuous power over the orbit,
the electric power system must not only provide
power during the sunlight portion by means of
solar arrays, but must also store energy for use
during eclipse. Nickel/hydrogen (Ni/H 2 ) cells
were chosen as the energy storage system for
Freedom. Because of the limited Ni/H 2 data base
on life and performance characteristics in a LEO
regime, NASA Lewis began two test programs:
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one in house and one at the Naval Weapons Sup-
port Center (NWSC) in Crane, Indiana.
For the in-house test program NASA Lewis has
built a co, mputer-controlled Ni/H 2 cell laboratory
with a data acquisition system to screen a large
number of cell designs. Cells were purchased
from Yardney Technical Products, Eagle-Picher
Industries, and Hughes Aircraft Company. The
resulting 39-cell test matrix comprises 13 differ-
ent cell designs, including both 50- and 65-Ahr-
capacity cells. All cells have successfully
completed acceptance, vibration, and character-
ization testing and are currently undergoing LEO
life testing at a 35-percent depth of discharge
(DOD) and at either —5 or 10 C. As of October
1991, 22 cells have successfully completed over
2 years of life testing (11,680 cycles), the rest
have completed over 1 year. The number of
completed life cycles ranges from 10,450 to
14,900 cycles.
The NWSC was contracted by Lewis to character-
ize and life test a statistically significant number
of Ni/H2 cells in order to verify Freedom's re-
quirement of 5-year life at 35-percent DOD. The
test matrix comprises 130 Ni/H 2 cells from each
of three vendors: Yardney Technical Products,
Eagle-Picher Industries, and Gates Aerospace
Batteries. Each vendor will supply 50 "standard"
65-Ahr cells that represent a low-risk, state-of-
the-art LEO design. They will also supply 20
"advanced" 65-Ahr cells and 60 "advanced" 81-
Ahr cells. For the advanced design the vendors
were directed to include at least two recent tech-
nology developments that improve cycle life and
electrical performance. All life testing is per-
formed in either 10- or 5-cell series-connected
test packs, at 35- or 60-percent DOD, and at 10
or —5 C.
As of October 1991, all Eagle-Picher and all
Yardney cells have been delivered to NWSC and
have successfully completed acceptance, vibra-
tion, and characterization testing, except for the
Yardney 81-Ahr cells, which will begin character-
ization testing in November 1991 and life testing
in January 1992. Sixty Yardney 65-Ahr cells
(40 standard and 20 advanced) have started life
testing and have accumulated between 4050 and
7090 cycles. Four test packs at 60-percent DOD
have failed, with the longest one lasting 4700
cycles. Sixty Eagle-Picher 65-Ahr cells (40 stan-
dard and 20 advanced) have started life testing
and have accumulated between 1 170 and 2460
cycles. Forty Eagle-Picher 81-Ahr cells are just
beginning life testing. All 60 Gates 81-Ahr cells
have recently been delivered to the NWSC and
will undergo acceptance testing shortly. Thirty
additional 65-Ahr standard cells have been or-
dered from Gates for charge management testing.
These and the other 60 cells from Gates are
scheduled for delivery by December 1991. The
NWSC will also perform storage tests on cells
from each vendor.
In April 1991, NASA Lewis directed the NWSC to
carry out a special 6-month test on 48 of the
Eagle-Picher standard 65-Ahr cells to study the
effects of charging at a constant current and then
terminating charge at 94-percent state of charge
(SOC). (The Freedom baseline charge profile is
constant current to 94-percent SOC, taper to
100-percent SOC, trickle charge.) A constant
current charge is more desirable for Freedom's
electric power system because it allows for greater
available continuous power over the sunlight
period. However, the effects of terminating
charge at less than 100-percent SOC are not well
known and are therefore being studied.
Lewis contact: David T. Frate, (216) 433-8329
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Electrical Systems
Power System Monitor Design and
Implementation Completed
The Advanced Development Program of Space
Station Freedom has completed the design and
implementation of a power system monitor for the
NASA Lewis direct-current power- management-
and-distribution (DC PMAD) testbed. The DC
PMAD testbed is a reduced-scale representation
of the electric power system (EPS) in Freedom.
This testbed serves as the platform for evaluating
power system control techniques that are candi-
dates for implementation onboard Freedom or in
the ground-based control center. The power
system monitor, developed by NASA Lewis engi-
neers, includes all the functions deemed essential
to the safe operation of the testbed EPS. The Ada
programming language was selected for imple-
mentation of the power system monitor algo-
rithms. The power system monitor was tested
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and verified in the Power System Facility. Ada
software development and testing was performed
by NASA Lewis.
given function in the hierarchy. This hierarchical
system monitors and controls the testbed power
system.
The EPS control system will play a major roll in
the operation of Freedom's electric power system.
In its initial configuration the control system
functionality will be kept to a minimum to comply
with program constraints. As the EPS evolves
and becomes operational, the control system
functionality is expected to approach that of an
autonomous electric power system.
The DC PMAD testbed control system consists of
five standard controllers arranged in a distrib-
uted, hierarchical architecture. The standard
controllers are 20-MHz, Compaq 386/20e per-
sonal computers. Each standard controller is
configured with operating Ada software and
appropriate peripheral hardware to perform its
The testbed control system has been developed by
using a top-down approach based on classical
control and conventional terrestrial power utilities
design techniques. The design methodology used
included development of a testbed operating con-
cept, a functional design phase, and a detailed
design and implementation phase.
The power system algorithms provide the neces-
sary functions for performing periodic data acqui-
sition, data smoothing, fault detection and
validation, and status reporting. The Ada pro-
gramming language was selected to provide a
flexible and maintainable environment for the
development of the control algorithms.
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Development of High-Voltage, Direct - Current
Spacecraft Fuse Completed
Fuses are expected to be used on Space Station
Freedom in the primary and secondary distribu-
tion systems to protect the electrical distribution
hardware from faults. Past spacecraft have uti-
lized low-voltage fuses, but no high-voltage,
space-rated fuses were available for use on Free-
dom. The fundamental problem with higher volt-
age fuses is the prevention of an electrical
restrike in the form of a current arc. This effort
resulted in a fuse rated at 160 VDC with current
ratings up to 150 A.
The high-voltage fuse was developed under NASA
contract by the Mepcopal Company. The fuse is
manufactured with thick film materials in a proc-
ess similar to that used in fabricating semicon-
ductors. The fuse element consists primarily of
gold material deposited on an alumina substrate.
A low-temperature sealing glass (arc suppressant)
is laid down over the fuse element. When the
fuse is subjected to an overload, the gold element
melts and migrates rapidly into the arc-
suppressant glass coating. This effectively pre-
vents subsequent vaporization and ionization of
the blown metal. Arc, plasma, and vapor are
contained within the fuse package. The gold
material has a high positive temperature coeffi-
cient of resistance, which tends to provide
inherent current limiting as the overload current
increases. The fuse development effort resulted
in breadboard fuses that were tested over a range
of overload conditions. Further packaging and
qualification of the fuses has subsequently been
done by the Mepcopal Company.
Lewis contact: Raymond F. Beach, (216) 433-5320
Headquarters program office: OSF
Electric Power System Diagnostic Program
Tested
A major Space Station objective is to maximize its
productivity by developing products to enhance
its efficient operation. To minimize restoration
time, NASA Lewis is developing a diagnostic pro-
gram that will improve a power system
controller's ability to respond to anomalies.
A diagnostic program must understand all pos-
sible failures and their consequences before it can
diagnose a problem. Lewis' program incorporates
its failure knowledge into data tables, a technique
known as set covering. Using set covering rather
than a series of if-then rules to encode the failure
knowledge makes the diagnostic program ex-
tremely flexible. The program uses a standard
reliability analysis tool—the failure modes and
effects analysis—to produce the symptom and
failure data base. Symptoms are detected by
using rule-based classifiers. Symptoms are then
linked, by using antecedent-driven rules, to all
related system failures. This linkage generates
failure-cause hypotheses. Hypotheses are ranked
primarily by the number of observed symptoms;
the more symptoms, the more likely the failure
cause. Explanations are provided for the failure
causes and their symptoms, making the reason-
ing process readily understood by a power system
controller.
This diagnostic program has been built and
tested on a model of the Space Station power-
management-and-distribution system's direct-
current testbed. This model is being updated to
accurately depict the current testbed configura-
tion. Integrated failure detection testing will be
performed during the fall of 1991.
Lewis contact: James L. Dolce, (216) 433-8052
Headquarters program office: OSF
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Video Signal Analyzer Provides Trigger Pulse
Based on Sensing Motion in Image
Ongoing and future microgravity experiments
aboard the Space Shuttle or Space Station Free-
dom require high-resolution, high-frame-rate
video technology (HHVT) to replace high-speed
photographic motion picture film, which is heavy
and bulky and cannot be processed in space.
In the 1990's advances in semiconductor charge-
coupled device (CCD) and charge-injection device
(CID) array camera sensor technologies will per-
mit fabrication of very high-resolution video cam-
eras with frame rates much higher than the
commercial broadcast television standard of 30
frames per second. Digitized output from such a
high-rate video stream will present a difficult data
storage problem when data are produced at rates
300 Mbps or higher. As these data accumulate in
onboard storage, total mission video data storage
requirements will easily exceed 1 terabyte (1 tril-
lion bytes). Without careful attention to cost of
storage and transmission, such vast volumes of
data will become very expensive to support.
An approach to minimizing data storage require-
ments and cost involves storing only the "impor-
tant" digitized images. These are the images
containing information about the experiment that
are captured in the localized motion around some
significant physical event. In microgravity experi-
ments video events often happen after minutes or
hours of prior inactivity.
To facilitate coping with the mounting HHVT data
storage requirements, NASA Lewis has developed
an implementation of a video event trigger (VET)
that uses digital fuzzy logic technology and is
packaged on printed-circuit hardware inside a
personal computer testbed.
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Video event trigger system.
The VET system can detect the onset of motion
within less than 5 msec after a new video frame is
acquired by a digitizer. It will support acquisition
of many seconds of high-density frame storage
when coupled with high-density memory capable
of continuously recycling uninteresting video
frames. With pre- and post-trigger capabilities,
such memory could store an entire sequence of
images, including all the subtle details and
changes visible just before the main event.
The trigger event is extracted by a special proces-
sor capable of parallel processing 96 million pix-
els per second, searching for picture changes
caused by one or more of the following events:
• Motion of an object in the area of interest
Color change in the area of interest, with no
motion
• Sudden and complete disappearance (or
appearance) of an object in the area of
interest
Built into the VET system is the capability to
qualify and trigger on sudden image changes
while ignoring slow changes or to trigger after
detecting slow long-term image changes based on
differences from a static reference image.
Lewis contact: Glenn L. Williams, (216) 433-2389
Headquarters program office: OSSA
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Structural Systems
Test Verification of Spacecraft Dynamic
Models Applied to ACTS
Space Shuttle safety requires that the dynamic
models used to calculate flight loads be test veri-
fied. Model verification is a part of the structural
certification process that precedes all Space
Shuttle flights. Advanced test and analysis tech-
niques are being applied at NASA Lewis in the
verification of dynamic models. These dynamic
models are created by using finite element pro-
grams such as NASTRAN. These advanced
techniques have been recently applied to the
Advanced Communications Technology Satellite
(ACTS).
There are three phases in the verification of a
model. The first phase is pretest analysis. In this
phase the "target" or important loads that pro-
duce modes of vibration are identified. Modifica-
tions to NASTRAN called DMAP's have been
written to calculate the mass associated with
each mode. Modes with high mass produce high
loads. Another important part of the pretest
analysis is the development of a test analysis
model (TAM). A TAM is the finite element model
reduced from many thousand degrees of freedom
to a few hundred that will be instrumented with
accelerometers during the second phase, the
modal survey. The TAM must predict the target
modes as accurately as the full finite element
model. For the ACTS TAM a new method called
effective independence (ref. 1) was applied in
addition to more standard techniques. These
standard techniques include calculating the
kinetic energy of each degree of freedom and
instrumenting those with large kinetic energy.
During the modal survey phase different means of
exciting the modes are used. For example, one
method may work better in identifying closely
spaced modes than another. In the ACTS modal
survey continuous random, burst random, and
multipoint stepped sine excitation were all used.
Objective criteria have been developed that allow
the best mode to be selected from all the data
collected.
Correlation of the model with test data is the final
phase of this activity. Changes are made to the
model to improve agreement between it and test
data. Both the frequency of a mode as well as its
Finite element model of ACTS spacecraft.
ACTS spacecraft.
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shape must be adequately correlated. Design
sensitivity analysis is helpful in identifying where
changes will be most effective in improving corre-
lation. Engineering judgment is also important in
the correlation effort.
These techniques successfully verified the ACTS
dynamic model. This technology is applicable to
all Space Shuttle cargo bay payloads. It will be
applied to the first Space Station Freedom launch
that will place the first electric power module for
Freedom into orbit. It is also applicable to space-
craft placed into orbit by expendable launch
vehicles.
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Space Station Freedom Photovoltaic Array
Feathering Reduces Loads
The current evolution in spacecraft design is
toward larger, lighter, and more flexible struc-
tures. Space Station Freedom is an example of
such a structure. Even though it operates in the
microgravity environment of low Earth orbit, it
still must be designed to withstand several
unique external disturbances.
Structural dynamic loads analyses conducted at
NASA Lewis have indicated that Space Shuttle
Orbiter plume impingement is one of the most
severe load-inducing disturbances. Plume
impingement is the result of the Orbiter firing its
reaction control jets to maneuver toward a ren-
dezvous with Freedom. In these loads analyses
the computer program RCSFORCE was used to
compute the reaction control jet forces. MSC/
NASTRAN was then used to compute the result-
ant internal loads.
Initial rendezvous scenarios indicated that the
photovoltaic array structure would not survive
most Orbiter approaches. In these initial analy-
ses the photovoltaic arrays were allowed to main-
tain their Sun tracking mode, and thus a large
percentage of their structural area was exposed to
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the oncoming plume impingement jet forces. It
was then decided that an operational fix of Free-
dom, the Orbiter, or both would be required. In
searching for a possible operational fix, the
RCSFORCE program was used to find the a and Rjoint angles of Freedom for the lowest maximum
plume loading. These angle combinations are
called the feathered positions.
The plume impingement forces for these feathered
positions were then run through MSC / NASTRAN
to compute the actual dynamic loads. Results
indicate that feathering lowers the resultant load
by an order of magnitude.
Additional analyses continue to be conducted to
ensure that the most efficient feathered positions
are used for the variety of Orbiter approach sce-
narios and Freedom stage configurations. Future
work will be done to couple RCSFORCE with
COntrol-STructure-INteractions (CO-ST-IN). CO-
ST-IN is a computer program used to predict the
very complex structure-control interactions
occurring in modern spacecraft designs.
The results from these simulations, done at NASA
Lewis, will be used to help design flight rules for
both Space Station Freedom and the Orbiter fleet.
Lewis contacts: Damian R. Ludwiczak, (216) 433-2383;
Isam Yunis, (216) 433-8393; Marsha Nall, (216) 433-5374
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VAPEPS Predicts Acoustic Environment for
ELV Payloads
Acoustic environment predictions for payloads
launched by Atlas and Titan expendable launch
vehicles (ELV) are critical for spacecraft design
and testing. The prediction of the acoustic envi-
ronment inside payload fairings is complicated by
the recent advances in launch vehicle design,
where greater lift capacity is combined with
lighter and larger payload fairings. NASA Lewis
has successfully developed and utilized two inde-
pendent analysis methodologies for determining
the maximum expected spacecraft acoustic envi-
ronments. These methodologies were most
recently applied to the Mars Observer mission.
The Mars Observer spacecraft will be launched on
Martin Marietta Corporation's newest launch
vehicle, the Commercial Titan. The transfer orbit
Commercial
Titan
Configuration of Commercial Titan, Mars Observer, and transfer
orbit stage.
stage will make its initial flight for the Mars
Observer mission.
Early in the Mars Observer Program, before flight
data were available, the acoustic environment
was predicted analytically by using the VAPEPS
computer program. VAPEPS uses statistical
energy analysis to predict the vibroacoustic
response of a structure. VAPEPS is managed by
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the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and is currently
sponsored by NASA Lewis. VAPEPS predicted a
noise reduction for the Commercial Titan's new
honeycomb payload fairing. The payload fairing
interior acoustics at the Mars Observer spacecraft
and the transfer orbit stage was then predicted by
combining the VAPEPS noise reduction prediction
with a scaled estimate of the external acoustic
environment derived from other Titan flight
vehicles. This early prediction allowed the space-
craft and upper stage to be designed on schedule.
When the first flight data for the new Commercial
Titan vehicle became available two years later, a
second acoustic environment prediction was
made for the Mars Observer mission. The Com-
mercial Titan flight data were corrected for spatial
variability, flight-to-flight variability, and payload
configuration differences to arrive at a second
acoustic prediction for the Mars Observer space-
craft and the transfer orbit stage.
The predictions obtained from these two indepen-
dent methodologies agreed very well. NASA Lewis
determined the final acoustic specification by
enveloping the two predictions. This acoustic
specification is incorporated into the interface
control document for the mission.
The two acoustic prediction methodologies devel-
oped and utilized for the Mars Observer mission
can be applied to any ELV mission to predict the
required acoustic specifications. The fact that the
VAPEPS analytical prediction agreed well with the
flight data prediction increases confidence that
VAPEPS can be used to make a good acoustic
prediction early in an ELV mission program, even
for a new launch vehicle.
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Advanced Propfan Technology Works for
Cruise Missiles
A series of wind tunnel tests successfully demon-
strated the performance of a U.S. Navy cruise
missile with a counterrotating propfan propulsion
system. A 55-percent scale model of the cruise
missile with Lewis-supplied propfan blades com-
pleted extensive performance tests in the NASA
Ames 14-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel during the
summer of 1991. The model is about 12 in. in
diameter and 130 in. long and has a wingspan of
55 in. There are two blade rows with six blades
in each row. Each blade was made from approxi-
mately 90 layers of graphite epoxy material; each
layer was 0.0032 in. thick. Lewis designed and
fabricated two different sets of propfan blades for
this project. Each set simulates an operating
design point representative of a particular propul-
sion system.
The U.S. Navy, at the request of the Department
of Defense, is investigating unique missile propul-
sion systems that could increase fuel efficiency.
Lewis has recently completed several aircraft
flight projects that have demonstrated substantial
increases in propulsive fuel efficiency through the
use of propfan blades. Propfan blades are thin,
highly swept propellers that are designed by
using highly advanced computational aerodynam-
ics and structural mechanics techniques. These
advancements in design allow the blades to with-
stand high operating loads while maintaining
high efficiency at high cruise speeds. A propfan
offers a 50-percent fuel saving over equivalent-
technology turbofan engines at comparable air-
craft speeds and altitudes. As a result, the U.S.
Navy selected the Lewis-developed propfan blade
technology as a unique system for evaluating
improvements in missile performance. The Naval
Weapons Center at China Lake, California, had
overall responsibility for the propfan-missile
interaction project. This project required support
from NASA Ames, NASA Lewis, the Naval Aviation
Depot, the National Science Foundation, and
industry. A primary goal of the project was to
validate computational fluid dynamics analytical
models of a complete missile configuration having
counterrotating blades with experimental results
from the wind tunnel test.
A Lewis and support service contractor team was
formed to carry out this project. The two different
Lewis-designed propfan blade sets were (1) a
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Propfan cruise missile.
short-span, high-tip-speed design and (2) a
longer-span, lower-tip-speed design. A totally
integrated computer process was used to accom-
plish the design, analysis, and fabrication. The
aerodynamic shape of the blades had to be cor-
rectly defined to achieve the necessary perform-
ance. The graphite epoxy laminate blades had to
be designed to accommodate the proper three-
dimensional aerodynamic shape and to withstand
the high rotational speeds and fluctuating aero-
dynamic loads.
Once fabricated, the blades were instrumented,
mounted to a test hub, and spin tested to verify
that they could withstand the rotational speeds
required during the actual wind tunnel tests. The
wind tunnel model hubs were also spin tested
over the test matrix.
A preliminary analysis of the wind tunnel test
results indicated that counterrotating propfans
make an excellent cruise missile propulsion sys-
tem and can significantly improve vehicle aerody-
namic characteristics. The test results matched
the performance predictions made by the aero-
elastic codes for almost all cases. Deviations
were noted for high angles of attack.
The details of this work are being prepared for
proposed NASA Technical Memorandums 105264
to 105272.
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Penetrable Linear-Gap Pressure Seal Designed
Flexible rubber tubes form a seal around a probe
or other penetrating object, yet still allow move-
ment. Through the use of inflatable rubber seals
an instrumentation probe can penetrate and
move along a wind tunnel wall without causing
an air leak at the wall. A pair of opposed inflat-
able rubber tubes (or seals) create an airtight seal
across a slot in a wind tunnel wall. The probe is
equipped with a special teardrop-shaped section
that causes the inflatable seal to deform and
mold itself around the probe.
The design of the seal was completed in 1991, but
hardware fabrication was postponed owing to
lack of program funds. A prototype seal test
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apparatus was constructed and tested, however,
and proved that the concept will create an airtight
seal while still allowing probe movement. The
prototype was tested at a "wind tunnel" pressure
of 30 psi and a seal inflation pressure of 50 psi,
with no net leakage. Frequent lubrication of the
seal interface is critical in minimizing the force
needed to move the probe. A U.S. patent is pend-
ing on the linear-gap pressure seal.
Current technology for traversing seals utilizes
sliding plates with face seals. However, in this
bulky method the seal assembly must be at least
twice as long as the desired probe travel. The
new linear-gap pressure seal assembly is only
slightly longer than the desired probe travel. This
size advantage of approximately 50 percent can
make a tremendous difference when space is
cramped and allows a researcher to probe close to
an obstruction or flange.
The new seal concept is adaptable to other situa-
tions in which objects must penetrate pressure
walls and move along them. It should work as
well for vacuum chambers as for pressure
vessels.
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Distributed Resource Computing Speeds
Information Delivery
Recent advances in microprocessor and network-
ing technology have shifted computer resources
from centralized facilities to the desktops of com-
puter users. Resources available to an applica-
tion are no longer limited to a single computer
but may now be distributed across a network
between many different computer systems. This
shift in computer resources presents system
designers with new opportunities in computer
resource utilization.
An information delivery system currently is being
prototyped by Sverdrup Technology personnel of
the Technology Demonstration Center (TDC) at
NASA Lewis. Computer users at NASA Lewis use
the services of the TDC to obtain information on
new computer hardware and software products.
Information regarding TDC services is currently
provided to the user community through a paper
distribution system. The TDC is replacing the
existing paper method with an automated infor-
mation delivery system that provides centralized
storage of information for quick and easy access
by the user community.
The TDC information delivery system is an appli-
cation program based upon the client/server
model. A point-and-click graphical interface
allows the user to obtain information on TDC
events and services or to register for a specific
event. A data base server residing on a remote
host system processes requests for information
and transfers them to the client through a net-
work connection by using the standard Transmis-
sion Control and Internet protocols (TCP/IP).
Although the client and server are two separate
programs, the network connection glues them
together to operate transparently as a single
application program executing on a local
computer system.
The server side of the TDC information delivery
system has been implemented as a remote data
base server program with Remote Procedure Call
(RPC) library routines. Using RPC library rou-
tines simplifies the development of distributed
applications by hiding the details of network
programming from the programmer. The RPC
library routines transparently handle all of the
message passing from one process to the other,
freeing the application programmer from the task
of low-level interprocess communication
programming.
The interoperability of heterogeneous computer
environments can increase the capabilities and
functionality of distributed applications by uti-
lizing the unused processing power of today's
high-performance desktop systems. The TDC
information delivery system is an example of such
an application. Its use will help alleviate the
TDC's dependence on the paper distribution of
information and will deliver schedule and
announcement information faster. It may also
serve as a model for future applications seeking
to utilize distributed resource computing.
Lewis contact: Jeffrey A. Miller, (216) 433-8268
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Multigrid Biharmonic Solver on a Parallel
Computer
Parallel computers are a new style of computer.
Instead of programming one computer and letting
it execute, one programs several computers and
lets them work together. The advantage is much
faster execution than with even a Cray super-
computer, and at a fraction of the cost. But pro-
gramming these computers is more challenging.
One of NASA Lewis' first significant parallel com-
puter applications was the multigrid biharmonic
solver. The work was done in the Advanced Com-
putational Concepts Laboratory (ACCL) on the
Intel Hypercube parallel computer. This project
has led the way for future work in parallel com-
puting. The multigrid technique has been proven
to improve the convergence rate of many numeri-
cal problems. But this project has shown that it
can be used to even greater advantage in con-
junction with a parallel computer. More impor-
tantly, the techniques learned are being applied
to other problems at Lewis.
The multigrid biharmonic solver has attained
65 percent efficiency. This means that as the
number of computing elements doubles, the
speed with which the problem is solved increases
by 65 percent. The number of computing
elements can continue to be increased until the
desired speed is achieved. A standard computer
cannot increase its speed like this.
Besides solving some of the problems of parallel
computing, this project has opened up new
research possibilities. For example, a common
Euler solver for jet engine configurations is now
being modified to work on a parallel computer.
This project also affects the Numerical Propulsion
Simulation System (NPSS) community. They
have problem spaces so large that they cannot be
solved on traditional supercomputers. This
project demonstrates that the promise of faster
computing lies in parallel computing.
Especially important is the issue of scalability, or
how to solve various size problems on a com-
puter. Many programs that are written for paral-
lel computing are limited to a certain number of
computing elements. For example, although
solving for 40,000 unknowns across a domain is
much more time consuming that solving for 100
unknowns, many programs would use the same
number of computing elements for both cases.
Using many computing elements to solve a small
problem can be wasteful, and using only a few
computing elements to solve a very large problem
can be time consuming. Clearly, there is a need
to be able to specify the number of computing
elements for solving a given problem.
What makes the multigrid technique an interest-
ing candidate for the parallel computing environ-
ment is its built-in scalability. The multigrid
technique uses a user-specified number of grid
levels to find a solution to the topmost grid level,
but each lower level has half as many points as
the level just before it.
Soon an entire jet engine configuration Euler
solver will be implemented on the Intel Hyper-
cube. This will be useful for the NPSS and other
engine design applications.
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High-Speed Fiber Networks Arrive at NASA
Lewis
As NASA Lewis evolves from a facility with cen-
tralized computing to a facility with distributed
computing resources, the need for higher speed
networks becomes increasingly important. Lewis'
networks have been continually upgraded. Net-
works using point-to-point copper connections at
speeds less than 9600 bps have been replaced by
Ethernets at 10 Mbps interconnected with fiber
running at 100 Mbps.
Lewis' computing environment presently consists
of Ethernets in each building interconnected
across a laboratory-wide backbone. This topology
allows users in any building on the backbone to
interconnect to any resource on the laboratory
and gives them access to the world via the
Internet. The laboratory-wide backbone started
as a portion of the bandwidth on Lewis' broad-
band cabling (CATV) network. Bridging devices
caused Lewis to appear as one large network.
Although this allowed any type of connection to
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any resource available, it also created an environ-
ment where errors on one network would be
propagated to every segment on the laboratory.
The bridged network is being converted to a
routed one. This topology creates individual
subnetworks on either side of the router.
Although certain protocols are allowed through
the router, errors do not get propagated. A
routed network also allows for an additional level
of security.
Higher performance routers are being explored to
overcome some of the pitfalls of a purely routed
environment. They have the segmentation and
security advantages of routers but can drop back
to a bridge configuration for protocols that are
not routable.
A parallel effort as bridges are converted to rout-
ers is the conversion from the cable backbone to
one of fiber. When this effort was begun in 1988,
industry fiber standards were being created. One
forerunner to the standard was an 80-Mbps net-
work (P80) offered by Proteon, Inc. Buildings
were brought onto the fiber ring by using
Proteon's proprietary scheme until a standard
was finalized by the industry. The industry stan-
dard, FDDI (fiber distributed data interface), is a
100-Mbps dual-redundant counterrotating fiber
optic ring. This topology allows for fault tolerance
and fiber redundancy.
As a new fiber optic backbone is installed around
the laboratory, each building's Ethernets are
being migrated to the FDDI standard. As of
September 16, 1991, 12 routers are installed on
the fiber and plans are to add all of the buildings
at Lewis with major computing and communica-
tions needs. This effort will ensure that Lewis'
growing computer resources—mass storage,
video, computer visualization, and other aspects
of distributed computing—will be used in the
most efficient way.
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ISDN at NASA Lewis Explored
Integrated Services Digital Networking (ISDN) is a
worldwide network concept that uses digital
transmission and switching technology to provide
an integrated set of voice and data (as well as
non-voice and eventually video) services. A set of
international standards is being formulated for a
modular, layered framework that can deliver a
variety of service features, management func-
tions, and bandwidths. An initial survey of
current and proposed ISDN technology was con-
ducted at NASA Lewis to determine its applicabil-
ity to the Lewis environment. The examination
was performed with the assistance of faculty from
Kent State and Cleveland State universities.
Application testing involving ISDN functionality
on Lewis' private branch exchange (PBX) contin-
ues to be performed.
The ISDN standards define a reference configura-
tion of functional components and interface
structures for connecting to an ISDN. Functional
components include terminal adapters (TA),
PBX's (NT2), and ISDN-compatible telephones
(TE 1). Interface structures include specifications
for a basic rate interface that combines one
16-kbps D channel and two 64-kbps B channels
and a primary rate interface that permits any
combination of 64-kbps B, 64-kbps D, 384-kbps
H0, and 1536-kbps H 1 1 channels with an aggre-
gate data rate limit of 1536 kbps.
A number of switching options are available with
ISDN, including circuit switching, packet switch-
ing, and permanent virtual circuit. Call and
network management information is conveyed on
a separate channel from primary voice and data
circuits by using a technique called common
channel signaling. ISDN narrowband services
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include such mandatory basic services as tele-
phony and such supplementary options as
callforwarding. Basic services are further divided
into bearer services defining the "grade" of data
service and teleservices describing applications-
level services such as group 4 fax and telex.
New technologies are being developed to allow for
higher bandwidth services. Asynchronous trans-
fer mode (ATM) allows fast packet switching and
satisfies diverse bandwidth and delay require-
ments, and synchronous optical network (SONET)
transports ATM cells at data rates from 51.84
Mbps to 2.488 Gbps.
Lewis currently has limited ISDN capability
through a Fujitsu F9600 PBX. Plans to upgrade
the F9600 will add a basic rate interface to the
existing primary rate interface capabilities as well
as add compatibility with current AT&T and
Northern Telecom central office switches. Com-
patibility and interoperability are major concerns
at Lewis. At present, long-distance carriers fre-
quently use ISDN, common channel signaling, or
both internally, but local exchange carriers find
necessary equipment upgrades too costly, thus
forming a barrier to widespread ISDN availability.
NASA and Lewis are looking toward future inter-
center testing and deployment through the new
Federal telephone system, FTS2000, bypassing
local barriers.
Preliminary experiments in providing point-to-
point data circuits as well as connectivity to
Lewis' central computing facilities have been
successful. Computer users in buildings without
normal local area network service can be sup-
ported through a data connection between their
workstations and a digital telephone. In the long
term broadband ISDN will also allow circuit-
Digital phone with
data terminal adapter
Transmission Control
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terminal server
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switched access to high-bandwidth services, such
as video conferencing and digital video, as well as
tighter integration between voice, data, and video
services.
Lewis contacts: Steven W. Eubanks, (216) 433-9479;
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Aerospace Analysis Center Opens
During late 1989 and most of 1990, NASA Lewis
personnel designed a state-of-the-art communica-
tions network for the Aerospace Analysis Center,
a building in the Aerospace Technology Park that
houses the Advanced Space Analysis Office and
the Aeropropulsion Analysis Office. The Aero-
space Technology Park is an industrial park
located adjacent to NASA Lewis where most of the
larger Lewis support service contractors have
offices and Lewis has located select NASA
divisions.
The Aerospace Analysis Center was the first
building occupied by Lewis personnel that has
one type of cabling supporting all data and voice
communications within the building. This net-
work cabling was designed to simultaneously
support voice and multiple types of data commu-
nications, including Ethernet, synchronous,
asynchronous, and Apple Localtalk. The building
is also cabled for broadband television distribu-
tion with standard CATV coaxial cable; two
strands of multimode fiber optic cabling were
pulled but not terminated at every faceplate. In
most Lewis buildings the Ethernets utilize coaxial
cable; synchronous data traffic utilizes a different
coaxial cable; asynchronous traffic uses either
broadband CATV coaxial cable or twisted pair;
and Apple Localtalk networks use twisted pair.
The type of cabling used in the Aerospace Analy-
sis Center's data and voice communications
design was 24 American wire gauge unshielded
twisted pair. Each of the two floors in the building
has a centrally located wiring closet from which
each of the offices is radially wired. Each two-
person office has two faceplates. Each faceplate
IRIS workstation on Ethernet
	
PC on Ethernet
Typical Jaceplace at Aerospace Analysis Center.
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has four 4-pair unshielded twisted-pair cables
terminated on RJ-45 connectors. Each faceplate
has one connector designated for telephone and
one connector for Ethernet, leaving the other two
connectors available for another telephone, an-
other Ethernet drop, or synchronous or asynchro-
nous drops.
Because Lewis has given Aerospace Technology
Park buildings the option of connectivity to the
Lewis 80- to 100-Mbps fiber optic token ring
backbone network, access to Lewis through mul-
tiplexed point-to-point T1 service, and connectiv-
ity to the Lewis broadband CATV distribution, the
Aerospace Analysis Center was the first group to
move off the Lewis laboratory who retained the
same communications functionality as they had
on the laboratory. Telephone service is provided
by Ohio Bell Centrex, with tie lines installed
between a remote Centrex telephone switch
located in the Sverdrup Technology building and
the Lewis telephone switches.
Ameritech, under contract to the Aerospace Tech-
nology Park developer, did the intrabuilding net-
work installation for the Aerospace Analysis
Center and installed the necessary interbuilding
cabling to Sverdrup Technology, the building in
the Aerospace Technology Park that houses the
equipment which bridges the Park networks to
the Lewis networks.
Lewis contacts: Jennifer L. Lazbin, (216) 433-8252;
Fredric N. Goldberg, (216) 433-5074
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Boundary Layer Transition Explained Further
The prediction of boundary layer transition is one
of the major unresolved issues in aircraft design.
Experimentalists usually study this phenomenon
by artificially exciting their flows with two-
dimensional, relatively small-amplitude, single-
frequency excitation devices, such as a vibrating
ribbon or an acoustic speaker. The resulting
initial disturbances are well described by linear
stability theory and, at the low Mach numbers at
which most of the experiments have been carried
out, are nearly two dimensional. This two-
dimensional linear behavior can persist over very
long streamwise distances when the excitation
levels are sufficiently small, but the disturbance
usually becomes three dimensional and nonlinear
at sufficiently large downstream distances. Most
experiments are carried out on a thin, flat plate
that is carefully aligned with the upstream flow.
The linear regime and the initial three-
dimensional regime are reasonably well under-
stood. The latter is associated with the appear-
ance of more or less periodic spanwise structures
in the flow (peak-valley splitting, etc.). These
spanwise structures are probably due to a
resonant-triad interaction between a pair of
oblique subharmonic modes and a basic funda-
mental two-dimensional mode.
The growth rate of the oblique modes in the initial
three-dimensional regime is effectively linear
because the oblique modes do not affect the plane
wave. However, a new, fully nonlinear regime
eventually develops, and a completely rational
asymptotic analysis of this regime has been
worked out. It shows that the oblique modes
undergo a nonlinear self-interaction at this
regime that completely controls their downstream
development. This interaction produces
nonlinear saturation of the instability waves in
the absence of adverse-pressure gradients and an
explosive growth of these waves when adverse-
pressure gradients are present.
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Analytical predictions are in excellent agreement
with the zero-pressure-gradient, flat-plate bound-
ary layer experiments and numerical investiga-
tions, not only at the exact resonance condition
but also over a broad range of spanwise wave-
numbers. Unlike previous analyses, they are able
to explain the experimentally observed saturation
phenomena that appear in these experiments.
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Insight Gained on Three-Dimensional
Boundary Layer Separation
The mechanisms that cause a thin, viscous
boundary layer to separate from the surface of a
solid body are still not understood, even though
considerable progress has been made in recent
years—mostly for two-dimensional flows. Three-
dimensional flows behave quite differently from
the ideal two-dimensional situation, and very
little is known about their separation behavior.
To gain some insight into this phenomenon, we
consider the flow over a relatively thin, flat plate
with a small-amplitude, three-dimensional distor-
tion imposed on an otherwise uniform upstream
flow. Two limiting cases have been considered.
In the first case the upstream vorticity field is
entirely in the streamwise direction, so that there
is little or no vortex stretching outside the viscous
boundary layer on the plate surface. The stream-
wise velocity profiles first become inflectional
within this boundary layer, and the boundary
layer then undergoes a gradual separation along
a continuous curve along which the normal com-
ponent of the wall shear stress vanishes.
The second case is much more interesting. Here
the upstream vorticity field is perpendicular to
the plane of the plate, and considerable vortex
stretching occurs. The boundary layer separation
now occurs farther upstream, involves the colli-
sion of two different regions of the flow, and ends
in the ejection of a strong vertical jet. The
detailed morphology of this separation has been
worked out by using a combination of analytical
and numerical techniques.
This local structure can be quite unstable to
small disturbances and could break down into
turbulence. This local bursting phenomenon may
contribute a kind of bypass mechanism that
leads directly to boundary layer transition with-
out involving the linear regime.
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Turbomachinery Flow Modeling Continues
A mathematical analysis has yielded a set of
equations governing the conceptual flow model
currently used to design turbomachinery blading.
These equations govern the time-averaged flow
state within a typical passage of a blade row
embedded in a multistage configuration. This
mathematical exercise has been transformed into
a number of computer simulation models and has
aided in the formulation of two turbomachinery
research programs.
The first research program is focused on advanc-
ing our understanding of the flow phenomena
that affect the performance and life of multistage
compressor blading. This research effort inte-
grates computational fluid dynamics, flow model-
ing, and experimental fluid mechanics to develop
flow models that designers can apply to advanced
blading. Both university and industrial research-
ers have been and will continue to be active par-
ticipants in this program.
The second research program will examine the
control of secondary flow structures within
turbomachinery. A viscous multistage code
developed at NASA Lewis will be used in this
study. This code has been used recently to exam-
ine the development of secondary flows within a
mixed-flow turbine. The simulations revealed the
existence of a strong vortical flow, at the exit of
the rotor, whose origin was traced back to the
rotor hub boundary layer.
In addition, this code has been used to examine
the tip clearance flow of a transonic rotor. It was
found that a strong interaction takes place
between the leakage vortex and the in-passage
shock, resulting in a rapid growth of the tip end-
wall blockage as the rotor is throttled toward
stall. It was hypothesized that this rapid growth
triggers the onset of stall.
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Characterization of Turbulence Shows That
Nonlinearity Can Be Negligible
Because of the pervasiveness of turbulence, both
in man-made fluid systems and in nature, the
work at NASA Lewis on the characterization of
turbulence is continuing. Turbulence is still not
well understood, and much of our inability to
predict turbulent flows stems from that lack of
understanding. A main complicating characteris-
tic of turbulence is its nonlinearity; we do not
know how to handle the nonlinear terms in the
equations of motion. There has been some dis-
agreement as to whether that nonlinearity is ever
small. A study at NASA Lewis has shown that
when the turbulence is weak enough, the
nonlinearity can be neglected.
The nonlinear terms in the equations of motion of
a fluid are ordinarily large compared with the
other terms when those equations are used to
describe turbulent flow. However, one might
expect intuitively that at very low turbulence
Reynolds numbers (for weak turbulence) the
nonlinear terms would become negligible. There
has been, nevertheless, some uncertainty on that
point. Some plausible analyses have indicated
that the skewness factor, which is a measure of
the nonlinearity of the turbulence, may not
approach zero at vanishingly small Reynolds
numbers. In particular reference 1, where the
shape of the energy spectrum was assumed to
remain approximately the same as the turbu-
lence decayed, concluded that the skewness
approaches a nonzero value in the final period of
decay. That value did not differ greatly from
those at earlier times. On the other hand, analy-
ses where the assumption of similarity was not
invoked (refs. 2 and 3) and an experiment (ref. 3)
indicated that the skewness approaches zero as
the turbulence decays.
In an attempt to resolve this discrepancy a nu-
merical solution of the unaveraged equations of
fluid motion for a decaying turbulent flow was
used to determine how the skewness (nonlin-
earity) changes with time. The results show that
as the Reynolds number approaches zero, so also
does the skewness or the nonlinearity, in agree-
ment with references 2 and 3 rather than with
reference 1. This suggests that the change in
shape with time of the turbulence energy spec-
trum can have an important effect on the
ultimate character (linear or nonlinear) of the
decaying turbulence. The results also show
that the flow, as the final period of decay is
approached, is not truly turbulent, because the
temporal fluctuations decayed earlier, leaving
only the spatial fluctuations. Further details on
the study are given in reference 4.
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Nonlinear Dynamics Studied for Mixing and
Transition Control
Considerable progress has been made at NASA
Lewis toward understanding nonlinear phenom-
ena in both unbounded and wall-bounded shear
flow transition by using a combination of high-
Reynolds-number asymptotic and numerical
methods. The objective of this work is to fully
understand the nonlinear dynamics so that ulti-
mately effective means of mixing and transition
control can be developed.
The analyses has two important novel aspects.
First, the disturbances evolve from strictly linear,
finite-growth-rate instability waves on weakly
nonparallel mean flows so that the proper
upstream conditions can be applied in the linear
region. Second, the question of proper outflow
boundary conditions, which is still a research
issue for direct numerical simulations (DNS) of
convectively unstable shear flows, does not arise
because the asymptotic formulations lead to
parabolic problems. Composite expansion tech-
niques are used to obtain solutions that account
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for both mean-flow-divergence and nonlinear
effects.
For an incompressible mixing layer the amplitude
evolution of a two-dimensional instability wave is
completely controlled by a nonlinear critical-layer
vorticity equation. Although the solution of this
parabolic partial differential equation requires
supercomputer resources, it is sufficiently sim-
pler than a direct numerical simulation using the
Navier-Stokes equations so that grid-resolution
questions can be resolved.
Very good agreement with available experimental
data for the first nonlinear saturation stage of a
plane-jet shear layer, a circular-jet shear layer,
and a mixing layer behind a splitter plate has
been demonstrated (ref. 1). The composite solu-
tion was compared with Freymuth's (ref. 2;
fig. 10) amplitude-evolution data for four different
excitation levels in his circular-jet shear layer
experiment. The comparison confirmed that
there is an initial streamwise region where the
disturbance is well described by weakly non-
parallel linear stability theory and that the
nonlinear saturation is well described by the
composite solution. For subsonic and supersonic
instability waves on compressible shear layers
(ref. 3), the nonlinearity comes into play at
smaller amplitudes than in the incompressible
case; and their evolution is consequently deter-
mined by a nonlinear integro- differential equa-
tion. The nonlinear effects can give rise to either
an explosive growth or an equilibrium solution.
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Modeling of Unsteady Turbulent Flows Aided
by Rapid-Distortion Theory
The study of unsteady turbulent flows is quite
relevant to many technical applications, such as
Stirling engine flow, rotor-stator interactions in
turbomachinery, and internal combustion
engines. In predicting these flows, off-the-shelf
models, such as the K-E model, were used to
describe the turbulent motion. These models were
originally developed for steady flows, and using
them in the unsteady case implies that the turbu-
lence would respond in a "quasi-steady" manner
to unsteady effects. But now there is increasing
experimental evidence that this is not the case.
In fact, experimental observations show that the
structure of wall turbulence is distorted when
`ro	 1	 Present rapid-distortion model
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Modulated wall shear stress versus frequency in a turbulent
wall layer subject to oscillatory pressure field. Predictions of
the K-r model and the rapid-distortion model are compared
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exposed to highly unsteady effects (the behavior
near the wall lags behind that away from the wall)
and that flow-history effects are important. The
use of steady-state-based turbulence models in
unsteady cases can thus result in considerable
errors, because such models cannot account for
the observed unsteady effects.
This difficulty was overcome by adapting rapid-
distortion theory to introduce a truly unsteady
closure into a simple phenomenological turbu-
lence model in order to describe the unsteady
response of a turbulent wall layer exposed to a
temporarily oscillating pressure gradient. The
closure model was built by taking the ratio of
turbulent shear stress to turbulent kinetic energy
to be a function of the effective strain. The latter
accounts for the history of the flow. The com-
puted unsteady velocity fluctuations and modu-
lated turbulent stresses compared favorably in
the "non-quasi-steady" frequency range, where
quasi-steady assumptions fail. This suggests
that the concept of rapid distortion is especially
appropriate for unsteady flows.
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Materials
New Method Calculates Material Properties
Although solving the Schroedinger equation for a
solid, which is based on first principles, is the
most desirable approach to use in computational
materials studies, it can prove to be cumbersome
for complex problems of practical interest. There-
fore, current theoretical research is directed
toward the development of semiempirical tech-
niques that have their grounding in first-
principles approaches yet use some fitting
parameters from experiment. These methods are
then tested by how well they quantitatively pre-
dict both experiment and first-principles calcula-
tions for less complex situations. The objective of
the research is the prediction of the energetics of
defects in solids and at interfaces. Materials of
practical interest span a wide range, including
metals, ceramics, semiconductors, and polymers;
consequently, it is necessary to develop
approaches that treat each class of solids.
Fraction of chromium, xCr
Heats of formation versus composition for body-centered cubic
alloys of chromium and iron.
Progress has been made in predicting the ener-
getics of single-component systems for metals
and semiconductors. Extensive effort has been
recently directed toward predicting the properties
of face-centered, cubic metallic alloys (ref. 1). We
now have developed techniques to predict the
properties of body-centered, cubic metallic alloys,
which have complex behavior in their heats of
formation, and are in the initial stages of predict-
ing the properties of semiconducting compounds
such as silicon germanium (SiGe) or gallium
arsenide (GaAs).
In order to develop techniques to predict the
properties of ceramics, it is necessary to extend
the previously developed methods to include the
possibility of charge transfer between the inter-
acting components. Progress has been made in
extending the universal binding energy relation to
these situations and on the approaches needed to
develop semiempirical techniques for predicting
the properties of ceramics (ref. 2).
In addition to developing methods for predicting
interaction energies, it is also necessary to deter-
mine the minimum energy configuration of a
defect and to treat dynamic problems. Monte-
Carlo and molecular-dynamics approaches are
being developed in conjunction with semiempiri-
cal methods in order to examine problems of
practical interest in material science.
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Radiation heat transfer in heated semitransparent layer.
Radiation Heat Transfer Characteristics
Obtained in Semitransparent Materials
Heat transfer can occur in some solid materials
by the internal transmission, absorption, scatter-
ing, and emission of infrared and visible radiant
energy. This energy transfer, which is in addition
to heat conduction, can be appreciable when
temperatures are elevated and materials are par-
tially transparent to radiant energy. Radiant
transfer can have a significant effect on the inter-
nal temperatures of some ceramic coatings and
ceramic engine parts. Some heat storage materi-
als, such as lithium fluoride, are partially trans-
parent to radiative transfer. This is also true of
some crystals to be grown in microgravity experi-
ments, so that radiation influences the growth
processes. The temperature distributions in win-
dows used for viewing into experimental furnaces
and combustion chambers are influenced by
absorption of radiant energy. Analytical and
numerical research is being done to develop
improved methods for predicting heat transfer
effects in these semitransparent materials. Local
temperatures and heat flows within the material
have been obtained. This work is being done in
house and is a continuing effort.
Combined radiation and conduction heat transfer
have been analyzed in plane layers with refractive
indexes typical of ceramic materials. The materi-
als partially absorb, emit, and scatter internal
radiant energy. Each side of the layer is heated by
differing amounts of radiation and convection,
and the effect of interface reflections is included.
When the refractive index is larger than 1, total
internal reflections occur at the surfaces for some
of the energy within the layer. These reflections
substantially redistribute energy across the layer
and considerably alter the temperature distribu-
tion from that when the refractive index is 1 and
total internal reflections do not occur. Results
were obtained for a gray layer and for a two-band
spectral variation of the absorption coefficient.
The solutions yield detailed temperature distrib-
utions that can be used to evaluate thermal
performance and to perform thermal stress calcu-
lations. The radiant energy leaving the surface
was examined to determine when it can be used
to accurately measure the surface temperature.
Most of the calculations were for a layer with
absorption only, but the computer program has
been extended to include scattering. Investiga-
tions are continuing to examine its effect.
An analytical solution has been found for the
limiting situation of pure radiation in a plane
layer. This applies when there are small heat
conduction effects. The solution includes internal
radiative absorption, emission, and scattering.
By using the simple analytical expressions that
were obtained, the temperature distributions for a
material with a refractive index of 1 were
extended to include internal interface reflections
and a refractive index greater than 1. A higher
refractive index tends to make the internal tem-
perature distribution more uniform.
An analytical solution has been obtained for a
two-dimensional radiating medium in a rectangu-
lar geometry. The medium is well mixed so that it
is at uniform temperature. The absorption coeffi-
cient is spectrally dependent. The solution
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predicts the local heat flux received along the
rectangular boundary as a function of position.
Because the solution is in analytical form, very
accurate heat flux results can be evaluated from
it. These can be used as a reference to check
solutions from general numerical computer
programs.
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